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CHAPTER I

MIDDLE sow= CONCEPT:
. ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS, ISSUES, AND IMPLICATIONS

Does the implementation of the °middle school 'concept" create

an organizational strUcture or social context which enhances relation-

eipe both within and between staff meMberS and the student body?

If so what az4 the,effects of such a program.upon the social and

personal a4justments of students and teachers? These issues, at

the heart of much of the controversy about the middle school

programs, are the tandamental and guiding questions of this research

project.

The major objective of this study is to provide a preliminary

description of West Middle SChool in terms of'(1) the funationing

of professional staff roles, (2) the natureand impact - especially

upon achievement - of student-staffinteractions and (3) parental

views and beliefs about their children's edUcational needs, experiences,

and the operation of the school itselk. By describing the sóhool

along these bailiC dimensions, it.is assumed that *we cin begin to

answer the first basic questicin of:

To what extent.is.the actual.funationing of. the
West Middle School in accoid 'with the basic'
philosophy, stated Objectives, and intended
social milieu of the "middle school" concept?

Only after answering this basic question can we proceed to

other more specific questions about the efficacy of the total program

or of various aspects of the program. In other words, some picture

of what is ming on must be presented hefore any program can be

now. q9 pagavarw.01,-Px-, 5. P.. "'S 1.4 b.... Wit4 -qa aswe mg*
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adequately evaluated. For these reasons, then, this investigation

of West Middle School has been focused upon the following dimensions:

'

staff roles, student roles, and parentall roles,

I. Staff Roles

One of the more common and useiA ways of analyzing any social

system is to investigate what is generally expected of each major

role in that system. The middle school concepi, being a relatively

recent phenomenon, has prObably not been in operetiondIong enough

for the development of consensual definitions of role expectations

that are more generally employed in assessing this kind of social-

psychological variable. On the other hand, since the middle school

concept has become an issue in education which rppresents a

particular schcca of thought, there is a consider"le quantity

of literature'which deals with most major aspire of'the middle,

school program. Hence, it is possible to deriVe from the related

literature some information about what the staff roles should be

and what the expectations are that should be attached to thdm.

With regard to the teachers and their relationships with

students, it is said that thei should function as "supporters" to

learning: Miss Brown should "support" - not merely"teach"

Suzie in her attempts to learn mathematics. "Blocks of time" and

"homebase" rooms are to be provided with the attendant specified

expectations that the teacher should become a significant figure

to the students: each pupil should feel that there is one teacher
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that is "his teadher." This home-base teacher, however; shoUld

assume a position of progressively less centrality in the student's

life as the student m6ves along from' one grade level to ths next.'

With reference to the relationship teachers shoUld have

with each other, the role expectations seem to be that each tedoher

should function as (1) a specialist in his own field, and (2) a

consultant tO others with 'Awl+ he. Works as a team in planning

activities for a specific *group Of stUdents.

By reviewing the published polemics and hortative essays

stating what middle school teachers SHOULD do such prescribed
1 .

. -

behavioral recommendations may be stipulated and, hence, adduced

to be the more universally held role expectations. Mith.this

procedure, we may acquire a kind of ideal-type standard fOr middle
%-

school teachers; then we can discern the extent to Which these

roles are actually carried out in acd'ordance with the eipectations.

With such an approach, it is quite podsible to find theitAlthough.

new objectives have'been formalized arid new statements of policies

aad procedures have been introduced into a school settiniwthe

actual role performances and role relationships vary but little

from those in more traditional academic settings.* In other words,

h,though teachers may be instructed and expected to fUnction as

+earns in order to meet certain formally specified objectives,

.cir behavior may be approximately the saMe.as that of teachers

1.1;avP not been asked to develo0 a team structure.

10
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In order to establish what the role .expectwtions are for the

middle school type of social organization .then, the literature

pertinent to this kind of prograrti /411,be.reviewed with special

attention given to such concerns as (1) how teachers should act

toward each other, (2) how teachers should act toward students, and

(3) how teachers and staff members shOuld act toWard each other.

Although this ts not an.epptrical investigation of role expec-

tations per se, such a procedure does allow.us to answer the basic

question of whether or not staff members do function in accord with

some of the basic aspects and propositions of the middle school

concept. In other words, we can obtain some kind of standardized

criteria to use as a basis for measuring and assessing the extent

to which role performances do function in accord wisth formally

prescribed role expectations.

This broad issue, of course, concerns a number or related

questions, some of which will be investigated in this project. For

example, some of the more important questions are:

1. Does the provision for working in teams Improve the

relationships that teachers have with each other?

2. Does the provision for working .in teams enhance

teachers' relationships with the administrative

staff?

3. Does the provision for working in teams enhance

the relationships that teachers have with students?

li



4. Does the provision for working in teams give teachers

a feeling of greater opportunity or power in making

school-related decisions?

5. Does the implementation of the middle school concept

have an impact on teachers in terms of modifying

Fn.

their:

. -
a. perceptions Of tfie competency of other teachers

in the school?.

b. perceptions orthe cdmpetency of other teachers

in general?

C. perceptions f.the field of teaching as a'f'
.

professj.on?..i

Are teachers in the middle schools more likely to

eiperience greater job satisfaction than ihose in junior

high schools?

7. Are middle school teachers more likely to view teaching

at the.middle school grade levels as an acceptable

'or desirable life-time career than junior high teachers?

8. Do:tea".hers in middle schools perceive any differences

in:

a. the extent to which parents are informed about

their children's progress?

b. parental expectations for student academic

attainment?

c. parental expectations for their children's

academic achievement?
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9. Do teachers in middle schools feel that such a program

does modify student attitudes toward the staff? Does

such a program stimulate student motivations for achieve-

ment?

10. Do teadhers who work in teams feel that they do function

as a team? Do they really feel that they are knowledge-

able about the activities of other team members who

work with their pupils? If so, are there differences

between team teachers and teachers who do not work on

teams?

There are a .number of questions that may be raised about

teacher background characteristics. For the most part, the relatee

literature asserts that special training is needed for most middle

school teachers; there is an implicit assumptiun that teachers must

be desocialized and resocialized in order to de-emphasize the emula-

tion of high school practices (a major criticism of current junior

high schools). The questions might be raised of whether there are

cortain background variables such as age, sex, previous experience

and training which may be associated with teachers' satisfaction

with the middle school program.

An attempt to provide at least a partial answer to all of

these questions - as well as others - shall be made. Many of

these questions, it may be noted, are of a comparative nature, i.e.,

they cannot be reasured by merely noting the degree to which they
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are in accord with the formalized philosophy of the middle school

eonc:pt. Oonsequently, the teacher population in the middle school

must be compared with some similar tiacher population not involved

in a middle school proAram. For the pvrpose of such a comparative

analysis, the total teacher popUlation of a regular junior high school

which serves an essentially similar'type of student has also been

selected for examination. Hence, this is a double-barrelled approach

in that the evaluation is focuied uion (1) the extent to which

teacher role performnce is in iteiord with formally stipulated

middle school teacher role expeciatiOns, and (2) the extent to

which perceptions, opinions and attitudes vary between middle school

teachers and junior high schoOl teachers.

.",!k

One recognized shortcoming is that a full answer to many of

these questions can only be provided with a longitudinal study

design. It would be expected that a nuMber of changes in inter-

personal relationships, teaching efficiency, and perhaps even in

the informal social structure might change over a period of time.

We can, however, Obtain some picture of current reality and, perhaps

even in the informal social structure might change over a period

of time. We can, however, Obtain sone picture of current reality

and, perhaps more importantly, provide base line data for future

longitudinal research projects.

Teachers - rather than the other kinds of staff members -

constitute the major focus in this particular evaluation of rrAe
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performances for the following reasons:

1. It is assumed that teacher behavior constitutes a primary

force upon student behaviorand achievement in the school

setting.

2. Although there are a nutber of other professional and

paraprofessional staff roles, e.g., principals, counselors

and teacher aides, which are.integral to the middle

school concept, there are not enough Of each of these in

the sanple to proVide an adequate basis for inference

and generalization. There are, for example, only two

counselors in the junior high school "contro1 group" and

four in the West Middle School. While West Middle School

has 13 teadher aides, there are none in the control group.

With such small populations, derived information cannot

be treated as group data and would only be amenable to

interpretation as individual testimonials and opinions.

Since this kind of information limited in both applic-

ability and inferential value, no major attempt has been

made at its collection. Again, since there are only two

principals involved, any comparison would be based upon

individual and personal idiosyncrasies; it is not the

intent of this report to evaluate individuals, rather

(Ixr. objective is to evaluate a type of school program

:,rwanization.
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11. Student Roles

A basic postulate in the modification of any educational system

is that the behavior of the student may someihve be influenced in a

desirable Manner. One of the important principles of the "middle

school" concept is that desirable habits, skills and values will be

developed in students as a result of student-staff interaction.

There appears to be a nuMber of different concerns in this

area. The related literature, to be discussed in another section,

indicates that the following kinds of issues are involved:

1. Does the modification of the school system as set forth

by the middle schoOl concept bring About. better student-

teacher relationships? It is generally stated that

students need to feel that at least some teachers are

personally concerned about their welfare and progress.

If this is so, then students should view their teachers

as being concerned about hov well they do in school.

If, when asked, all middle school students state that

there is a tencher who is concerned and interested in

them it may be assumed that the student - teacher

relatiAaship is functioning in accord with the espoused

middle school philosophy. If it is found, however, that

all junior high students - regardless of the type of

school program organization - equally recognize the

concern of their teachers, then no particular advan-

tage in this regard can be attributel t( the Wdle

it;
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school type of organization for this particular sample.

2. Does the middle schoca program have an advantageous

impact upon students' Educational Plans and Educational

Aspirations in contrast to the effects of the regular

junior high organization? Do studgpts in the middle

school have greater expectations for future educational

attainment than do students in the regular junior high?

Do they have desires for higher levels of formal educa-

tion?

3. Do different kinds of school social organizations have
;

an impact upon students' Occupational Plans and Occupa-

tional Aspirations?

I. One of the major emphases in the middle school literature

is placed upon the notion that each student is an individ-

ual Who should work at his own capacity,,providing his

own standards for achievement and his own criterion for

success. Does this kind of approach modify a student's

perceptions of the importance of the grades which are

assigned to his. work? Do they feel as if there should

be some kind of formal recognition for excelling in

academically cnmpetitive activities? Are middle school

students more likely to feel that it is not so important

to rank high in their classes or that it is not so

important to do better than others in school? Does

this kind of educational program alter students' percep-

!I 1:s importancP of good grades in general?



5. In the middle school literature, some emphasis has been

placed upon the aspect of parental influence upon

students. Of importance in this are is how students per-

ceive certain thingi about their parents, e.g., parental

interest in their school work, surveillance of their

academic behavior, etc. More specifically, the concerns

are :

a. Are middle school students more likely to feel

that their parents are better informed about

their acadeidc behavior?

b. Will there be between-school differences in

student perceptions of how parenta.feel about

the importance of good grsdes or Of doing

better than others in their class or about their

academic perfOrmance in general?

c. Are middle school students more or less likely

to perIeive that their parents hold high expecta-

tions for them with regard to their future forma).

education?

6. A considerdble amount of attention has teen given to the

role of the peer group in the middle school literature.

There seems to be some disagreement about what kinds of

"age groups" are best for children. There is a concern

about the middle school years being a period of rebellion

against adult authority and as a time of great peer

18
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group involvement. There are pronouncements that

middle school students should be grouped and regrouped

in order to impede clique. 'formation and to encourage a

variety of social encounters to facilitate social

adjustment. Although many.of these kinds of issues can

only be assessed with a longitudinal survey, some

kinds of questions can be pursued in this project:

a. The literature, to.be discussed, asserts that

the middle school program permits and encourages

a student to vork at his own 1.4vel. One question

which may be asked, then, is do a student's

friends.feel that helloes as well as he is cap-

able of doing? This is one kind of measure

or-indicator of whether or not middle school

and.junior high school students might be working

at their own level. Another indication might

be provided by asking a student if his own

'friends are doing as well as they are capable

of doing.

b. The presence or absence of peer group pressure

for performance may be of importance. How

important is it to one's friends that a student

should get good grades? Do peer group expectations

vary with the kind o." school program organization?
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c. An important aspect ca" schooling is that of

anticipatory socialization or preparing a person

for future achievement and attainment. One ques-

tion may be: does the middle school program

modify student plans tor future formal educational

goals?

7. Of central importance to the middle school concept, of

course, is the whole question of student - teacher relation-

ships from the student's point,of view. Are middle school

students more likely to feel that they get along better

with their teachers? Are they more likely to view their

teachers as being concerned about how they do in school?

If students feel that they have certain problems in a

class - or perhaps with the entire course itself - to

whom are they likely to turn for help: the teacher,

their parents, a friend, a classmate who eicels in the

course? Axe there differences between schools? Another

way in which student-teacher relationehips'may be enhanced

is through personal interactian. The question 'may be

posed:' how often do students talk to their teachers?

Do middle school students talk to their teachers more

often than do juniot high school students? Do the two

groups of students differ in their feelinigs that they

have the opportunity to talk to their teachers as often

as they would like to? Is there any evl:ence of group
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norm's'in either type of school Which may prohibit

. . .

students from talking to teachers?

8: Another concern of the middle schoa philosophy is that

of proViding the chance for.students to be able to identify

with particular teachers and:to feel that there is at

least one staff member to whom each student maybe able

to refer to as "my teacher." to what extent does this

occur? Are middle School students more likely to state
.4 .

that they do, in fact, have a favorite teacher? ft' so,

. .

are there differences in junior 'high school and middle

school students' perdeptions about how their teadhers

view them, their performance, and their Chances for the
I.

fixture?

As indicated, a large nuMber of questions..may be asked with

regard tON,the role%of the.middle school student. Sinpa any student

role is Aoselltially a developmental one - a process of "becomine -

many of these questions can.only be adequately assessed through a

longttudinal examination. By attempting to empirically assess the

above listed kinds of concernshowever, we ean establish at least

a partial view .of how the middle school.concept and its implementa-

tion affects the student role at one particular point in. time.

Such an initial cross-sec,ional study, however, also*provides base-
. -

line data for future longitudinel evaluations.
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III. Parental Roles

In many formal statements of the micidle school philosophy, it

is stated that since schools find their roots 'in society, they

should be designed to serve society's needs. Since there has never

been a consensus dbout vtat."society's'needeare, there is little

agreement about whether even the moSt specialized forms and advanced

levels of education meet such a goal. At the middle school age.grade

level, then, there are prObaay even more difficulties inherent in

attempting to ascertain whether or not.sehools do meet such lofty

objectives. Since these students-live with their parents, and since
,

parents are likely to have a puMber-of notions's:bout what society's

-
needs are, it is assumed that mw can get someindication of whether

or not the iwo different kinds of school program organizations do

meet societi's ne.eds by gathering:informatiOil 'on' parental perceptions

of this aspect of education.

In much of the literature about middle schoole, parental in-

volvement and participation in educational programs is often mentioned,

e.g., the need to enliet,Parenial cooperation and interest in student

affairs, to Obtain parental:support for and encouragement of academic

performance, etc. Some pu6licitions describe procedures for setting

up programs ensuring parental participation in order to stimmlate

their interest and to enhlinCe their understanding of the middle

school. Since parents are Mentioned in the relabel literature rather

frequently if not extensively, it may be surmised that parental roles
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are integral to the middle school program. Three major kinds of

questions can be raised 'regarding the role of the parent:

1. Do parents of junior.high and middle school students

differ in their'attitudes toward their children?

a. Are parents of middle school students mere likely

to feel that theil;.Children actually enjoy going

'io Schoolt tht4r.children more likely to

talk about their'school wotk at home? 'fic;w*do parents

feel about 'school 'work iniceneral - is it 'too hard

or too easy for their children?

b. Do parents differ in their 'views about edUcation

in general, e.g.,

their children to

paients should be

ihould parents be forced to send

school? If so, do they feel all

forced to send their dhildren

all the-way through high school?

.c. Does the ki'd of school program organization appear

to hame any association with differences in parents'

expectations for their children's futures? Do

parents differ in their perceptions of the chances

that their children will finish high school or go

on to college? How far in the formal education

system do they really feel that their children

will go?

4. Do parents of children in the two education,11

systems see any differences in peer group ,,limatc.s?
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Do middle school parents have different views of

the kinds of success that might be'expected of

their children's friends?

e. Do the two groups of parents have different opinions

about the work their children do? Do both groups

feel that their children do as well in school as

they are capable of doing? Do they feel that

grades are iwortant? Should there be sone formal

acknowledgement or incentive for academic achieve-

nent? How important are grades as compared to

cther aspects of education?

2. Do middle school parents and junior high school parents

have different feelings about their relationships with

the schools?

a. Cte important aim of parental involvement is that

of keeping parents informed about their dhildren's

activities in school. Are there any differences

between the two parent groups in the extent to

which they feel that they are able to keep up

with what their children do in school?

b. Are there differences between the two groups of

parents with regard to the number of improvements

that they feel should be made in the schools? Are

there differences between parents with respect to

which kinds of improvements should be made (bussing,

'44
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it has been suggested, may be an issue at the

middle school and not at the junior high school)?

3. Are there differences between parental perceptions of

stunt - teacher relationships? Are middle school parents

more likeli to state that their dhildren view their

teachers as "ny teadher"? Are they more likely to feel

that the teadheri are really interested in their children's

progress?

These kinds 'of questions, of course, are of central importance
4.

to any kind of school system. Again, any review of the literature

or any discussion with a knowledgeable person will give evidence of

a number of other questioni whidh shoilld:be formulated. Since, how-
..'

ever, the above kinds of questions deal with issues integral to

middle schools as well as other schools, and since these particular

kinds of questions' are likely to be pertinent for future developments

(thus establishing the basis forlongitudinal studies), these are

the major questions which guide this particular evaluation.

25



CHAPTFA II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Why a Middle School?

In 'sunning up a number of disparate issues covered in a dis-

cussion about educational philosophies and educational programs, Crary1

proclaimed that there are only two current educational problems: human-

izing the process of education in the school and bringing the academic

curriculum into congruence vith social reality. Since this evaluation

is focused upon the' impact of a modified organizational approach, the

first problem suggested by Crary is predominantly emphasized.

Eichhorn2 has advanced one of the more cogent arguments regarding

the middle school. Implicit in his pregentation is the notion that the

adherence to the middle schoOl concept is based upon a value judgenent.

In stating that there must be certain fundamental causes 'which lead

people to suppOrt such a premise, he recognizes that these causes are

philbdophic rather than scientific, for the related literature contains

little if any research evidence which might establish any well-defined

set of causal factors. This is attributed to the fact that few

1Crary,. Ryland, response to paper entitled "Rationale for
Emergence - A Look at the Middle School" presented by Dr. Donald
Eichhorn at the Conference on the Middle School: Rationale and
Development, December 11, 1967 at the School of Education,
University of Pittsburgh.

2Eichhorn, op. cit.
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researchers have had the opportunity to collect data dealing with either

the causes for or the validity of the middle school type of organization.

Underlying such a philosophic value premise are certain basic assumptions

which, as Eichhorn suggests, should be investigated further: (1) youngsters

in the years 10 to 14 constitute a' distinct stage of development involving

similar physical, social, emotional and mental characteristics; (2) students

in the years 10 to 14 possess growth dharacteristics which are signif-

icantly different from the growth characteristics of. the same aged student

of the early decades of this century; (3) societal forces.of today

suggest a new pattern of school organizatiOn for the middle y and

(4) current and former organization models no longer adequately erve
. .

the trarspeent, Since the testing of these diffeient aisumptionsi-

all of which are basic to the middle sdhool philosoPhy - is beion&.

the scope of this project, these assumptions are necessarily accepted

as being a priori assumptions.

As will be sUbsequently discussed, nearly every author agrees

with the ftrst assumption: middle school age students are somehow

different from all other students. Furthermore, most authors agree

that school tor such students should be different shomehow. At this

prAnt, opinion becomes divided.

Vars 1
, like many authors, has asked the question; What should

tt th rmture of this school? Like most of the answers provided for us,

:ordon F. (luidelinus for_ Junior Higti and Middle qchool
iur at i n 4 _f-l!utilimaq_f_T>os itions , Nat i on al-- i at i on c 6T1 A arv

Prirwipals, Washington, P. 1.



Vara has proffered a series of guidelines, e.g., a "desirable separate

learning climate",1 a school that will "emphasize tremendous changes"

in the world and how to cope with such changes 2 and %here "every

subject is taught to'reveal opportunities for further study,"3 etc.

While most of these kinds of_ggidelines are alao held for other levels

of formal education, each ioint has been the subject of much debate and

speculation. Why are these kinds of suggestions, none of which have

been fully resolved, currently being directed at the middle school level?

In the early part of the century, the junior high school movement

wIts an integral part of a larger movement to extend secondary education

dawnward.4 One major reason for doing this.was to provide some exposure

to this kind of experience for those children who terminated their

formal education at the minimuM legal age or grade level. It is this

particular aspect of the junior high school, i.e., the emulation of

senior high school, which is currently subjected to the greatest amount

of criticism.5

ivars, cp. cit.

2Loc. cit,. P. 5

3rbld.

Kittel, rack F., 7hariging Patterns of Education7 The mlddlk,

Ywtrs." College of Education Rf.!cord, ',I (March 1967), 624.

2,efirm 1.110 On np !gen. or. b. woo mIss WE



Most challengers do not take issue with the general purpose of the

Junior high, but rather their criticisms are directed at the educational

and social programs eAbodied in its framework. Harking to Conant's'

meporandum, it is often said that while the pattern of the junior high

school closely parrallels that of the senior high school, there is little

evidence to justify such a pattern for middle school age students.2 On

the other hand it might bs added that there is also little evidence

to support ther.contention that senior high educational and social prorams

are inappropriate for middle school age students.

The emulation of senior high schools has stimulated a considerable

amount of criticism, however, on the grounds that (1) middle school age
.

children are not ready Itr high school type social activities and events3,

(2) the departmentalizatiOn of curriculum and the.specialization of

teachers create conditiohs which are too impersonalized for the needs

of these students4, and (3) a kind of social stigma is.attached to the

term "junior" for both staff and students - both may be merely treading

water until they are "promoted" to the senior high school level.5

1,,onant, James B., "A "emorandum to School Boards: Recommendations

for Education in the Junior High School Yearsb" The School in the Middle:

Dividediniorllsoo, Barnett, et. 7:17,--MicTiret:
'enter for Urban Education, 1968, 62-63

?Eichhorn, op. cit.

3ThA Middle School, Saginav Township Comnunity Schools, June, 1966.

4v.11ftkly, "illiam J., 'West Jefferson Hills Union 'Middle School'",

st Jefferson Hills School District: 71airton, Pa., 1964, P. 5

-'Fichhorn, op. cit.
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Consequently, there has been a widespread searCh for a different

kind of school organization both for pObescentt pupils and their teachers.

Tn doing so, many school systems have adopted -1)s,t least in.part - the

middle school pattern of organization.

Williams1 asserts that our nation's middle\cechools are more likely

to differ from one ancther than they are to reseA4e ea& other, but

there are acme common features. In grneral, the at*empt has been made

to cotbine the best features of the self-contained i4ea of the elementary. 1.

school with the best features of the secondary school. Williams, however,

is concerned that this could result in having two schools in one building

(he found one school, for example, in which the fifth and sixth grades

were on one floor while the seventh and eighth were on another), an
la

entity which would only preserve the elements of over-isolation and

extreme departmentalization - the two factors which gave impetus to the

middle school movement.

/n implementing the middle school concept, however, a nuMber of

cautionary notes have been sounded. Carro112, for example, has expressed

tvo concerns about the program: (1) an uadue emphasis may have been

placed on the assumption that there is a relationship betveen the housing

of different grades in a building and the provision of a high quality

education; and (2) the middle school might become a prestige symbol

similar to that of team teaching in recent years - administrators may

l"illiams, Emmett L., "The Middle School National Perspectives."

?aper presented at the Conference on "The Middle School: Rationale and

Development." School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, December

11, 1967.

2Carroll, Donald M., Tr., "..-he Curriculum and the Middle School."

:Aper presented at Conference, University of Pittsburgh, December 11, 1967. JO
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adopt the middle school program as a means of getting on the band wagon.

!!oth concerns should bq.empizically explored with more comprehensive

researdh designs within the not400-distant fUture.

In summary, the middle school concept represents a real effort

to provide a new kind of school organization. The implementation of

sudh a program, it is saidvshould modify the interpersonal and struc-

tural relationships within and.between teachers, students, and parents.

It is the intent.of4hie.evaluation to first provide an empirical

assessment of whether the kinds of interpersonal relationships that do
,

occur approximate those described /xi the literature on the middle schools.

Secondly, an attempt will be made-to.determine if there are difference

between the middle school, program and the functioning*of the more

traditional junior high school program.-

In order to 4o..thist.t4e.f011owing groups are to be investigated:

middle school and junior high school teachers, middle school and junior

high school studeqts, and parents of middle school and junior high

school students. The remainder of this section on Related Literature

shall be focused upon that literature Which best indicated what the

expectations are for each of the abcme roles.

Staff Roles: Major Expectations

There appearh to be a rather unique problem regarding the

selection and retentiop of teachers at the junior high and middle school

levels.1 It seems as if there is a peculiarly high rate of teacher

1Porsonal communications with junior high school principal and
the middle school principaI cooperating in conducting this evaluation.
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turnover in these kinds of schools: this is often attributed to the

movement to other age-arade levels. In addressing themselves to this

prOblems, a number of principals have concluded that certain personal

qualifications and specialized training are needed for thbse staff meMbers

who work at this grade leve1.1 The major consideration is that sueh

teaching assignments should not be viewed as training ground for other

grade levels; neither should it be seen as a place for the placement

of either "promoted" elementary staff or "demoted" senior high school

staff members. Vars2 has made the observation that oneJs effectiveness

as a junior high school teacher depends as much an personality as

training, but many ixople with different types,of personality find

happiness and success at this level. As has been demonstrated by

Erickson and associates3, however, happiness and suecess - as indicated

by teachers' reported satisfaction with their jobs, the types of

students assigned to them, parental cooperation, and teaching as a

career - has little to do with whether or not a teacher later chooses

lvars, Gordon F., Guidelines for Junior High and Middle School
Education: A Summag of Positions, National Association of Secondary
-chool Principals, Washington, D. C. 1966, P. 3. Mills, deorge E.,
The Middle School, !hellion Association of School Boards, University
of Michigan, Pp. 0-10. Grooms, M. Ann, Perswctives on the.Viddle
School Columbus; Charles E. Merrill Books, Tnc., 1967, Pp. 45-53,

-7ars, quidelines, op. eit.

3Erickson, Edsel L., Jacobs, George W., Johanson, Judith J., and
Robin, Stanley, Teacher Mobility, Teacher Drokout and the Expectations
ofFaraidFriends, Office of Education: Bureau of Research, U.q.
-ept. of Health, Tducation and Wlfare.
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to remain in a school setting. Nevertheless, a nuMber of authors1 have

maintained that since the junior high school has beeen am imitation of

the senior high sdhool with the burden of being a "junior" or lower

status school, teachers may be as eager as are'students to wivance

into the senior high schoOl setting.2 For to. rs, thnn, onn of the

features of the middle school progra is t),1I- .w.social status vould!t
be appended to the teaching position which iu wore nearly in line with

that of other elementary and secondary teaching positions.

In this administrative attempt to enhance the prestige value of

the middle school teadhing role, there is a more or less explicit

assumption that middle school.teachers wilibe more likely to be

satisfied with their teaching position, m6ie likely to look favordhly

upon middle schOol grade:level assignments, ticeS* likely to be satisfied
:

Vitk the kinA cif children:they teach, and - perhaps more important

less likely to either plan or desire to leave to:obtain a.teaching

.position in either the elementary or senior high.school grade levels.

AlexanderVitifaithas,suggested a few hypotheses that appear usefUl

in-testing these assumptions.

**.

1Livingston, A. High, "The Middle School." Illinois Education
(April 1968). Blakley, op. cit. Alexander, William A., mnd Williams,
Etmett L., "schools for the Middle Years." Educational Leadership, 23
(December 1965) 217 - 223. Kittel; op. cit.

2Kittel

3
Alexander, Mi3liam 14.9 et. alp, The Emer nts Middle School, nev

York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 19 , N.*1 3-1 .
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The extent to which teachers in any school may be characterized by

the above kinds oeattitudes may vary by age, sex, prior experience and

training. Nickersonl,"for example, has found that.the holding pcwer

of the junior high school is particularly weak among. young teachers of

both sexes, but especially.so_with mep. AlthoUgh teachers past 40 with

many years of experience often expressed the leust iatisfaction with

their werk, they were more apt to regard junior high teaching as a

permanent career and to plan on remaining uhiil retirement. Will these

kinds of variables still Obtain within the middle school setting? If

so, to what extent do they differ from thoia in the junior high. school

4

setting? Given the amount of attention that hati"been.:given to enhancing

the social status and-occupational prestige at this. laWe12 -`vven if

by only changing the name of the program from mjunior" to nmiddle"3

it can be surnised that middle school teachers .should be pore likely

to view theirs as being a more satisfactory and'rewarding experience.

The middle school concept has been developed at the same time

that a number of other innovations have been adapted in education. One

of these is team teaching. In the two schools selected in this *sample,

'Nickerson, Neal C., Jr., "Junior High Schools ArP on the Way Out."

;sprro-, et. a1, The School in the Middle, op. cit., Pp. 51-52.

,Conr.nt, op. cit. P. 62.

"7d-Lnowics, Paul J., "Analyzing Trends in School Reorganization:

Mii1.I School and the Junior High School." The School in the Middle,

tt, et. al. (Eds), op. cit., P. 18.
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the middle school employs a variation of this practice while the junior

high school does not. The West Middle School teacher teams are composed

of professionals who represent vsrious academic Specialties.1 Of
0*

paramount importance in team teaching is the estdblishment of group

rapport. Team metbers, it is mad, should share in the appointment

of additional or replacement personnel; individuals who cannot work

with the team should be renoved as soon as possible.2 Grooms3 states

that in the ideal middle school population of froM 700400 students,

each teaching team should deal with a slim sUb-population of from

90-100 students. Other authorities4, hoiever, indicate that each t

teaching team should,mork with a grouP of approximately 150 dhildren

this is similar to the nutber of students in eadh group assigned to the

West Middle School teadher teams. West Middle School teachers who are

on teams share in teaching the students assigned to them and in the

planning of their students curricular activities.5 It is acknowledged

1Grooms, op. cit. P. 65.

2Ibid.

3IbLd.

4Report of the Intermediate or Middle School Connittee, Barnett,
et. al. (Eds.), The School in the Middle, op. cit. P. 247.

51)eHaan, Ross, Oral presentation at Junior High and Middle School
Staff In-Service Program, qest Middle School, Grand Rapids, Michignn,
DeceMber 3, 1969.
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that such an interdisciplinary effort in curricular planning is

difficult, for most anticipatory training has been in the area of

planning at the individual classroom leve1.1 Furthermore, with regard

to the concept of team teaching itself, Williams2 states that there are

three stages: (1) team members are initially.enthusiastic, but are

generally dependent upon on individual who.emerges as a "leader",

(2) disenchantment with the leader or with. tbe team, .1nd (3) finally a

kind of interdependence which should prompte the desired kind of

rapport. If this is true, it indicates a major limitation of this

stu4y, for it cannot be determined just Whidh "stage" any one of the

West Middle School teacher teams ndght be in:. to do so woUld, of

course, entail a longitudinal analysis. However, with the rient kinds

of questions, Ire can provide some assessment of whether or not the

team metbers are interdependent and do approximate the final stage of

team development.

In the West Middle School, the teacher teams meetat least once

a week; some may meet each day.3 As a team, the participants discuss

with each other such prciblems as student attendance, classroom behavior,

etcademic performance, etc. In this way, each teacher is said to have

a pretty good idea about what other teachers are doing with the commonly

1Williams, Emmett S., "What is the Middle School For?" Paper

presented at Junior High and Middle School Staff In.Service Program,

West Middle School, Grand Rapids, 'fichigan, December 3, 1969.

2Ibid.

beHttan, clo. cit.
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assigned students. Attendance at the team meetings is not mandatory,

but few teachers are dbsent.. .It is acknovledged that there are differ-

ences between teams: some.:seem stronger than others. It is felt that

there is a strong peer group pressure utich is brought to bear upon those

who are considered to be "yeak" team metbers; the administration, however,

does not exert any influence in this.area.

These kinds of team activities then, would lead to the expectation

that there would be different kinds of responses between junior high

and middle school teachers to questions dbout how informed they are about

what other teachers are doing with their students, the competency of

other staff members, the cooperation and help that they receive from

each other, lnd faculty attitudes towards and infhrmation about the

students. More importantly, there should be differences in attitudes

about haw decisions are made on curriculum matters, pupil discipline

matters, and in the satisfaction that teachers have regarding their

relationships with students.

Another major role expectation attributed to the middle school

teacher is that this teacher should serve as a kind of role model. Eich-

hornl, claims that each child needs at least one adult at school to

vhom he can go for information and assistance regarding any problem which

relates to his participation in the school program. Grooms2 clains that

lEichhorn op. cit.

2Groors, op. cit., P. 32

37
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teachers nay readily become confidants of middle school students. The

West Middle School Steering Committeel states that the middle school

student may become a hero-worshipper of someone with whom he can identify.

Consequently, it is held that classroom teachers will be basic guidance

workers because they will have the closest and most continuing relation-
\

ships with the pupils in the g4up assigned to them.2

The whole question, i.e.,-whether,the teather does become a gaga-
`

ficent other to the student, can oily be determined by asking the students

themselves. If, however, the West Middle School does fUnction in accord
1

with the middle school philosophy in ihis area, students should frequently

name teachers as being important to them and concerned about them. Again,

if the middle school type of sccial organization differs from that of

the junior high school, there should also be differences between the

responses given by the tvo student bodies.

In essence, there appear to be.three kinds of expectations that

are held for the middle school teacher. Certainly, nany different

expectations are attadhed to this role, but a review of the related

literature - as indicated by the frequency and length of discussions -

leads to the tentative conclusion that the following expectations are of

particular importance for teacheye employed iu a middle school program:

3:The; West Middle School Steering Committee, Whit tlho, How?, Grand

Rapids Pitlic Schools, Grand Rapids, 4ichigan, 1969.

2Report of the Intermediate or Middle School Committee, op. cit.,

P. 247
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1. Teachers in a middle school program should be more likely to

perceive greater social status and occupational prestige

assigned to their occupational positions. This should lead

to greater job satisfaction as compared with junior high

teachers.

2. Teachers assigned to a team in a middle school program should

feel as if they are mOri informed about what other teachers

are doing with their students; they should express greater

satisfaction wlth the sieuiivwhich decisions are made; and

they should be more satisfied with.personal relationships with

other teachers and between-teachers and students.

3. Teachers should function as a role mo4e1, or as an academic

significant other for their students.

These three major expectations, as derived from the literature,

shall serve as the major guidelines for evaluating the West Middle School

teaching staff. Although all of these topics have been treated rather

extensively in the literature, Vars1 and Kittel2 agree that only rarely

have teachers themselves ever been asked to offer their opinions on

the middle school concept.

Student Roles

If there is aay single point on which all advocates of either

junior high schools or middle schools have achieved consensus, it is

1Vars, Gordon F., "Change - and the Junior High." Educational
idendership, 23 (December 1965), Pp. 187-198.

2Kittel, op. cit.
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that pupils of this age level are somehow unique and therefore should

be placed in a unique school. Generally, middle school age students

are portrayed in terms of unique phySical, emotional, social and develop-

mental characteristics:

These young people, ranging in age from 11 to 15, are a verY

special group in.terms of growth and development. They

differ maekedly from each other in height, weight, rate

of growth, sexual maturity, social development, academic

skills and interests. Moreover, most of them are changing

rapidly in all these respeets. Young adolescents seek to

belong, to conform to their peer group, and to withdraw from

adults: yet they want and need help of sympathetic adults.

They have special fears and prOblems. At the same time they
concerned about ideals atul ethical concepts; they are eager

for social service. It is imPOrtant that there be 4

particular school available fdrlioys and girls going through

this period in their liyes.1

Most writing22 on middle School and junior high school.age

students concur at this point: such puPils are somehow difTerent and

their schools should be different somehow. Furthermore, if it may be

said that there is any one universal exPectation that is held for the

role of the middle school student, it is that he is a perrenial potential

problem:

Children attending the intermediate or middle school, ages

10 to 14, will be living through the turbulent years of

1V1rs, Guidelines op. cit. P. 1.

2The West Middle School Steering Committee, why, Who, How? oR. cit.;

Kittel, ip. cit.; The Middle School, Saginaw Township Community Sehools,

June 1966. "Proposed Middle School Philosophy, " Grand Rapids Board of

Educationa, March 1, 1967. Eichhorn, -1p. cit.
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preadolescence and early adolescence. They will be subject

to conflicting desires for independence and for belonging to

a group: At the same time that they will be seeking self-

realization, they will be reaching out to others to obtain

and give peer support. Physical. growth will_be swift and

dramatic, creating internal personality conflicts which

will require adult guidance. This will also be a time when

boys and girls will begin to think of themselves in adult

roles. When the youngsters find their models, they will

usually borrow the vmlues and ideals of those whom they have

made their heroes. These young adolescents haw high ideals

great optimism, and deep concern for.other people and

other problems.1

Furthermore:

The emotional needs of children at all econondc levels

resulting frmn the insecurities and tensions.accompanying

urban family life today,.and changes in family structure

and responsibilities will have-a marked-effect on the

growth of the children and programs or the school.2

Conseqmently, students of these nges.are *grouped together, not

because of homogeneity', but because .of their extreme unlikeness, i.e.,

physical development, emotional and social maturity, intelligence

ft spurts" and "lags", etc. On the other hand, these kinds of children

are said to be similar to each other with respect to restlessness,

noiqe-making ability, and rebellion against adult authority.3

Thus, it may be said that there are two different kinds of

expectations for the role of the middle school student: he is likely

1Report of the Intermediate or Middle School Committee, op. cit.,

P. 243

2Loc. cit., P. 244

3The Middle School Saginaw Township, op. cit
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to be a particularly troublesome type of individual, but he is bomehow

peculiarly susceptible to the influence of an adult role model. One of

the hopes for an expanded-grade level range,.then, is that a three year

institution provideis more time for a young person to establish an identity

with the school; in i two year institution, it is said that both teachers

and students are likely to be handicapped-in getting to know each other,

particularly since one half of the students.are new each year.1 With

the middle school type of social organization, each student should become

well known in all respects by a least one teacher.2 If, in fact, this

does occur, then it'would be expected that middle school students would

be more likely to state that they have a favorite teacher than would

junior high itUdents. Further, they shoul4 be more likely to name a

teacher as being one of the persons concerned about how well they do in

school. Again, they shoed be more likely.to indicatethat they would

go to their tetichers if-they had problems.vith their school work. If,

with' regard tb these issues, there are no differences between middle

school and junior high school students, then-it may be surmised that

the two different kinds of school social organizations do not exert

any differential impact upon student behavior..

Anothei major characteristic attributed to thes kinds of students -

a trait which may also be viewed as a role expectttion - has to dc with

1Vars, Guidelines, op, cit.

2-1,r)c. cit. P. 10
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the importance of the peer group. Williams1 has indicated he felt

necessity that school programs should account for this influenr.e, i.e.,

there is a need to structure and re-group students to break up cl!que

formations and to Provide a variety of contacts. The West Middle School2

has also formally acknowledged the importance of the peer group. If the

mfddle school program does alter the impact of the peer group's

influence, what kinds of differences mightbe reflected in student affect?

For example, Vars3 states that pupil progress may be indicated by

(1) evaluating the student in terms of his own past achievement, (2) com-

paring his performance with that of other students, or (3) measuring

his performance against a set of accepted standards. Vara rejects the

second and third alternatives, but do studenti? Are students' perceptions

of reference group expectations for achievement modified by the middle

school program? In other words, is the middle school student less likely

than his junior high counterpart to feel that his peer group attaches a

great deal of importance to the grades that he 'receives? If the middle

school type of social organization does function in accord with its

philosophy, then it would be expected that middle school students would

report that their peer group attaches less importance to grades than

would their junior high school contemporaries. Again, they should be

......18.0
1Williams, 1'1i/hat is the Middle School For?", op. cit.

2The West Middle School Steering Committee, lp. cit.

aVars, '41idelinec3, op. cit., P. 11.
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more likely to state that their teachers and their parents place less

emphasis upon thb importance of getting high grades or upon the importance

T

of doing better than one's classmates.

Finally, given the importance attached to the role of the parent,

C.
it would be expected that.middle echo& students wed perceive their

parents differently than would junior high students. More specifically,

they should perceive that their. parents malitain higher conditions of

surveillance of their academic.behavior in that they should be more

likely to indicate that their parents are well-informed about what they

do in school.

In summary, as derived from a review of the literature, the follow

ing would appear to be the major expectations attached to the role of

the middle school student. These items shall serve as the rajor guide-

lines for evaluating the effects of the middle school type of social

organization as it effects students:

1. Studenti in a middle school type social milieu should be more

likely to select a school staff'metber as one who is important

to self than are junior high school students.

2, Middle school students should be less likely than junior high

school students to *feel that their peer group assig4I importance

to grades as an Lidicator of academic performafice.

3. Students in the middle school social millzu should te more

likely than junior high school students to state tht their

parents are well-informed about what they are doing in school.

4 4
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4 Students in the middle school social milie-1 should be more

likely to indicate feelings of "belonging" to their school.

It maybe noted that little has been sal?. about achievement. The

major emphasis. Is upon certain attitudinal configuraticas -.the basis

of this report. In nearly every educational Innovation, however, there

is the implicit assumption that certain individual cognitive components

shall be enhanced. To make education more meaningfUl is an atterpt to

increase student motivation. To increase motivation is one way of

enhancing academic achievement. Therefore achievement, as measured by

standard tests, dha11 be one objective criterion fOr assessing the impact

of the middle school type of organization. Alexander has formulated an

hypothesis in this area.'

Parental Roles

In the literature, little has been said on the sUbject of parents.

In general, the claims are made that the middle school must recognize ee

the existence of parental needs and attitudes; but a cautionary note is

sounded that parental attitudes i:oward schools and school programs are

often the result of the previous educational experiences of the parents,

the reading they nmy hame done, and the general feelings toward education

that may be held by different ethnic groups.2 Grooms3indicates that the

1^lexander, et. al., The 2mergent Middle School, op. cit.

2Grooms op. cit., P. 31.

hoc. cit., P. 32
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exchange of information between parents and schools is of primary

importance, i.e., the school must rely heavily upon the parent for

information about the student and, in turn, the parent may have to rely

upon the school not only for reports on educational development but

also for other information about their children.

Consequently, it may be adduced that the major expectation attadhed

to the role of the parent of the middle school student is that he should

be more likely to feel that he is informed about What his child is doing

in school.

Parental attitudes, however, may be shaped by their perceptions

of the performances of the roles of the school staff and of their

children. Therefore, it might be expected that their attitudes toward

the school and toward their children might be different from those of

the junior high school students with regard to the following entities;

1. Parents of middle sehool students should be more likely to

state that their children have a "ftvorite" ter:cher.

2. Given that the middle schorl social milieu is more likely

tn facilitate students' feelings of "belonging", parents

should be more likely to indicate that their children look

forward to going to school eaeh day, that their children

really want to go to school (and on to high school if the

middle school does serve as a better means of transition)

and that their children are more likely to talk about the

w-rk they do at school.

Given thqt the middle school program requires that the

w-rk at their own capacity, parents of middle

46



school students should be less likely to state they they

feel the work is either too hard or too easy for their

children.

Given that the Objectives of the middle school program

have been eomunicated to the parents, they should be more

likely to feel that other things in school are more important

than grades and less likely to stress the importance of

obtaining high grades (e.g., B's or better) for their children.
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CHAPTER II/

METHODOLOGY

The Research Setting

Grand Rapids, Michigan is a -40 midwestern industrial city

with a total population of approxiMately 205,000 people. The Grand

Rapids Public School System serves a Population of more than 34,000

students; this number accounts for arouhd 60% Of all students, however,

since the remainder attend either private or parochial schools.

In 1966, the Grand Rapidi Board cif Education decided to adopt

the "middle school concept" as a part Ofrthe educational organization

of the Grand Rapids school system at the'suggestion of Dr. Donald J.

Leu of Michigan State University..1 The Middle school was to embrace

the 6th, 7th and 8th grades, leaving elementary schools with a K-5

grade pattern and restoring the senior high school to a four-year

9-12 institution. The junior high schaol designation would be

abandoned iliere middle schOols were established. Since only a few

schools in the nation had 'adopted this concept in 1966, this was

truly considered to be a pioneering effort.

The Mide.a School

The particular middle school program that is the subject of

this evaluation was implemented in a building which was once a high

school facility. The large, ancient building varies considerably

iTour Grand Rapids Schools, Grand Rapids Board of Education,
November 1966, Pp. 3-4.
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from the kinds of building specifications which are generally

recommended in the guidelines for middle school programs. The

administrative staff, however, feels that buildings per se are

incidental to the program. A few mOdifications have been made in

order to create conditions more suitable to team teaching. Regarding

materials and supplies, however, the school is reported to be

"wealthy."

One consideration which, according to Barker and Gumpl, may

limit the effects of the program and the inferential value of this

evaluation, is that the Vest Middle School is nearly twice as large

as the population generally recommended for middle schools; there

are nearly 1600 students in the Weei.Middle. School. The staff

members assert that the socioeconomic status backgrounds of the

students cover a broad spectrum and, as such, represents the

com=unity population. This also appears to be the case in racial

composition in that non-Whites constitute approximately 12% of the

student population at the middle school; this closely reflkcts

the total nommunity non-white population.

The Wesv Middle School staff consists of a principal, two

assistant principals, four counselors, seventy six teachers and

tbirteen teacher aides as well as other supportive staff members,

e.g., school nurse, home school agent, etc.

1
Barker, Roger, and Gump, Raul, Big School, Small School,

Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1964.
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Most of the teachers are assigned to teams, depending upon

subject matter and grade level. A, basic team at the 8th grade

level consists of a representative.from each of the following areas:

humanities, social studies, language,,science and mathematics.

These teachers work with a counselor who does large group counseling

with the students. At the seventh grade level, the team conSists

of two "fuse" teachers (es.,11 ot whom teaches English and geography),

one science teacher, and one mathematics teacher. This team also

works with a counse).or. There are no.sizth graders in this school.

r

During the first year that the teadher teams were employed,

teachers were arbitrarily assigned to their teams. Although there

were few recorded complaints from the teachers, sone did state

their desire to work with other teathers the following year;

Consequently, fOr the current academie years, teams were composed

on the basis of teachers' requests. Again, there have been few

complaints registered by team members.

Each teacher has a daily work preparation.. During one period

each week, the teams meet to discuss the school 'cork of the 150

students that each team deals with, i.e., curricular innovations,

individualized instruction, and other means of best meeting the

needs of each student. There are some teams which meet even more

often.

50
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.Students are assigned to the teacher teams. on a random basis

with the exception of a few cases in which there are foreSeeable

problems. between students and teachers.- There are 20 different'

lectione of students, known as Sections A-T. Sections A-R,.consisting

of 150 studirts each, are all assigned to teacher teams. There

are about 50 seventh graders and 50 eighth grade students - known

as Sections S and T .7. who have not.been assigned to teacher teams

since there were not enough faculty members to constitute an

additional.team for these students. According to the-administrative

staff, these individual students progress through the grade levels

in a manner quite similar to that of the traditional junior high

school program. Although it is said that the method of assigning

and working with students is such that no single student has specific

knowledge of whether or not he is under the supervision of a

particular teaching team, the school staff members feel that the

"S" and "T" students contribute the largest share of behavioral

problems, even though they have been randomly assigned to their status;

but it is said that these.two sections cannot be-examined as adequately

as are the other sections.

Another innovation contained in the West Mlddle School Program

is that the students are permitted to take a simultaneous "break" of

ten minutes each day. Based on the assumption that since adults

are granted and enjoy a coffee break during given periods of the

day, all students are released from all classroom obligations during
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a ten minute period. Only a few violations of this privilege have

been recorded; in sudh cases - whicb generally occurred while the

situation was yet novel privilege is withdrawn from the indi-

vidual rather than from ahy specific groups of students. Another

practice has been that of proiiding an independent, unsupervised

study hall for the ninih.4raders. The same disciplinary policy has

been followed and there have V41421 only a*few individual violations

of this privilege.

Seventh and eighth graders participate intramdral athletics;

ninth graders have 'the oppOkUnity t:O Play on athletic teams

vhich.compete with ,other schools. West,Middle School has a

school band comprised primarily of ninth graders and some qualified
1 . .

eighth graders. Generally, it may be said that the West Middle

School.is in line with the middle school philosophy in that,the

importance of these l!inds of events for middle-school age students
.

1.

is de-emphasized.

In accordance with the middle school concept, there is a de-

emphasis upon academic competition:. there is no honor society
. .

nor an honor roll which officially.recognizes superior scholastic

performance.

Finally, there is no trackingl or ability .groyPing in any

subject or in any of the grades.
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The Junior HiAh School .

The junior high school selected as a "control group" on the

basis of estimates made.b7 principals and other administrators about

the comparability of student populations serves a considerably

smaller population of around 900 students, Th,# smaller size of

this school may limit the inferential value of this study for, as

Barker and Gumpl suggest,.student participation and involvement may

be a function of the size of the school.

The school plant itself appears.Ukbe considerdbly newer and

in better condition than that of .the:West Middle School.

Students in this junior high school are assigned to classes

on a random basis, similar to that of the West Middle School. Since

students are not grouped on the basis of ability nOr along other

dimensions, it p(iy be assuied that data collected from these junior

high school classrooms may be roughly comparable to yhat Obtained

from the middle school students.

'The juniOr higb school selectea for this study also has an

experimental orientation, particularly in the'areas of *mathematics

and icience; teachers in these two areas have designed and implemented

their own experimental projects.

The primary staff consists of one principal, two cOunselors

and 49 teachers. There are no teachei aides. As compared to West

Middle, this school consists cf an "old" staff and a "new"

1 Barker and Gump, op. cit.
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principal, a fact which places additional limitations on the conclu-

sions of this study.

The junior high school places about. the same amount of

emphasis upon athletics and iusid ai &es the middle school. In

music, stUdents may play in the junior band or in an orchestra.

Seventh and eighth grade itudenti may' participate in intia-mural

sports; ninth gradera may join athletic teams whidh comtete against

other schools.

The above description provides some justification for the

assumption that the junior high schoca.vhial has been selected

a "control group", while Similar to'the middle school In many

respects, raw be viewed as one vbich ope*Ates.along the lines of

the more "typical" juhior high school program*One major exception

concerns the composition'of the student poPulition, for this

facility also serves approximately 400 elementary students.

Data Collectfon

Teachers

On *FebruiirY 2, 1910, the rincipal investigatOr and the

principal:sof the junior high school net with the junior high school'

teacheri to explain the part that their school would play in'the

evaluation c' the 'middle school concept." They were given the

chance to examine the questionnaires and, after some discussion

aboUt different questionnaire items, the teadhers were released and.'
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were requested to return the completed questionnaires to the

principal's office within three days. Of the 45 questionnaires

which were distributed, 39 were returned. One of these was incom-

plete; therefore, the total junior high school teacher sample is

38. As a group, these teadhers encompass a 7eather broad spectrum

in terms of age, experience, longevity in the school, socioeconomit

status backgrounds, and college training.

On February 2, 1970, the principal investigator delivered the

teacher questionnaires to the assistant principal at the West Middle

School. Since the middle school teachers have been rather extensively

involved in the planning of the program, it vas felt that a formal

pref:4:ntatica to these teachers would be redundant. The assistant.
4e.

principal personally distributed the questionnaires to the teachers;

45 were completed and returned.

a group, these teachers

junior high school teachers, but

within the group. In terms of years of teaching, nutber of schools

are slight.;y youngezi than the

there is considerable Airiation

taught, and longevity in the present school system, this group of

teachers might be said to be somewhat less experienced than are

the junior high school teachers. Since the middle school program

has only existed for two years, the middle school teachers have had

only that much experience in their present setting; one third (13)

of the junior high school teachers haveHbeen in their present school

longer than two years. There appears to be little difference

between the two groups of teachers in terms of socioeconomic status

backgrounds.
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Students

Since each class at the West Middle School is comprised of

students which have been selected on a randomly assigned basis, the

administrators feel that eadh.class represents a cross-sectice

of each grade level. Therefore, the sample of the WeSt Middle

School students has been drawn by randomly selecting'classes at

each grade level. This was done.in such anner as to ensure

the selection of approximately 50 ,seventh graders and 50 eighth

graders.

Although the junior nigh students are assigned on the basis

of machine - scheduling (eighth grade) or on a representative,

proportional distribution based upon achievement, the principal

indicated that there appears some differences between the kinds of

students who are In the'different classes; this would reduce the

likelihood that the selection of any particular class could be

assumed to be representative of.any given grade level. Consequently,

classes were selected on a random basis in sue)) a manner as to

ensure a total sample size of approximately 200 seventh and, eighth

graee students. Questionnaires were administered to all of these

students and then a sub-sample of 50 seventh graders and 50

eighth graders -.which corresponds with the middle school student

sample - was randomly selected to serve as the "controi'krouP."
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Parents

.In both schools, 25 seventh graciera and 25 eighth graders

who compaeted .:tionnaires 'were identifitdin order that

comparable data might be obtained from their parents. This

provides a total population of 80 parenti of junior high and middle

school students. A team es graduate studentienrolled in the

SocicaogY of B4ucation Spring Research'Internehip Sebinar at Western

Michigan University interviewed the parents tO Obiain'pareni91

data on attitudes and opinions about the respective schools,

their childrenis futures, and other inforMetion.

Analysis of Data

Teacher Questionnaire Data (See -Appendii

Three major statistical analyses have been conducted on the

teacher questionnaire data. Mese anWysts were performed on the
,

IBM 360 and the IBM 1620 computers at the Computer Center at Grand

Rapids Junior College.

- The Tirst statistic to be 6ployed is 8 (theta)01 a coefficient

of differentiation which describes the'assoaation'iletween one

nominal scale (in this cases which sdhool the teacher is etploied

in) and one ordinal scale (teachers'. response's to questionnaire

items Nos. 18-41 as classified on a seven.p-Oint scale ranging

from Very Satisfied to Very Dissatisfied - see Appendix A). Theta,

1Freemans Linton C., Elementary Applied Statistics, John
Wiley and Sons, New York, 19 5, Pp. 108 - 119.
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in each, casap.describes the percentage of the eompsrisons among

individuals froliesch.school who 'how consistent differenws in

levels of satisfaction.. .

ilhe second statiiiiiC, OliitiOefficient of predictibility

or lambda (A)1,'is used for questiOnniire items NOB. 42 . 47
. i

in order to describe the association between two nominal scales,

i.e., schOO1 of employment and acceptance/rejection of various

occupational'aliernalives. In ihise cases, the 'calculation of

A
s indicates whit percentage of errors would be eliminated in

guessing which schools the teacheri worked in if we had the
, : ; : t". .

knowledge of wiietheabey would accept or reject the various
.. j.":$4

occupatiOnal alternatives suggested to them. The calculation of

.

indicates uhat 'percentage of errois limed be eliminated in guessing
;

either of...the two.variables schoOl and acceptance/rejection)

if we dia, in fact., have a Irstowledge of both variables.

The third stOistic, eta (N)2,, As a correlation ration which

descrilites the assootatice between a nominsl..scale (school). and an
. .

interval scale (in this case, teachers' es:bimstes of.:the percentage.

of students which mew be chlrecterize by the descriptions provided

in questionnaire items Nos. 48 - 63.). Eta indicates ihe percentage

of the variation in teiceral ietuses uhiCh..can be predicted by
4.

the knowledge of which itchOol they si*e eMplOyed in.

1Loc. cit. Pp. 7%48

LOCO Olt .9' 'PP. )20-130.
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. -

Since it it the Objecitivi'Oe thil eftlustion to determine

whether or not ihe middle sehool irdeiesi'aiiroaches the formal

objectives ofte middle school concept by (1) measuring the extent

to which role performances approach role expectations and (2)

measuring.the extent to which .1.hereiltre differences between the

middle school and the junior higti.sohoolk most of the tilldings ss

reported in this project pertain to:broad differences. In other

words, most of the analyses and the interpretationa. of the analyses

refer to the total population of the middle actionl and the.junior

high school. To provide a more comprehensive gcture of.differences

both within and between the two schools, the samples should be

more extensively analyzed to determine if.there are differences

between teachers when such factors as age, amount of.education,

future plans, socioeconomic background, sex, experience, socioeconomic
..

status of referrent groups, etc.,.are taken into consideration.

However, it is assumed that, as groups, the middle school teachers

are roughlyr4omparable to the junior hiih school teacheri.

Hence most fihdings are'reported in terms of differences between,

and not within, the two groups.'

Student Questionnaire Data

Since ordihal scales were ganeriay employed to assess4

student attitudes, the theta (9) statistic was use4,,:

Parent Interview Data

The Theta (8) was also used to compare ordinal data mthered

from parents of middle school and junior high sChool students.



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS .

The Teachers

As has been discussed in the section on the Related Literature,

one of.:the concerns of many junior hiah and middle school principals

is that of recruiting teachers who desire to teach students in this

aae-brade range. Similarly, one Objective of the middle school

philosophy is to create conditions such that teachers will choose to

remain in these arade levels. These doneiderationS constitute the

basis for the following basic research questions:about teachers'

vocational preferences and role satisfactions'. .

.

Basic Question. One

Are there differences between middle school and junior high

school teachers with regard to which grade levels they would prefer. to

teach in? In an attempt to ascertain such group *differences, the

following questions was asked:

If :you had your dhoice, which grade level would you MOST
LIKE TO TEACH? (See Appendix 4)

The responses to this question were distributed in the'f011awing

owner:

Preschool Middle Mei Don't Know
to Years School or

.7.1.5.Gad. 217191 (10.12), gollea, Other Work,

Junior High 5 8 8 6 lo
Middle SChool 1 20 8 9 7
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Answer: Middle school teachers are more likely to prefer teaching
students of .the middle school age-grade level than are
junior high school teachers. Junior high school teachers
are considerably more varied in their responses as to
which grade levels they would desire to teach. 'Due to
the fact that no data were collected at the inception of
the middle school program, ne conclusions can be made as
to whether group differences are a result of selective

-recruitment, variations in organizational climate, or
both.

.189 IntamndaLla: A knowledge of teachers' preferences
for grade levels will eliminate 19% Of the errors we
would make in guessing whether a teacher taught in a
riddle school or in A junior high school. This suggests
that there is some association between a teacher's
preferred grade level and the kind of educational
program one is employed in, i.e., junior high or middle
school.

7. = .098 Interpretation:. A knowledge.of.both varidbles, i.e.,
preferences and place of employment, eliminate only
10% of the error we would make in guessing one tram the
other. Teachors' preferences are more useful for
guessing the kind of school then the kind of school
is for guessing teachers' preferences.

Basic Auestion, Two .

Are there differences between middle school and junior higb school

teachers as to whether they would prefer to teach in different kinds of

age-grade organizational set-ups? To determine such differences, the

following question. was asked:

If you had your choice, in which of the following arrangements
would y.ou, MOST like to teach? (See Appendix A)

The responses, which ranged from middle school to junior high to

"other", were distrfbuted as follows:

Middle Junior Other
School High (Elem-H.S.)

Middle School 30 5 11
Junior High 7 14 14
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Answer:. Middle school teachers are quite prifer teaching
.in a middle school.program; butthere are those who would
.111te to teach the 6th grade in 'an elementary Getting or to
teach 9th grade in a hi* school %setting. Ardor high
school teachers are quite likely to prefer to teach in a
junior high school setting - ral equal amber, however,
would prefer to shift to either an elementary or a
high school arrangeMent.

1

N. a * .37$ Interpretations At knewledge 'of which kinds at arrangements
teachers might prefer ftr teaching gradvo six through nine-,
will eliminate nearly 38% of the errors we would make in
guessing which kind of school the teacher works In. This
suggests that there is a considerable relationship betuaen
whether teachers prefeva-middle dchOol program Or a
junior hi* school progrm and whether they aro currently
employed in a middlet.school or a 'jvnior.high school
arrangement. .)*

X a . .277 Interpretation: , A. knowledge ,of both variables , 1,e. ,
preferred program areengenwits and prdsent"teaching possition,
eliminates nearly 28% of the 'errors that could be made in2:
guessing one varieble. from.:the Other. A.:knowledge of
teachers' preferences for working in a junior high school
or a middle schooli2hoveveri :id more useful' for guessing
current position than position is for guessing preferences.

Basic Questiont2Three

:et *.-
Are there differences between middle school teachers and .junior.

%

high school teacheis in their percepticas of how many and what kinds.., .

of changes should te made in their schools? To examine such differences,. .
the following quistiOn wee presented:

.

School Nee4s:.. Number of
Radical
Mem.

Middle School 10 22 9
Junior Nigh 12 14 7 1

. .

Which of the following statements best describes the school
where you are nor employediq (Sea Appendii AO

Responses,to descriptive statements*were d stribuied as folloWs:

:Minor Y. Ambitions Little
Modifi- as well as Need for
cations Possible 1*Chai_161,-.
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Answer: Both middle school:and junior high school teachers are
likely to feel that changes could be made in their schools.
There is little difference, however, between the two groups
of teachers about the nuMber and kinds of changes that
should be made i tbeir respective schools,

)1/4

a
Is .05 InIummtliion: The knowledge of teachers' opinions about

the quality and quantity,orvhanges needed in their schools
would eliminate only 5% of tba errors We would make in
guessing which sehpols the teachers.were employed. There
appeaxs to.be little relationehipUtwvsn'teadhers' opinions

. on needed changes end.whether.they are employed in a middle
school.or a junior high 00mM.

?. m .08 . Interpretation:. The knowledwofbotlyvariablos, i.e.,
Frl-Figio-Traneeded changes.add:school or employment,
eliminates only 8% of the errors.we would make in guessing
eadh from the other. This is only a, slightly stronger
relationship than that obtained with only the knowledge of

.;.teachex: attitudes. Thus, it:id:concluded that the variable
. of teaehers'opinions gbout.neeessary Changes is of little
utility for,explaning differences.between.the middle sehool
and the.junior high school program.

4.

another weer of assessing whether .or not the middle school program

mai modify teachers' inclivations to make an educational career out of

the middle school age-grade levels is to examine.th* differences betvNen

middle school and junior high school teaChers' responses to various:
kinds of proposed employment opportunities. It may be tentatively

... . I

assumed that teadhers' responses to various occupational alternatives
4,0 .4..

4 P.t 0

may provide some indication of their satisfaction with their present

working conditions, i.e their general attitudes toward their present

school, the kinds of student* that they teathi:and the Grand. Rapids

Public School System in general. Based .upon these considerations, the

following general researdh.questions were asked et both middle school

and junior hieja school teachers.
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Bas il.gues t i on Four

, Are there differences.between.junior high school teachers and

middle school teachers.:e.s4o whether. or not they would like to remain

in their present schools for the remainder of their occupational .

careers? Te, assess such.differences,.fthe following question was asked:

Row desirous would you be to accept the opportunity of remaining
a teacher in your present school for the rest of your educational
career? (see Appendix A) ,

.The responses .were distributed. as follows :

Reject Probably Probably Would Grasp
Dicatu...znit Reject Uncertain Accept_ Opportunity,

t.
Middle School . 4
Junior High 7 15 13 1 2

Answer: Middle school teachers are more likely to accept the
opportunity to choose their school for a career than are
junior high teachers; but the majority. of both groups. would
tend to reject .suchen.opportunity.. Of. the. total popula-
tion, however, nearly. 25%. are uncertain..

= ,.31$. Interpretation:. There appears toabe a difference between
. , middle schopl.and junior sigh school teachers in whether or

not they would chciose to remain .in,;their present school.
Knoiledge of teachers!. acceptancetor rejection of their
school as a career opportunity eliminates nearly 32% of
the .errors.we. would make .in guessing which schools Abe

.. . iiachers worked ills . .

. .
.. $4.L.%:, . ...

t) 0...206 . : Interpretation: Knowledge of both variables, i.e. ,
.1-2!

acceptanCe/rejection .and school .of employment, eliminates

less than 21% tor:. errors we yould make .in.guessing one

variable from the other... Therefore, it.may be concluded
that teachers' acceptance/rejection predicts school

better than schools predict teachers' -anoeptance or
P. . rejection of this kind of a career opporttinity.

$. :. 1: ..... .... ...
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Basic Question, Five

Since theie appears tO be a difference between the two groups of

teachers regarding the selection of their present school as a career

opportunity, the question 'may be asked.as to whether one group .msy be

more likely than the other to 'prefer placement in a "better neighborhood."

To examine this possibility, the .tollowing question was posed:

How desirous would you boa to remain a teacher in your present
school system.for the remainder of'your educational career, but
move to a school in a "better neighborhood.?" (See Appendix A)

The responses were:

ReOorjzct Pll lyieobjeabet

Middle School 14
Junior High 8

Pzee4bsb13y.

11 11
6 15 8

'Would Grasp
ORportunity

1
1

Answer:. Middle school teaChers and junior hi* school teachers do
not differ with 'regard to whether or not they would choose
the opportuuity of steying in their present school system
if given the chance to teach in. a "better neighborhood."
Both groups of teachers ar.e likely to reject such an
opportunity or, at best, to be uncertain about accepting
it. An equal number from each 'fccoup would probably
accept such an opportunity.

ea se .048 Interpretation: Knowledge of whether or not teachers
would accept such an opportunity would eliminate less than

5% of the error that would be madein. guessing Which school
the teacherei were from. There seems to be little if any
'relationship between teachers' tendencies to accept or
reject this kind of opportunity and the kind of school
that a teacher works in.

X = .073 Intereretation: Knowledge of both variables, i.e.,
acceptance/rejection and school, eliminates only 7% of the
errors we would make in /classing one variable from the
other. Although this is slight3y better than the reduction
of error obtained with only the attittdinal variable, the
relationship is still of little predictive value.
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1.31Asic_ftlassuAlc

As has been discusifed, theie is a difference batween the two groups

of teachers regarding whether.loi'nett they Would make a career out of
. "

their present jObs, and there is no difference between them in their

acceptance of a teaching job in a "better neighborhood." The Majority

of both groups would either reject.or.be uncertain about both alternatives.

This leads to the question as to whether the two groups may differ when

presented with the opportuaity of remaining at the middle school age-grade

level fOr the remainder of their careers. Consequently, the following

question was asked:

How desirous wcnadmihe.to aCcept the Opportunity of remaining
a teadher at your present grade level (s) for the remainder of your
educational Career? (See Appendix A)

The responses to this question were distributed as follows:

Reject Probably Prabably Would Grasp
dpiortunity 'Reject pncertain Accent, Onnortunity

Middle School
Jbnior High

Answer:

15 5 11 8
11 13 5

6 .

1

There is a difference between middle school and junior high
.sehoOl teachera in their acceptance and rejection of the
oPporiunity to retain at their ;resent grade levels
throughout the remainder oftheir careers. While there
appears to be considerable ulwertainty in both groups,and
vhile many teielere in both groUpa would tend to reject
41inch an'opportunity, the middle'school teadhers are
.Coneiderebly mOre likely to Choose to retain at their
present grade levels.

Interpretation: Nhowledge of whether teachers would accept
Or'reject the chance toremein.at the.middle school grade
levels fdr the rest of their educational 'careers would
elininate nearly'21% of the errors we wou.14 make in guess-
ing which schools they worked in.
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)% a .126 Interpretation: 1Cnowledge of both variables, i.e.,
acceptancin'bejection and school, elininates less then 13%
of the errors we would make in guessing each from the
other. It'Suly be concluded that 'knowledge of teacher
attitudes is a better predictor of their schools than
Schools' are for predicting theirattitudes.

Basic Question, Seven

Is there a difference between 'the. two-groups .of teachers with

respect to whether or not they Would gO to another school system if they

had the chance to obtain more moneyV.'Tolikeadure such differences, the

following'.question wad. asked: .::

How desirous would you be to obtain a higher-paying teaching
job in 'pother school system? (See Appendix A)

. ; ,it .
..

Teacher reipoises to this question were distributed:in the following

manner:
s:

Reject Probably Probably Would Grasp. .

Opportunity Reject. -Thcertain r.Aceept OpportuniV
. t

Middle School 9 3 15 15 3
Au dor High 5 8 9 8 .8

Answer: There seems to be a relationship between the acceptance or
rejection Of this kindof an occupational alternative and
the -kind of Schools the teachers work in, but there is a
considerable *amount of uncertainW:in both groups.

l a .263 Tzterpretation: KnOwledge of whetherteachers would accept
or reject 'a-higher paying job in another school system would
eliminate up to 26% of the errors ".ifti wo u 1 d make in guessing

ihtch.schoOl they taught in.'

A a .126 Interpretation: Knowledge of both variables , i .0 . , attitudes
and school, eliminate's-less than le. of the errors we would
make in guessing one from ther-other., /t appears that
teacher attitudes predict Scheel considerably better than
school predicts attitudets.`"1'

. . . .,
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.estio.11.11,fht

One of the objectives. or teacAing. in teams is that teachers should

experience greater participationAn .depision-making activities. The

question mar then be raised* "i4e there differences between the responses

of junior high and middle schoo1 teachers..when they are presented the

opportunity of..haTing a job inwhich they could have the chance to make

anleve4 greater number of decisions?" ...In...order to assess such differ-

ences, the following questioi wee aiked:
e 101..pr

How desirous would you be to aCcept
6,s

the opportunity of obtairing
a teaching job ir which.youmould have greater decision-making
opportunities? (Sse APPendix.4) .;

.
. .

The teachers' responses were as follows:

RejlAct Probably Probably
Opportunity Lte.steciet Uncertain Accent

s
.

.
. . .

*Middle School ..3 .. ....... 3 ... -.: 9 . c .1-21
JUnXor High '1 4 :12 . 13

Would Grasp
Opportunitz

9
7

"
Answer: .' Pew teachers:fres either school..would reject a job in which

. . tater/ coed lake more decisloiSkthere appears to be a little
more uncertainty Among the junior hi* teachers. The
majority of all teachers would tend to accept such an
opportunity, but it appears that middle school teachers are

...Slightly more likely to do so thali are the jinior high
school .teachers.

xa. in .103 Interpretation: KnOwledge of whether teachers would accept
or reject a teaching job with greater decision-meking
opportunities would eliminate only, 10% of the errors. we
would make in guessing which schO:63. they were from.

..047 Int.wratation: Knowledge of both. attitudinal and school
varirerles would eliminate less than 5% of the errors we
would make in guessing one variable from the other. This
4nd of attitudinal,measure appears to have little relation-
ship with the kind Of school teachers are employed in.

.

,,
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: S.

Row intensive are theie teachere commitments to the field of

education itself? Are' theie Certain klide *of inducements, i.e., monetary

rewards,. that would attract theit out Of the field of education? In order

to examine differences beivein the 'middle' school and the 'junior iigh

school teachers in this area, the following question was asked:

Row desirous would you be tO .eicot the opportunity of obtaining
a higher paying job outside the field of education? (See Appendix A)

Responses were as follows:

Reject Prob Ably Probably 'Would Grasp
OuPortunity Re 'Sect ' Uncertain Accent 'm3:tunitY,

Middle School 15 .6 Di 5 2
Juniorelligh 10 5 18 It 1...., ,

Answer: Although there is a great deal of uncertainty in both groups
regarding this kind of opportunity, there apPears .to be only
a slight relationship between desires to obtain a jobout-
side of education and the schools that the teachers teach
in. While the middle sphool.teachers are slightly more
likely to reject tAiti kind of alternative* they are also
slightly more like/y 'to aceept nearly half of the junior
high teachers are taldecided4

A a

.

a 105 Intervretation: Knowledge of whether or not teachers would
elect the chat& Of 'obtaining a higher *paying job outside
of the field of education woad eliininate less than Il /. of
the errors we would make in guessing which school they
taught in.

X .058 ' Interpretation: KnoWledge of bOth teacher attitudes and
school would eliminate less thin 6% of the errors we would
mske in guessing one from the other. Therefore, it is

. 'tentative** Concluded that there is..cxily. it slight relation-
slap between whether teachers work" in .a.junior high or a
middle actioo1 Progkam and whether or riot they would choose

.,to accept *a' higher.psying jpb oitisid:e of the field of
education.'
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B8814 questiaL1 23.1.

As has been dealt with.in the sectiokon the Review of the Liter-

ature,ona Objective.of middle sdhopl proponents is to enhande the social

status and the occupational.prestige of,middle school teacheri, i.e,. to

make the prestige of such a teaching positica more comparable to that

of other high school and grade school positions. In order to assess

whether this might be the case intim, 4iddle echool,.the faloring

qtestion was asked:

Whidh of the following positions .do you think that the con:unity

in general assigns the most prestigo or social status to? (See

Appendix A)

Teachers' responses regFding.which teaching position had the

greatest occupational prestigemere.as follows: ,

Pre .Grades
School Kgdu:: 1 - 3 4 - 5 6th ith 8th - 12

t 4

Middli SchOol 3 31 1 0 0 1 33

Jtnior High 1 2 ;.
0 o o 32

Answer: There is no diffeience between middle school teachers and

junior high "school teachers perceptions of hem the community

views various.teaching positions in terms of occupational

prestige, at least.with. respect to which positions have

the greater prestige. Since the distributions of responses

,in.both schools were so,similar-to eadh other, no tests of

'aSsodiation are necessary. It say be concluded that

knowledge of how teachers.feel that the community may rate

occupational positions in terms of prestige would result

in eliminating no errors. that would be made in attempting

to guess which schools the teadhers taught in. Therefore,

.it also.swears that-the wocesses of renaming a school,

dhanging the name tram "junior" to "middle" and

reorganizing the age7grade.levels, do not significantly

alter teachers' perceptions of the social status which the

community assigns to their...teaching positions.

';
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Summarisation of Findings: JOb and Role Satisfactions

.For the most part, there does not appear to be many differences

between the middle school and the junica, high school teachers in terms

of their responses to questices related to job and role satisfactions.
.

Inemost cases,,knowiledge about teachers' attitudes in these areas would
ts

not lead to any great reduction of the error that would be made in

guessing which schools the teadhers were employed in. Although not

extensive, there:were some differences between the two groups of
.

teakhers in the following areas:-

1. When asked which kinds of age-grade level arrangements they
. . ..

would prefer to work in, middle school teaahers chose the

middle school arrangement and junior hi.school teachers

Chose the junior high school arrangement.,

2. Middle school teadhers appear to be slightly more likely

e

to select'their school as a likely career setting then are

juioitigk school teadhem

3. *Middle school teadiers appear to be'slighily more likely

to vier4 teeehing at the middle school age-grade level as
. .

desitable-career than are junior high school teachers.
f

4 Of4.13. possible prospective..grade levels, middle school

teadhers are more likely to select the.middle school grades

al a desirable position than are junior high: teachers.
..

5. JunA.Ot high -teadhers appear slightly more lilcely to be

desirous of accepting a, higher paying teaching job in

another school system than are middle sdhool teachers.
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As has .been previous1y explained, it .cannot be currently ascertained

whether these differences between the.two voups of teachers are a

it:lotion of selective recrultment.and.placement or of actual qualitative

differences in the organizational climates of the schools.

. With regard to the following attitudinta measure, there were no

significant differences between the middle school teachers and the junior

high school teachers: .
1:...

. 1. The kinda and nuMbers of changes that should.be made in their
.,

respective schools.

2. Rejecting or accepting.the.;opportunity of teaching in a "better

neighborhood" in the same school system.

3. Rejecting or acceptine,the .4ipartUnitzi:ot'oirtaining a teaching

job in whiCh there-woad be' giteater deeision-making opportuni-

ties.
Rejectink Or accepting the opportunity Of obtaining a higher

. .

ming job outside the field of education..

5. .Thfir perceptiona p.f host the coramrpity rates teaching positions

with ieg*d to which grade levels carry the greatest prestige.
. .

!oasic QUestiori,* ElVex
.

Airother important area which is dveli.upon aftionsiderdble length

in ttre Re4:sted Literaturt concerns the modification of teaohers' atti-

'tudes,Cpipio, PerceP4Ons, and expectations of the pribescent pupil.

This raises the question of whether the middle school program does have

an impact unon teachers' attitudes and expectations of their pupils.

72
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. .

In order to examine this question, the middle school teachers and the

jimior high school teiichers were asked to .indiCat.ed what percentage of

the students that they taught could be characterized: iy each of 16

different descriptive statemenii.(Queetionnaireems'itos.'48-63; See

Appendix A). The descriptive statements of the students are presented

:
'in Abbreviated form in Table 4.1 stare-the distributions of the responses

from the teacihers of each school. The rt (eta) correlation ratici sittis.

tic his been .calCidated for eadi of theie interval scales. In each case

v? indicates the percentage of the variatiOn in teachers' responses which

can be predicted by the knokedge Of WhiCk siChool thei are employed in.

"i, .
rb.

.Answer! .As is indicateA by a:visual inspection ofthee values in
Table 4.1, the'PercentAge of the variation in the teaghers'
responses to the descrAptive statements cbout,the students
that they teadh that can be imedicted by knowing which
school they teadh in is quite negligible. There are little
or no differences between how the junior high school
teachers and the middle school teeghers view their students
as measured by these items.

ag .00002 to .05 '

Interpretation: At the very best, ve would only eliminate
5% of the.error in guessing which school the teadhers taught
in based upon the knowledge of any of the attitudinal moa .

sures; the onZy item which would eliminate even this much
error is the one which deals with the percentage of children
who seek advice about the wdblems that they have in their
classroom assignments. Therefore, it may bp concluded that
the middle school program does NOT produce differences in
teachers' expectations of their students, their perceptions
of their students, their opinions About parents, their
attitudes About their.students' Abilities, andthe percentage
of behavioral pralems in the student population.
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Middle School and Junior High School Teachers' Estimates of the Percen-
tages of Students Whom They Teach That Mey Be Characterized by the 16

Descriptive Statements

Descriptive
rgStatement of

Students Percentage of Students 2n
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 79, 80 90

Interested in MS1 0 2 5 6 8 4 6 4. 4 6.
. . .

achiovemilst ill '1:4 3 '. 4' 7 2 4 2 `6'"' 1 5 .002

Discipline ptob- MB 14 17 7 .1 .1 -**: it 1. '... 6' O ci

leas foli.ma a 7 14 8 4 0 3 1 0 .0 1 .014

Discipline prob- MS 9 20 8 2 62 2 2 ..0 0 0
leas for ethers JR 4 13 9 6 ' 0 .2 2 1 0 1 .029

Lack IQ capacity mS 18 17 7: 1 0 0 0 1" .0 1
a 10 13 8 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 .023..

Were prepared to MS 1 3 14 3 11 1 3 9 1
do my 'class work 'at .1) ' 2 7 5 0 5 7 .4 .00001

Will be prepared MS 2 3. 1. 1.0 2 .13 7
for next year JR 2 2 T 3 6 4 .9 2 .034

Probably will so MS 3 6 12 111 8 0 3, 2 0 0
to college MI 4 9 lb 6 214 2 0 0 0 .027

Probably will drop MS 0 21 9 .8 3 1 0 0 0 0
out of hidi school JE 2 14 10 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 .023

Seek advice on MS 3 13 11 4 .1. 2 . 1 4 3 3
dlasis p k b o b l e m s e n i 5 13 7 .5. 2 3 0 0 1 1 .046

,

Seek non-academic MS 7 17 10 1 1
,

5 0 2 2 0
& personal advice JR 6 3.1 10 4, 3 ...2 0 O .,0 0 .003

i

Like to go to MS 0 3 3 5 3 12 3 . 4 5 7,

sdh061 mi 1 o .4 10 3 '5 4 5 5 4.: .007

Dislike school MS 2 17 8 8 0 8 0 0 1 1
JH 3 7 11 8 2 3 0 2 1 1 .002

7 ..

Parental interest MS 3. 2. 6 3 2 8 3. 6. 10 5

in child's mirk JR 0 1 2 6 3 8 2 5 .4 44* .021

Parents cooperate MS 2 3 2 I 2
with school JE 3. 2 4 4 3

-. 8 2 .6. 7 9
5 6 .023

Parents critical MS 12 24 3 2 1 0 2 1
of school JR 6 14 5' 7 3 1 0 0.

Parents don't care MS. 12 20 8 3 0. 2 0. 0
if children drop JR 5 17 2 4 1 0 0

0 Q

0 0

0 0
0 0

.010

.016
Mit

Middle school; JR I' junior High teachers; frequency of responses
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Basic question4 Twelve

One ObjectiVe. Of the middle school .ihilosoOhy - as is true in many

0 other educational innovations - is to enhance the status of education
0

as a, profession. An important aspect of Bubb. au Objective concerns

upgrading the competency of educational personnel. According to the

Related Literature, ihe mechanisms of selective recruiting, in-service

training programs, and a more desirable organizational climate may be

employed to proMote a more posititive effect among teadhers regarding

these Objectivei. In order to assess whether'the middle school organi-

zation does exert a differential impact upon teachers along these dimen-

sions, the middle school and the junior high schdol teachers were asked

to indicate their degree of satisfactionregarding the following items:

(1) the state of teadhing as a "profession", (2) the capabilities of

most of the peoPle who are in teaching, (3) the level of.competence of

most of the teachers in their present schools, (4) the level of competence

of the teachers that they are most frequently involved vith in teaching

at their present schools, and (5) their feelings about how these other

tead4ers view their own competency (See Appendix .A; Questionnaire Items

Nos. 18-22).

Table 4.2 illustrates abbreviated forms of the four attitudinal

measures, the distribution of the two groups of teachers' indications

of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, and the results of the 8 (theta)

coefficient of differentiation: 8, in eadh case, describes the percentage

of the comparisons among the teadhers from eadh school who show consistent

differencee in their levels of expressed satisfaction.
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TABLE 4.2

junior High and Mi.ddle School Teachers' Reports of Satisiaction With the
State of Teaching as a Profession, the CaPdbilities f Most Teachers, the
Competence of Most Teachers in.Their Present School, the Competence of the
Teachers Most Frequent4 Involved*With, end Feelings About How Other

Teachers.View. Their Own Competency.

.

ITEM

The state of teadhing as.s.
"professiop".

The capabilities of most of
the people who are ia
teadhing. .

.

The level of competence of
the teachers that I am most-
frequently involved with in
.teaching at my present
0.061.

.

My feelings about how these MS
other teachers view my own ,JH

competency.

my-
2. '-. SATISFACTION

VSI ms ss T/N SD MD VD

7 3. 8
JH - 5 14 7 2 4

ME 1 23 10 3 8

JR; 2 13- 13 2 6
*..

MS 16 19 3 3 2
JR. 13 19 . 4 1 1

9 23
10. 13

5 6 1
7 5 1

1 0
14 1 .097

0 0
0 1 .103

1 1
0 0 .046

1 0

0 1 .031

1V8 Very Satisfied
MS 0 Moderately Satisfied
SS m Slight* Satisfied
I/N 0 Indifferentvr ;neutral

SD Slight1y Dissatisfied
MD Moderately Dissatisfied
VD go Very Dissatisfied

2MS m Middle School Teadhers: frequency of response
JH = Junior High Tendons: frequency of response

. ". : .
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Answer:
44*.

Teaching as a While the majority of all teachers are moderately
7profession" satiefiedWith the state 'of teaching as a profes-

siod,' more gissatisfittion las expressed in this
area than was true iwOr all tie other"measUres --
a total of:19'teichers indicated virioud degrees
of dissatisfactiod.. The difference between the
two school., horeverr is slight.

e .097 interpretation: Less than 10% of the comparisons
.among teachers from the two different schools
show consistent differences in feelings of satis-
faction.about-the state of teaching as a pribfes-
sinn. in euch a case, any attempt to predict
such satisfaction on 'the basis of which school
teadhers belong to would be unproductive.

.

Capabilities of Most of the teachers expressed seme degree of
most teachers satisfaction with the capabilities otmOst of

the people who are in teaching; 15, however,
did not. .The difference 'between the two'
schools is minikal..

e al .103

Competence of
most teadhers
in my school

e is .115

Interpretation: Only 10..3% of the comparisons
among the teachers from the two different.schools
show consistent differences in feelings of satis-
faction about the capabilities of most of the
people wtm)*re in teaching. Attemptirto predict
such satisfaction on the basis of which school
teadhers were employed in would not be.verY
successful.

Most teaChers are ioderatelliAhtly satis-
fied with the level a Competence'of most of the
teachers in theiepresent aChool - only nine are
not. There is little difference between the two
schools. ;
interiretationi.: On1r'll.5% of the comparisons
among the teadhers from the two different schools
show consistent difYerences in feelings of
aatisfaction about the level of competence of
most of the tesehers in their present school
Schools would be of little value in predicting
this kind of satisfaction.
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Competence of
teachers in-
volved with
frequently

.

71

The majority of teachers are either very satisfied
or moderately satisfied about the level of com-
petence of the teachers that they are most frequent-
ly involved with in their present schools - only
nite were not. Of the nine who were indifferent
or dissatisfied, seven were from the middle school.

y

Interpretation: Onl$ 4.6% of the comparisons
WETEZOWrase eacherl from the two schools show.. i

consistent differences in expressed satisfactfoir
with.' the level of competence of the teachers that
they are most frequent17 involved with in teaching
at their present schools. Since the middle Behan
teachers expressed more dissatisfaction than did
the .junior.high teachers, the associatim is
negative. Any attempt, however, to predict this
kind softeacher .satisfaction on the basis of
which school the teachers worked in wOuld be xm-
productive. . !

:

How other The majority of both groups of teachers were
teachers view mOderatelror- very :satisfied about their feelings
own competency of how other teachers view their own competenij.

-While '11 teachers. were:indifferent or neutral,
only four teachers were dissatisfied. There

. appears th be. little difference, between the two.
schools.

.01 Interkretation: Only 3.1% of the comparisons
...1. among *teachers from the two schools: show consis-

tent differences in feelings of satisfaction about
how other teachers .view-their own competencl.. In
such a case, any atter# to predict such satisfac-
tion on the basis of which school the teachers
worked in would not be fruitful.

Basic Atuestiont Thitteein

One of the features' included in the middle school program is that

of team teaching. A basic aspect of team teaching, especially as employed

in the West Middle SChool, is that each group of teachers should function

as .a team of equalei. ...110 the extent that this does occur, it might be

expected that those teachers who work with teams would be more likely to
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have greater chances to -Participate Jai' making Certain kinds of decisions

better able to keepUP with vriat other:teachers are doing.with their

students, and Morelikely tO feel that they receive cooperation and help

from their fellow teachers.. .In order to assess whether this aspect of

the middle schoOl piograM has aniimpatt* upon teachers, the middle school

and the junior higa achocil teachers mere asked to indicate their satis-
.. .

factiOn with (1) the method employed in their schools for making decisions

on curriculum matters, (2) the method' 'employed in their schools for making

decisions on pupil disciPline matters, (3) the cooperation and help that

they receive from their fellow teachets, enek.(4) the extent to which they

are able to follow what other teachers in their school are doing with the

s.tu,dent.s that they. teacii.... (See Appendix. A, Questionnaire Items Nos. 23,.,
25., 28; and la).

Table 4.3, *hi& 'includes abbreviated statements, the distributions

of the responses given by the teachers from each school, and the 9 values,

presents the 'results of these questions.

Answer:

"

durriculum Middle school teaChers appear to be considerably
Decisions more satisfied with the method employed for

making decisions on curriculum matters than are
the junior high school teachers; a considerably
higher proportion of the latter are either
indifferent or dissatisfied.

Inteipretation: *9 shows that.in over 35 4. of the
comparisons made, teachers in the two different
sclools show syatematic differences in their
satisfaction about making decisions on curriculum
natters.
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Juntot'High and Middle School Twitchers' Iteports of Satisfaction With the
Methods Employed for Making Deeisions on CUrriculum end Discipline Matters,
The .Cooperation and Help From Fellow. Teachers,, and the Extent to Which
They Can Fo lIcat the Activitiderot Other Teachers in Tbilisi Schools.
sidowlimmilmslmsimr

EOM

ri' SATISFACTION

g Ail 141 VN SD MD VD

Method Employed for Decisions 'MS2 11 13 1 9 1 3.

on Curriculum Matteis air 3 7 T T 6 3 5 .353

Method Employed for Decisions MS 4 8 10 2 10 5 6
on Pupil Discipline Matters JH 3 19 5 1 8 4 T .013

Cooperation and Help From MSZI .11 10 4 1. 1. , 3.

.Fellow Teachers ' JH 11.. 3:3 T 4 1 0 1 .067

Extent .Cen Follow What Other MS 8 "lle'
Teachers Are Doing:With' '4111 1 10 4
Students .

7 4 8 2 2
8 4 4 6 .297

.

;VS. .Very Satisfied' :

.M8 aP* Moderately Sidi:Med
SS go SligUt1 7 Satisfied
I/Nsi Indifferent or Neutral

SD,- Slightly Dissatisfied
.M0 Moderatelr Dissatisfied
/D Is Very Dissatisfied

2MS es:Middle School Teachers -rlrequenCy of responsesJ. Junior High School.Teacheia freqUency of responses

.'
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Discipline There is a considerable dispersal of expressed
Decisions satisfaction regerding the method employed for

making.deisions on pupil discipline matter.
Forty-one:Of..the teachers.are somewhat.sitiafied
few, are inditfirent. There is, however, no
appreelablesdiflerence.between the two schools.,

s .013 Interpretation:- Lees than 2% Of the comparisons
among teachers from the two schools show consis-
tent differences in reports of satiofaction with
the pethods which are employed for mAking deeisions
on Pupil discipline matters. Any attempt to pre-
dict :this ,.kind of .teacher satisfaction on the

basis of Vhich school the .teachers worked in 'would
not be productive.

So 0
SO

, ,

Cooperation and The majority of the ieadhers expressed some degree
help from of satisfaction abomt.the cooperation and help
fellow teachers that they:receive from fellow teachers. A: slight.

ly greater* proportion of the middle school teadhers,
however, appear to.be diesatisfied as comPared
:to a.sligMy greater proportien of eatidfled
juniot high school teachers, producing &negative
o value.

= .067 Interpretation: Less than 7% of the comparisons
made among teachers from the two sdhools.show
consistent differences between expressediatis-
factions about the cooperttion and help that
they receive from fellow .teachers.

.1

Can follow Middle school teachers are more likely to.be
other teadhers satisfied about the extent to which they are

able to follow what other.teachers in their
school are doing with the students that they
teach. A considerably larger proportion of the
junior high teachers appear to be either
indifferent or dissatisfied.

9 = .297 Interpretation: Nearly 30% of the comparisons
among teadhers from the two different schools
show consistent differences in feelings of
satisfaction about the extent to which they are
able to keep up with what other teachers are
doing with their students.
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Basic question, Thirteen

. Certainly one of the. major Ojectives of the middle school concept

concerns.the vhole area of inhanaing the personal relationship* that

occur between teachers and students:. 'This Objective'eonstithtes.the

basis for maintaining homerooms, "ftse teachers", having the students

attend the facilities for three rather than two years, using team

teaching, de-emphasizing 'the importance of,grades, and "humanizing the

curriculgm." In order to determine Whether the middle school progarm

might alter teachers' perceptions elo!.1t the quality of interpersonal

relationships, middle school and junior high school teachers were

asked to IndiCate their degree of satisfaction with(l) the attitude

of students toward the faculty in their school, (2) junior high school

'age student-teadher relationships in'ost schools, (5) teacher-student

relationships as develoied Vy' most teachers in their present school,
a.

(4) the teacher-student relationships of the teachers that they are

'most frequently involved with in teaching, (5) the attitude of. .

the faculty towards the students in their school, and (6) the cooper-

ation that they receive from their students. (See APpendix A,

Questionnaire Itens Nos. 24, 32, 33, 34, 38, and 40).

Table 44 presents the abbreviated forms of these attitudinal

measures, the distributions Of'responses by.the two groups of teachers,

and the corresponding 9 values for eadh item.
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TABLE 44

Junior 1110 and Middle School Teachers' Reports of Satisfaction With
Students' Attitudes Towards the Faculty, Most Junior .Righ Student-
Teacher Relationships, Present School Student-Teacher Relationships,
Co-Workers' Student-Teacher Relationships, Faculty.Attitudes Towards
the Students, and Student Cooperatioh.

Student Attitudes Toward
FacultY

NEP 4 17 5 .4 8
JH 0 10 6 6 9 5 2 .197

3

Student-teacher relationships MS 0 9 ..** 11 31 8 2 2
in most junior high schools JR 2 10 _1,1 5 4 0 .152

**...

Most teacher-studeni relation- MS 3
ships .in present school. JH

23 15 21 0 2 .0. .420,- . .

Teacher-student relationships MS 9 21. 9 2 3 1 0
of teichers most involved with JR 7 15.. .10 . 14 1 1 0 .071

Attitude of faculty toward MS 4 16 15 4 4 2 0
students .in present school JH 2 8' 9 4 8 4 3 .327

Cooperation received from MS '6 16 10 2 4 5 2
students JH 2 13 10 5 7 1 0,: .071

1VS Very Satisfied SD Slightly Dissatisfied 1.

MS Moderately.Satisfied MD sw Moderately rissatisfied
SS gs Slightly Satisfied yn a. Very Dissetisfied
I/Nur Indifferent or neutral

2MS Middle School Teachers frequency of respcese
JR is Junior High' School TéàceTh - frequency of response
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Answer:

Student attitudes
toward faculty

TT

Of all the teachers, 31 expressed various
degrees of dissatisfaction 'bout the attitude
of.studentstowartthe fadulty in their
present sdhools. The middle tchool toadhers

. appear to gbesomewhat more likely to express
.-s; higher degrees of satisfaction than are

high teadhers.

e a .3srr

Most.junior.high
school student-
teacher relation-

. ships' .

8 = .152

.

Iltteroretation: Nearly 20% of the comparisons
among teachers from the two different sdhools
show consistent differences in feelings of

.1 satisfaction about the attitude of the
7- itudents toward the faculty in their present

. sdhool.

TeaCher-student
relstionshipe in
present school-

8;= ..420

The junior high school teadhers are more
likely to express feelings of satisfaction
and less likely to express dissatisfaction
about the kinds of student-teacher relation-

-ships that occur in most junior high schools.

Diterpretation: Over 15% of the comparisons
among teadhers from the two different schools
showitonsistent differencesin.feelings of
satisfaction about the student-teacher
relationships that exist in most Junior high
:schools.

Feelings of satisfactice about the teather-
student relationships developed by most
teadhers in their present school are consid-
erably higher among the middle schoca
teachers. Only two of the middle school
teachers expressed any dissatisfaction as
compared. with 13 of the junior high sdhool
teadhers.

IAtgroretation: In 42% of the comparisons
smoncteadhers from the two schools, there
were consistent differences in teadhers'
satisfaction about the kinds of teacher-
student relationships that have been develop-
ed by most teachers in their present sChools.
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Teadher-student relation-
ships developed by .

teachers.most involved'.
with.

t

'.
'Faculty attitude toward
students

Coope'ratioh fruit

studefiti

Nearly all of the teadhers expressed
oc m! degree of satisfaction about the
teacher-student relationships of the
teachers that they are most frequently

with in teadhing at their
present sdhools. There were only five
oub of the whole teadher sample who

....were dissatisfied.

411terpretation: ln only 7% of the cam-
:pSrisons among teachers from the two
schools were there consistent differences
.1n-feelings of satisfaction about the
teapber-student relationships that
.exist among their co-vorkers. Any
attempt to predict this kind of satis-
faction on the basis of which schools

..the:teachers worked'in would be unpro-
,ductive. "...ea

The sdhool teachers are more
likely to be satisfied with the attitude

. ..otthe faculty towards the students in
their present school. Only six of the

..1middle school teachers were dissatisfied
'.as,compared with 15 junior high teadhers.

latmavretation: In nearly 33% of the
comparisons among teachers from the two
schools there were consistent differ-
ences in feelings of.satisfection about

.:the attitude of the facultutoward the
students in their sdhool.

. .

:Most teeghers are moderately or slightly
satisfied with the cooperation that
they receive from their students, but
19 were dissatisfied. There appears to
be little difference between the two
schools.

Interpretation: In only 7% of the cam-
. parisons among teachers from the two

schools were there consistent differ-
ences in satisfaction &out student
cooperation. This would be an unpro-
ductive predictive variable.
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Basic 9uestion,, Fourteen

Another area which is covered:in the literature related.to the

middle school concept. concerns. the..kinds of working relationships that

should be established between the teachers and other staff members,

particularly the.administration and. guidance personnel. In order to

assess whether there may be-differences between the new middle school

program and the traditional junior high school program along these

dimensions, the teachers wire asked to indicate their feelings of

satisfaction with (1) the manner in whidh the teachers and the admini-

stative staff work together in their respective.sChools, (2) the

cooperation and help that they receive from their superiors, (3) the

evaluation process which their superiors use to judge :their effective-

ness as teachers,And (4) the cooperation and help that they receive

trmm guidance personnel. (See Appendix:A, Questionnaire Item Nos.

26, 27, 30, and 31.)

Table 4.5 presents abbreviated forms of the questionnaire items,

the distributions of responses of the middle school and the junior high

school teadhers, and the 0 values found for each item. The ftllowing

pages present the derived answers along with the interpretations *tithe

9 value for each attituainal measurement.
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TABLE 14.5

Junior Righ and Midas School Teachere Report of Seitisfaition With
Teacher-Administration Working Relationships, Cooperation end Help; Prom
Superiors., Evaluation Probess of SUPeriors, Intl:Cooperation and Help
Prom Guidance

J...

11.

f*
.SMISFACTION-

ITEM . .V01 VS I/N sp ley VI)

Teachers and administrative'. MS2 8 8 10. ''. 5 7. 1.
staff work together JR 7 14 8 2 4 o 3 .192

Cooperation and help from HS 18 8 7. 2. 6 3 3,
superiors : . .:41R 9, rir 3. I) 1.. .002

Superiors ' process. of ' 40 :2 7 9 M..' 4
evsluating me JR 2 8 9 3.0 2 _2 .120

. .. . ..

Cooperation and help from MB 10 3.2 9 4 3 3 3
guidance personnel ' 471 t ' 6 6 8 6 4' ..216

13/0 -a Very Satisfied
143 = Moderately Satisfied
SS = Slightly Satisfied
I/N= Indifferent or Neutral
.;

Sri Slightly' Dissatisfied
MD = Moderately Dissatisfied
VD a Very Dissatisfied

2Ie +Middle School Teachers frequency of response
JR Junior High Teachers - frequency of response

z
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Answer:

' Teacher - 'administratiOn.'

working relatitinshipe

9 si .192

83.

..,

The junior high teachers are slightly
more likely to express satisftetion
about the manner in wbich the teadhers
and the administrative staff work to-
gether in their present school. They
are also considerably less likely to
express dissatisfaction than are the
middle school teadhers.

Interpretation: /n 19% of the com-
parisons among teachers from the two
schools, there were consistent differ-
ences in the satisfaction with
teacher-administration working rela-
tionships.

. :

Cooperation and help from While most teachers are very or
superiors moderately satisfied wi.th the coopera-

tion and:help they reeeive from their
superiors, the midge school.teachers
appear to be som6what iore diesatis-
fied. The.difference,.:hovever, is

'Inteiiretation:- In leisii6n .2% of
the.comparisons,ampng teachers from
tfieAvo schools were there coneistent
1d4perences in satisfactionyith the
coopeiation and help that the teakhers
receive from their superiors. rre-
dietiVe utility is negligible.

Superiors' process of
evaluation

e .12

Many teadhers were either neutral or
only slightly satisfied or dissatis-
fied about the evaluation process
which their superiors use to judge
their effectiveness as teachers, but
there was a greater amount of dissatis-
faction among the middle school
teachers.

Interpretation: In only 12% of the
comparisons among teachers from the
two'sehodds were there consistent
differences in teachers' satisfaction
with their sUperiors' evaluation
techniques.
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Cooperation and help from
guidance personnel

.

The middle school teadhers expressed
a.donsiderably greater °mount of
satisfaetion about the cooperation
and help that they receive from
guidance personnel; the junior high
school teachers were somewhat more
likely to indicate dissatisfaction.

0 Is '.216 Interpretation: In nearly 22% of
the comparisons made among teadhers
from the two different sdhools, there
were consistent differences in the
teadhers' expressions of satisfaction
dbout the cooperation end help that

. . they receive from guidance personnel.

Basic question, Fifteen

Another vajorioal of the.middle school concept concerns students'

motivation fOr learning. A variety of approadhes are suggested in the

literature and are employed in the West Middle Sdhool. With reference

to teadhers, then, tWs.question is: Do they perceive any differences

in the motivation of their students? /n order to examine this aspect

'of thelkiddle school, junior high and middle school teachers were asked

to indicate their satisfactions with (1) the motivation for achievement

of most junior high school age students, (2) the motivation for achieve-

meat of most .studentq'in their respective schools, and (3)- the motivation

for adhievement of .the students. that they, themselves, teadh. (See

Appendix:A, Questionnaire Items Noe. 35, 36, 37)

Table 4.6 presents abbreviated forms of these attitudinal measures,

the distribution of responsed.of teachers fnmneadh school, and the 9

values for eadh measure.. Ihe following pages present the derived answers"

for eadh speci4o.question and interpretations of the 8 values.
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TABLE le.

Jtnior High and Middle School Teachers' Reports of Satisfaction With
the Mbtivation of Most Junior. Sigh Students, the Motivation of Most
of the'Students in Their Schools, and the Motivation of Their Own
Students.

Motivation of

high students

Motivation of
own school

most junior . MS2 1 2 14 8 12 5 3a
students in.. 2AS

. JR

Motivation of own students MS
JR

0 6 9

0 2 8
1 2 5

0 5 16
2 1 10

3 11 5 4

10 12 10 3

8 12 7 3

.026

.002

5 8 9 2
4 15 5 0 .043

1119:01 Very Satisfied
MS = Moderatel, Satisfied
SS * Slightly Satisfied
I/N= Indifferent or Neutral

SD = Slightly Dissatisfied
MD = ModeratelY Dissatisfied
VD = Very Dissatisfied

2MS = Middle School Teachers - frequency of response
JR = Junior Righ Teachers.- frequency of response

Answer:

Motivation or most
junior high students

G = .026

While most teadhers answered that they
were slightly satisfied, slightly dis-
satisfied, or indifferent about the
motivation for achievement of most
students of the age that they teaah,
the middle school teadhers were slight-
ly more likely to express a greater
degree of satisfaction.

Interpretation: In only 2.6% of the
comparisons made among teachers from
the two school were there consistent
differences in teachers' satifactions
on the motivation of junior higa school
students in general. Any attempt to
predict this kind of attitude on the
basis of which sdhool teadhers' are
employed inimuld be unproductive.
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Motivation of students
in present school

8 = .002

r

r.

Motivation of own
students

= .043

II

Basic question,* Sixteen

*4.

1.1hile the majority of all of the teachers
are,only slightly dissatisfied,moderate-
ly disiatisfied, or indifferent; the
middle school teachers appear to be
slightly more dissatisfied. The differ-
ence between the two groups of teachers,
however, is inSignificant.

Interpretation: In only .25 of the com-
parisons made among teachers'from the
tvo different.schools were there.consis-
tent differences in teachers' seitis-
factions about the motivation of:most of
the students in their present schrols.
Any attempt to predict this kind of
satisfaction based upon which school the
teachers were employed in would not lead
to fruitfUl.results. .

Regarding-the mOtivation of the students
that they actually do teach, most teachers
tend to Weither only slightly satisfied
or slightlrdissatisfied. Middle school
teachers,,however; seem somevhat more
likelytoAmpress some degree of satis-
faction while the junior high teachers
are slightly more likely to state they
they .experience some dissatisfaction.

Interpretation: .4 less than 5%. of the
comparisons made among teachers from the
two schools were there consistent differ-
ences in teachers' expressionSOf Satis-
faction about the motivation for achieve-
ment of the students that they teach.
It may be.concluded that any attempt to
predict this kind of satisfaction on the
basis of which school the teachers worked
in would not be productive.

Anothermajor consideraii*that is dealt with in the middle school

concept:concerns the role csk tie..imtrent. As has been discussed, a number

;

;

91.
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of mechanisms have been suggested by various authors as a means of enlist.

ing parental sUpport and cooperation. Some of these different approaches

e

have been employed by the West"Middle 'School staff members. The question

to be asked, then, is: are there differences between middle school and

junior high school teachers4 perceptions of the cooperation that they

receive from the pexents of their students? In order to assess such
1

differences, the following questions was asked:
.*

Please indicate your:degreeof satisfaction with the
cooperation and help you receive from parents. (See
Appendix A, Item 29)

Responses were as follows:

Middle School
Junior High

-.Answer:

vs .."ss* ILI SD MD VD
9 9 r 2 10 61-4-rI 3
2 5 14 9 9 6 3

. "
Aithough.34 teachers (17 from each school) expressed some
degree'of dissatisfaction about.the cooperation and help
they receiii .from,parents, the.middle school teachers were
coisiderablir more likely to indicate greater degrees of
satisfaction. .

8 mg .257 Inierpretation: .In nearly 265 of the comparisons made
'among teachers from the two schools-, there were consistent
differences in teachers expressions of satisfaction about

.the amount of cooperation an4 help that they receive from
their parents.

aBELlaaakalatves_atel

One final basic question may be asked about the middle school

philosophy itself. Two factors have been taken into considerltion (1) the

fact that since the middle school concept is a rather recent innovation

S2
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and, as such, may have developed a philosophy justifVing its approach

whereas the junior high school may .neyer have done so, and (2) the fact

that a number of junior high school teachers - as shall be presently

discussed - indicated a need for some sort of unifying philosophy when the

questionnaires were administered to them. In order to assess differences

in teachers' satisfactions with the philosophies of their respective

school, the following question was.asked:

k

Please indicate your degree of satisfaction with the educational
philosophy which seems to prevail in your present school. (See
Appendix At.Queationnaire Item No: 29)

The responses were as follows:

Middle School
Junior High

VS NB SS I/T1 SD TM VD
:1718-- 77 "7°

6 8 6 5 5 4 4

Answer: The middle school teachers appear to be more likely to state
that -they are satisfied with the educational philosophy which
seems to prevail in their school. The difference between the
two'groups orteachers, however, is not extenstye.

8 = .10 Interpretation: In 105 of the comparisons made among teachers
from the twoMfferent schools, there were consistent differ-
ences in teachers' expressions 91.!!!tisfaction with the
educational philosophy which prevaili-in their present schools.
Any attempt to predict this kind of teacher satiefaction on
the basis of which school the teachers uorked in would not
be very productive.



Swmarization of Findings

Junior High and !!iddle School Teachers

Seventeen different'basic. ródeirch.questions have:been formulated in

order to asdess the extent tO.Which"the Weet Middle SchOol teacher roles

function in accord with the goals.of the middle school cOficept and to

examine possible differences between the middle school and the junior high

school teachers. The following.diacussion is' based upon a stunmary of the

obtained results and the difference's whithwfte found between the two

groups of teachers.

It has been .concluded that.the aiddle school teachers DO differ from

the junior high teachers along the followinClimensiabs (a 2&45 difference

in variations of responses between the.tvo groups'oete'aoherd has been

arbitrarily designated as..a.difference. which would rétalt in predictive

utility)

1. When asked.which kinds.of age-grade level arrangenents they

would prefer to ww.k in, niddle school teachers chose the middle

school arrangement and junior high school teachers chose the

junior high school arrangement. knowledge of teachers' pre-

ferences would eliminate nearly 38% of the error we would make

in guessing which school the teachers worked in.

2. Middle school teachers are more likely to accept the opportunity

of remaining in their present school'setting as a career alter-

native than are junior high school teachers. The knowledge of

this variable would eliminate nearly 32"!. of the error ve would

make in guessing which school a teacher worked in.

87
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3, liddle school teachers are more likely to desire to remain as

teachers at the middle school age-grade levels than are junior

high teachers, A knowledge of whether or not teachers would

choose thiwcareer'alternative would elininate nearly 225 Of

the errors we would make iwguessing which school.the teachers
.

were employed.. ..

4. Junior high teachers appear to be slightly more likely to

accept a higher paying teaching job in another school system

than are middle school teachers. Knowledge of.this Variable

would eliminate up to 26% Of the ekräris me Would take in guessing

which school they taught in.

5. addle schoolteachers appear to be considerably more sitiified

with the methods which are employed for making deaisions on

curriculum matters than are the junior high school teachers. In

:over 35 ; of the comparisons made among the two groups of teachers,

there were systematic'differences in teachers' expressions of

satisfaction in this area.

6. Middle school teachers are more likely to be satisfied about the

extent to which they are able to follow mtat other teachers in

their school are doing with the students that they teach. In

nearly 30% of the comparisons made among teachers in the two

schools, there were consistent differences in teachers' expre-

sions of satisfactions about this aspect of school organization.
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7. Middle school teadhers are much more likely to state that they

are satisfied with the teacher-student relationships developed

by most of the teachers in their school than are the junior high

teachers. In 142% of the comparisons made among teachers from

the two schools, there were consistent differences in their

indications of satisfaction about this area of the organization

of their school.

Middle school teachers are Considerably more likely to state

that they are satisfied with the 'attitude of the faculty towards

the students in 'their 'school :than. are the junior high teachers.

.In nearly 33% of the compariedns iMide 'among teacheis' from the

two schools, 'there *ere consistent differences'in indications

of this kind of felt satisfaction:-

.9. The junior high teachers are less likely tO indicate that they

are dissatisfied with the manner in:which the teachers and the

. administrative staff work.together in their school.. In over

19% of the comparisons made among teachers from the two schools,

there were consistent differences in..this kind of teacher

satisfaction..

10. Middle school teachers are considerably more likely to state

that they are satisfied with the cooperation and help that they

receive from guidance personnel. In nearly 22% of the compari-

sons made among teachers from the two schools, there were con-

siderable differences in satisfaction with guidance personnel

cooperation.
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U. Middle school teachers are more likely to express satisfaction

with the amount of cooperation and help that they receive from

the parents of their students. In assessing this variable,

there mere consistent differences in more than 25,/, of the com-

parisons made among teachers in the two different schools.

The above findings refer to what are.considered to te the major

differences in the attitudes expressed by.the.teachers in the two differ-

ent schools. 110 attempt. has been made tcrexamine differences between

teachers within eadh school, i.e., those.:differences that may occur within

tbe,West Middle School.when teachers.are divided on the bases of sex,

race, ftture educational plans, age,..prior -college.training, subject areas

taught in, etc. One major-reason for this is the fact that the sample

sizes within each school are not large enough to warrant the use of such

control measures. Consequently, the above findings refer only to broad

differences between.the middle school and the junior high' school programs.

. There were a large number.of items:in which there appears to be

little or no difference.between the two teaching staffs; such differences

as were found were distinguishable by less than 20% 'us these would be

unlikely to result in prodxictive predictions'. These items are as follows:

, 1. Which grade levels from 'pre -school to 'College - teachers

would MOST like to teach.

2. The kinds and number of changes whieh should be made in their

respective schools': a-

3. Their desires to remain in the present sehool sYstem, but teach

in a "better neighborhood."
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4. Their desires to obtain a teaching job in, which they could have

greater decisions-making opportunities; more would accept.

5. Their desires to obtain a higher paying job outside of the

field of teaching; most would rejegt this opportumity.

6. Their perceptions of which teaching position carries the greater

amount of occupational prestige; the teachers unanimously agreed

that high school teachers have the most prestige.

7. General characteristics of their students: there were virtually
. .

no differences between middle school and,junior.high school

teachers' estiiates about what percentme of .their students would

drop out; go to college; seek advice on class or personal

problems; are discipline problems; like.school;.dislike school;

lack intellectual ability; and who are interested in school.

.. Similarly, there vere no differences in teachers' estimates of

the Dercentages of parents who are interested in their children's

.work., who cooperate with the school, who are critical of the

school, and who do not care if their children drop out of school.

8. Theirleelings of satisfaction about the state of education as

a "profession".

9. Their feelings of satisfaction with the capabilities of most

peomle who are in teaching.

10. Their satisfaction with the level of competence of most of the

teachers in their respective schools.

11. Their satisfaction With the competence of the teachers that

they most frequently work with in their schools.
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12. Their feelings about how other teachers viev their own competencY.

13. Their satisfaction with the methods which are employed for

making decisions on pupil discipline matters.

14. Their satisfaction about the cooperation and help that they

receive from fellov teachers.

15. Their satisfaction with the attitudes that the students hold

toward the faculty.

16. Their satisfaction with the kinds of teacher.student relation.

ships that exist in most junior high schools.

17. Their satisfaction with the development of the teacher.student

relationships of those teachers with whom they most frequently

are involved with in teaching.

18. Their satisfaction with the amount of cooperation that they
:`

receive frum their students,

19, Their satisfaction with the amount of cooperation and help that

they receive from their superiors.

20. Their satisfaction with their superiors' processes of evaluating

them.

21. Their satisfaction with the motivation of most junior high school

students,

22. Their satisfaction with the motivation of the students in their

respective schools.

23. Their satisfaction with the motivation of the students they teach.

24. Their satisfaction with the educational philosophy which seems

to prevail in their respective schools.
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/t is concluded that, in terms of;ganeral comparisons, the middle

school teachers' attitudes do not depart to any considerable extent from

those of the junior high teachers on any of the above dimensions. It

is to be expected, of course, that there,would be a number of variations

based upon such social factors as age, sex, mobility orientations, etc.

One young male member of the West Middle staff, for example, made the

follawing statements:

(On the section dealing with accepting or.rejecting various
career' Opportunities): "All responies in this section must
be viewed in this light: I Igtend. to bcome a consultant in
language sits. 'But, I wouldn't 'want to teach anywhere else,
and / love this age group.".

Again - this time dealing with sugqestions for the kinds of and

nuMbers of changes that should be.madeein this school:

(After indicating suggested changes): "I.love teaching here -
youldi't teach anywhere else - but changes (some) do need to
be made."

Hence, although this young. man is apparently quite satisfied with

the performance of his teaching.role, he does indicate amobility

orientation uhich may lead him out of the setting.

There were a few differences in open-ended questions which were

asked of both groups of teachers:

1. Three junior high.teachers indicated a.need for some kind of

unifying philosophy in their school.

2. rive junior high teachers expressed a need for either larger

facilities and more room space or small class sizes.

.3. Three junior high teachers asked for more direction and leader-

ship by the administration.and..by consultants.
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4. Three junior high teachers expressed a desire for some kind

of ability. grouping.

Other suggestions made.by.individual teachers from the junior high

school were team teaching; modular scheduling; greater availability of

supplies; provide better opportunities for teacher-parent conferences;

a 'better system of.teacher evaluation; retain children who fail or do

inadequate work; induce the staff and counseling personnel to have higher

expectations for students; less griping bY the staff; more pride by the

staff; proVide more discipline; more cooperation among the teachers; and

make the students quit.teing so disrespectful to adults.

Suggestions by the middle school teachers were ts follows:

1. Four stated that there shouldlx-more rules for students.

2. Three suggested improving teacher-administration relationships.

Other individual comments referred to dropping the non-retention

policy, providing remedial programs fOr retarded children, place more

emphasis on attendance, ability grouping, and freeing counselors from

non-counseling duties.

Thus, it has been found that there are certain differences between

the attitudes of those teachers who work in a middle school and who teach

in a junior high school. One of the-major differences seems to apply

to teachers' perceptions of the attitudes of other teacheri. At this

point, it cannot be specified which aspect of the middle school program

results in these differences. It cannot, for example, be said that

this is a result of the teacher team *approach, for only 2h of the 45

middle school teachers included in the sample work with teacher teams.
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This is a possibility for fUrther exploration . the purpose of this

evaluation, however, wus not to examine specific programs within the

school. The possibility remains, however, that teacher teams may further

enhance working relationships among the staff members. This is indicated

by the fact that, when asked if they would like to be on a teacher team

next year, 35 of the West Iiddle School teachers said yes; five said no

and five were undecided. Thus, while slightly more than half of the West

addle teachers currently work with a teacher team, about 735 of them

would like to. When the junior high teachers were asked the same question,

12 were undecided, eight said yes and only four said no (many did not

answer this question since they felt that it did not Apply to their school).

The results of this study, however, indicated that there do appear to be

significant differences along some certain dimensions that exist between

the two schools - even when various organizational arrangements with each

school are not taken into account.
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FINDINGS: STUDENTS

Basic Question, Eighteen

One of the primary ObjectiVes of the middle school concept, of

course, is that of aiding students in making the transition from the

elementary schools to the senior high schools. By combining the better

features of the self-contained classroom along with those of the depart-
.

mentalized secondary structure, it-is.said that student adjustment or

anticipatory socialfzation for the high school academic settir% A. be

facilitated. The important.questions.then, is: are there (31.4

'between the middle school and the.junior high school students' Arcep-

tions aboUt the preparation that is bting provided to.them *for their

future education?. In order to assess such differences, the following

question was asked:

Do you think that going to.this school is likely to help you
get ready for high school?. .(See.Appendix B, Questionnaire Item
#2)

There were 183 studenta iR the.jugior Iligh school who answered

this question. In the West Middle .School, 161 students yesponded to

this item. 108 of the middle school students vere_assigned to teacher

teams and 53 were not. Although it is not the.intent. of this evaluation

to examine differences that may exist vithin the middle.achool setting

itself,.responses from the middle.school students.who have and have not

been assigned to teacher teams are presented for the :at two questiong

as a means of partially examining the impact of the total middle school

program. For the remainder of the analysis, however, only students whO
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have been assigned to teacher teams - and are therefore receiving the

full impact of the middle school program -.will be compared with the

junior high school students. The results of the first question are

presented in .TOble 4.7.

TABLE1.7

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF PREPARATION FOR HIGH SCHOOL .. .

QUESTION: Do you think that going to this school is likely to help
you get ready for high school? .

'YES NOT SURE NO
West Middle Students

.

Total 100.(62%) . 39 (24%) 22.(l4%)

Assigned to Teacher Teams 66 (61%) 26 (24%) 16 (15%).

Not Assigned to Teams 34 .(64% 13 (25%) 6-(11%)

Junior High Students 128 (70%) 42 (23%) 13 ( i%)

It aipears as if nearly one-fourth of all students are uncertain

about whether Or nOt they are being helped to get ready for high school;

this is true regardless of whether they are in a middle school or in a

junior high school. The junior high students, however, appear to be

slightly morellikely to'feel as if they are being helped to get ready

for high school: 70% andvered "yes" as compared to '62% of the middle

school studenti. Again, the *middle school students - regardless of

whether or not they were assigned to teadher teams - are somewhat more

likely to answer this question negatively. Within the middle school

itself, students who are not on teacher teams appear to be slightly

more positive than are those who hame been assigned to teacher teams.

1C4
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Basic Question, Nineteen

As a means of enlisting the cooperation of the students in respond-

ing to the questionnaire items, they were asked to give their suggestions

for helping to improve their schools. (See Appendix B, Questionnaire

Item #1) A. wide variety of suggestions were given ranging from

"installing elevators so the kids won't fall down the stairs so often"

to "allow us to smoke" vend from "keep the teadhers" to nmake Mk. 41111400110010.

retire." The West Middle School students listed 4o different kinds of

suggestions; the junior high students had 64 different suggestions.

These, as placed in general categories and rank-ordered by the frequency

of mention of the middle school Students, are as follows:

WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
On Not on JUNIOR

Total Teams Teams HIGH
I. Sugsestions Related

to Building Facilities

Fix the building: 43 (27%) 35 (32%) 8 (15%) 68 (37%)
(Remodel; clean it
up; paint it; get
better equipment)

Construct a new 20 (12%) 12 (11%) 8 (15%) o

bmi/ding

TOTAL SUGGESTIONS
Belated to building 63 (39%) 47 (44%) 16 (30%) 68 (37%)

II. No Improvements
Needed

No suggestions given

School is good;
perfect

TOTAL: No
improvements

22 (14%) 14 (13%)

10 ( 6%) 1 (.9%)

32 (20%) 15 (14%)

8 (15%) 24 (13%)

9 (17%) 8 ( 4%)

15 (28%) 32 (17%)
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WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
On Not on JUNIOR

%tail .- Teams Teams HIGH

II/. Need Better Lundhes: 25(14%) 19 (18%) 4 ( 8%) 22 (12%)
OOOOO OOOOO OOOOOOOOOO

,

IV. Suggestions Related
to Teithers:

Need better teachers; 12 ITO ;1111:0%). 1 ( 2%) 9 ( 5%)
they should teadh
more

Need younger
teachers

2 (1%) :2.

Keep the teadhers 1 (.6%) 1

More concerned 0 0
teadhers

a

.

Mbre understanding 1 (.6%) 1
teadhers

1
:

.

q.4...-.

ll'eachers should be 0 0
trained in ode..

Nicer teachers 3 ( 2%) 2

(- a%) 0

(.9%) 0

0

(.9%) 0

:

subject -- ., *: ....

0

( 2%) 1.(.2.0

.

5 ( 3%)

0

5 ( 3%)

0

1 (.5%)
:

Mbre teadhers 1 (.6%) 1 (.9%) 0 - 1 (4%)
,!

More bladk teachers 0 0 0 1 (.5%)

Stop teacher
brutality

TOTAL SUGGEST/ONS
Related to teachers 20 (12%) 18 (17%) 2 ( 4%) 24 (13%)

. . O OOOOOOO . ..... S I 5 5 5 5 S IS . . . .

V. Suggestions Related
to Discipline:

The school should be 19 (12%) 10 ( 9%) *9'(17%) 24 (13%)
more strict; ham* more
rules; stop the .a*

fighting; more respect
for eadh other

.
MD
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WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
On Not on JUNIOR

Total Teams Teams HIGH

V/. Suggestions Related
to Time:

Better Hours (more 9 ( 6%) 8 ( 7%) 1 ( 2%) 19 (10%)
time betveen class;
more time in class;
change beginning and
end of school day)

Longer lunch hour 2 ( 1%) 2 ( 2%) 0 24 (13%)

Outdoor break (for 4 ( 2%) 4 ( 4%) 0 8 ( 4%)
lunch or break)

Have full days next 6 ( 4%) 4 ( 4%) 2 ( 4%) 0
year

TOTAL SUW3ESTIONS
Related to time: 26 (16%) 23 (21%) 3 ( 5%) 51 (28%)

. . I I I . . ................. I . I I . .....

VII. Suggestions Related
to Bussing

Stop the bussing:

Whites 7 6 1 o

Blacks 3 3 0 0

TOTAL SUGGESTIONS
Related to bussing: 10 ( 6%) 9 ( 9%) 1 ( 2%) o

VIII. Suggestions about
Aativities:

Dances, Competitive 8 ( 5%) 5 ( 5%) 3 ( 5%) 42 (23%)
sports, alter school
recreation, etc.
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WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
On Not on JUN/OR

Total Teams Teams HIGH

IX. Miscellaneous
Suggpstions:

More hall guards 1 1 0 0

No hall monitors or 2 2 0 0
nonsters

Mbre homework 1 1 0 0

Less homework 0 0 0 1

More freedom: to come 3 3 0 10
and go; expression

More classes of 3 1 2 7
interest; less boring

Hive pop machines 2 2 0 0

More information to 1 0 1 0
parents

Permit smoking 1 0 1 0

Stricter dress code 1 1 0 0

Mbre lenient dress code 0 0 0 1

Get rid of rats, tmgs, 2 2 0 0
nice

Have less kids in the 1 0 1 4
school

Have better race 3 0
relations

Clet more black students 0 0

More book stores 1 1

Better library 0 0

Better books (up to 0 0
date)

Better student-teacher 0 0
relations

1CS

3 0

0 2

0 0

0 1

0 2

0 1



More understanding
office personnel

School needs more soul

Have elevators

Have a nurse

WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL S'IUDENTS
Not on JUNIOR
Teams HIGHTotal

On
Teams

0 . 0

0 0

2 0

0 0

103

0 . 1

o 1

2 0

.0 1
.

Stop have stupid o o o 1

questionnaires that
are nosy and pry into
our personal business te.

Stop kicking kids out 1 . 1. 0

when ever they didn't
do anything

Student Suggestions: Summary aria Conclusions
.

The greatest number of suggestions offered by both the middle

school and the junior high school students were related to. various

aspects of the physical plant: 39% of the middle school students' and

37% of the junior high school students' suggestions vere of this nature.

For the most part, the middle school students suggestsd.that their

building be remodeled, repainted, or replaced. The junior high sdhool

'students, on the.other hand, were considerably more likely to suggest

that their building be cleaned up. Within the middle school sample,

it appears that those students who have been assigned to teadher teams

are more likely to be concerned about the physical setting than are

those who are not assigned to teacher teams.

For the middle sdhool students, the second greatest category of

suggestions were indications that no improvements were necessary. It
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is assumed that in tEase..caSes whAla no.Auggestions were proffered, the

students are generally satisfied. Therefore, the frequency of no

responses has been combined with those responses which stated that the

school vas "good" or "perfect". The percentage of students from each

school which feels that no improvements are needed is similar: 20% of

the middle school students and 17% of the junior high school students

indicated that this is the case in their respective schools. Within

the middle school, however, there is a considerable difference between

those students who are and are not assigned to teagher teams: 14% of

those assigned to teams versus 28% of those nbt assigned to teams implied
"

that no dhanges are necessary. Again, 17% of those students not assigned

to teacher teams specifically stated that their school vas perfect while
7 . "

only .9% of those who are assigned to teams made this comment.

Th4 third major category of suggestions made by the middle school

students specified they felt deed for better school lundhes. The

diffeience between the two schools is minimal: 14% of the middle school

students and 12% of the junior high school students stated that their

respective schools should provide better lunches. Again, those middle

school stUdents assigned to teams appear to be more concerned dboutthis

issue than are those who are not assigned to teams: the percentages for

each group that made this suggestion are 18% and 8% respectively.

The'next greatest area of concern of the middle school students

related to.their teadhers. The suggestions covered a wide spectrum

ranging from "get more teachers" to "make Mr. S---- retire". As is

indicated, however, there vas no great homogeneity of opinion about any

of the Specific suggertions related to teachers: the greatest number
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of suggestions aboutteachers were that both schools should have better

teachers, but only 7% of the middle school students' and 5% of the

junior high school students' suggestions were directed along these lines.

Regarding total suggestions related'to.teadhers, the two schools were

quite similar: 12% of the middle school students and 13% of the junior

high school students made some kind of suggeition dbout their teachers.

Again, the greatest difference appears within the middle school itself:

17% of the students assigned to teacher teams made some comment dbout

teadhers while only 4% of those not assigned to teams did so.

The fifth category of suggestions mentioned most frequently by

the middle school students concerned disóipline, e.g., there should be

more rules; the teachers shouldbe more striet; the 'students should

stop fighting; or students should'have more respect for each other.

There VAS little difference between the two schools: 12% of the middle

school students and 13% of the junior high students suggested that there

should be more discipline within their respective schools. Again, the

greatest difference appears to occur within the m iddle school itself:

only 9% of the students assigned to teacher teens as compared to 10 of

those not assinged to teams felt that there should be more discipline.

For themiddle school students, the sixth category of suggestions

were related to various modifications of the time schedule. A few were

apprehensive dbout Board of Education proposals fOr half-day schedules

for next yedr; and a few expressed a desire for modified class room

time schedules, e.g., longer periods or longer breaks between periods,

etc. This category was the second most important item for the junior

high school students; their emphasis upon time scheduling has been
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influenced by.the rather large nuMber Of suggestions that the lunch hour

should be longer in their school. With the exeeption 'of this particular

item, there appears to be little difference between the middle school

and the junior high school student opiniOns. There is a cOnsiderable

difference within the.middle school, howeier, 21% of the studeilts assigned

to teacher teams versus only 5% of those not assigned tooteams made

suggestions related to time. '.

While dances, competitive sportWafteii-school recreation and

other kinds of activities ranked4eVenth-Oli the list of middle sdhoOl

students' suggestions, activitioCianked third.in importance fOr the

junior high school students.. .There 141*Obnsiderable difference between

the schools: 5% of the middle school stUdents and 23% of the junior

high.school students suggested more ac-tivitiesIO* their SchoOls. There

vas, no difference between the.. two :groulis of stUdents Withiii the middle

school.

.Finallys.there were a large number of Miscellaneous suggestions

that could not be placed into any more general types of eaiegOries..

The junior high students seemed to place a 'Little more em§hasis upon

personal.relationships'and acadeMic *concerns:. 'ten suggested that they

be given more freedom; seven asked for less students in the School (even

though their school is smaller than the middle school): The suggestions

reflected a variety of concerns:

"I think that some sohools should have dorms'. For kids that
don't get along with their parents good. So that so many

.. people would stto running wow from home:"

."Not so crowded classes. Keep'the young teachers and let the
older ones go. Put students on the level that their brain ,

is on instead of on someone time's:brain."
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"I think we need more outside help, from the voters. They
heAm voted down the millagd, so now they (the board) have to
'release' the cool, young teachers!"

"I think something should be done dbout pushy negroes. Some
of them are terrible. There are whites too, who do not respect
the laws of (Jr. High). The people who are bussed in are the
trodble makers."

"Teachers wafting in the same sdbjects should do the same
things and grade the same, bedausksome classes I have now
in certain subjects, I would get better if I just had a
different teacher."

As has been stated, the kinds of auggestions that the students

gave to an open-ended question do not appear to varygreatly between the

two schools. The junior high students appear to place more emphasis

won having more activities and a longep lunch hour. The major area

of concern for both groups of student!, centered around the physical

plant, i.e., cleaning it up, or remodeling it,.or replacing it. Few

of the suggestions, however, pertain to important snbstantive aspects

of the educational process itself, e.g., teadher-student relationships;

administration-student relationships, etc. ,,Thera were:several suggesq.

tions from both schools related to student-student relationships,

especially about fightimanddisciplinet It appears.noteworthy to

point out that there were considerable differences within the middle

school student population, howeyer. Students who are assigned to

teadher teams appear to make many more different kinds of suggestions,

and thus to indicate more dissatisfaction with various aspects of their

school than those students vho are not assigned to teams. The latter

group appeared to be much more likely to state that their school was

perfect, to suggest that there should be more discipline, and were

considerably less likely to comment upon the condition of:the building,
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the quality of the food, the kindi of teadhers that they had, or dbout

the time schedule. It would appear that further investigation in this

area merits consideration.

Organizational Effects: Middle School and Junior High Students

Since the purpose of this investigation is to investigate the

broader differences between the two schools in order to more fully

assess the impact of the middle schoorconcept,.the West Middle School

students who have not been assigned tdi teams - and who thus do not

receive the full benefit of the middIe.school progtam - have been

excluded from the remainder of this-aialysis. .The findings in this

section apply to a total sample-of,*200.atudents:.-100 of vhich.were

randomly drawn from the West Middle School' sample'of students who had

been assigned to teacher teams and 100 of.which were randomly selected

from the total junior high sample of 183 students.

A major Purpose for doing this is that the distributions of

student respdnses to be reported in the following tables mAy be inter-

preted in terms of both the actual frequencies and the percentages of

response rates.

AB a means of checking the similarity of the two randomly drawn

sub-samples, student background factors of socioeconomic status, age,

race and sex were assessed. As is shown in Table 4.8, there is little

difference between the two sub-samples. Socioeconomic status ih quite

similar at both ends of the continuum; there is some variation in the

two middle groups (i.e., Craftsmen and Operatives) but this may be a

result of variation in classification procedures. The distrtbution ot
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age is also quite similar, although the junior high samiple tends to be

slightly older. Both racial and sexual differences are nearly equal;

the racial distribution in both school samples approximate the racial

distribution for the entire studept population of the Grand Rapids

Pdblic Schools.

TABLE 4.8

STUDENT SAMPLE. CHARACTERISTICS

SOC/OECONOMIC STATUS MIDDLE SCHOOL JUNIOR HIGH
(Ftther's Occupation)

YProfessional, technical, and
kindred workers

. 7 7:

Business managers, officialS,
proprietors 4 5

Clerical and sales workers 9 11
Craftsmen, foremen and
kindred workers . 26 7

Operatives and kindred workers 26. 48
Armed forces, police, firemen 2 1
Unskilledg'service and

domestic workers 14 9
Housewives (ADC) : 0 3
Other (don't know, relief,
unemployed, retired) 12 ..1

100 100

AGE

11 years old 3 2
12 years old 21 16
13 years old 38 43
14 years old 33 32
15 years old 5 6
16 years old o 3.

100 100

RACE

White
Black
Mexican; Indian

SEX

Male
Female

115

77 73
19 21
4 6

100 100

48 50

100 100
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Basic Question, Twenty

Of major importance in the performance of any role is the support
t

of others. For the student.role, then, a nut:ter of,educators, sociolo-

gists andpsychologistshave emphasized the importance ofAertain others

who influence different areas of academic behavior. As stated in the

Review of the Literature, one of the' 'primary Objectives of the middle.

school concept is that of making the teacher a more "significant other".

In order to assess the extent to vtich this has occurred and whether

the middle school student is more likely than the junior high student

to perceive bis teacher as being a signifiCant ficadeMic°other, middle

school students and junior high school students were asked the following

question:

There are many people who are concerned about bow well young
'people do in sphool. In the spaces below, list the NAMES of
'the people you feel are concerned about hot well, you,do in
school. Please indicate who each person is.

Five spaces were provided for the students to. 'write in.the names

of people whom they felt were concerned about their school behavior and

how these people were related to them. (See Appendix B, Questionnaire,

Item No. 1) The results fire presented in Table 4.9.
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TABLE 4.9

Middle School and Junior High. School Student Selections of Academic
Significant Others

. . I

UI

k
g a

ort

43
0 13 IA
a 4.)

z 1114 ta E4 ia

FIRST CHOICE
Middle Sdhool 50 16 2 2 L9 0 2 5 0 4

Junior High 47 25 0 7 12 1 0 5 0 3

SECOND CHOICE
Middle School_ 23 4o 5 4 12: 1 .4 3 0 8

Junior High 33 38 6 9 5 o o 3 1 5

THIRD CHOICE
Middle Sdhool 7 16 11 16 13 1 2 8 3 23

Junior.High U. 5 14 27 10.: Q. 2 13 3 15

FOURTH ams
Middle Sdhool 4 9 II 19. 9. '1 I 5 0 .39

Junior High 1 4 6 28 11 1 2 11 0 36

FIFTH CHOICE
Middle School 3 .1 . 5 15 9 ..'....0 17.058
junior High 0 3 6 22 7 0 0 8 0 54

TOTALS
Middle Sdhool
Junior High

ormim =NINO Misilidie ammI. OmMile 4~0 AMMO 11011101

87 82: 34 56 62 .3 12 . 28 3

92 75 32 93 45 2 4 4o 4

Based upon.the total frequencies of mention, it may be seen that the.

rank.fordering of academic signiticant others as stated by the two student

populations occurs as presented in Table.4.10.
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TABLE 4.10

Rank-Order of Acadenic Significant Others By School

Rank

3.

2

3

4

5

6

7

West Middle Students

Mother (87%)

Father (82%)

Teacher (62%)

Relatives (56%)

Siblings (34%)

Friends (28%)

Neighbors (12%)

8 Counselors (3%)
Principal (3%)

Junior High Students

Relatives (93%)

Mother (92%)

Father (75%)

Teacher (45%)

Friends (40%)

Siblings (32%)

Neighbors (4%)
Principal (4%)

Counselors (2%)

It may be assumed that there are two general categories of academic

significant others that the school may influence: the teachers and the

peer group. To the extent that this is so, it can be surmised that the

middle school program has had some impact in this iiea. For both groups

of students, the teacher is ranked immediately after the father. In

the middle schlols however, 62% of the students stated that some teacher

is concerned about how well they do in school as compared to only 45%

of the junior high school students. The junior high school students

were considerably more likely to indicate that their friends were a

significant reference group (40%) than were the middle school students

(28%). Therefore, it does appear as if the West Middle School has

succeeded in reducing peer group influence and in enhancing the
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importance of teachers for students. It appears that neither principals

nor counselors in either of the two schools are likely to be selected

as academic significant oOlers by very many students (2% - 4%).

Another method of assessi4 whieh kinds Of personsrin the school

setting are likely to be viewed as being significant others or credible

referents for the student role is that'Of salting students to name.the

first person that they would go to for help if they were confronted

with various kinds of academic prOblems. Based upon this premise, both

middle school and junior high school students were asked the.two follow-

ing questions:

1. If you had a prOblem vitt, one of your daily assignments
for a class at school, who.is the first person that you
would go to see about it? :(See Appendix B, Questionnaire
Item No. 36)

. .

2. If you had a class in which ALL of the work seemed very
hard for you, who is the first person vhat you would go
to for help? (See Appendix B, Questionnaire Item No.

37)

Student responses to these two questions, as presented in Table

4.11, prOvide the ba5as for the following Observations:

1. Peers as academic significant others:

The percentages of junior high and middle school students

who would go to a close friend for help vith.a difficult

daily assignment are similar (17% and 18% respectively).
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TABLE 4.11

Atademic persons that middle school and junior high school students would
seek for help if they had (1) a diffitult.daily assignment or (2) a class
in which ALL of the work were hard for them.

PERSON

A close friend:
Middle School
Junior High

DIFFICULT ASSIGNMENT DIFFICULT CLASS.

18
17

A classmate who is
good in that class:
Middle School 16 6
Junior High 19 9

Parents:
Middle School 10
JunibrEigh .18

The teacher who has
the class:
Middle School
Junior High

'37..

A favorite teacher:
Middle School 4 "-
Junior High 2

A counselor
Middle School
Junior High

No one
Middle School
Junior High

8
2

4
6

16
15

43

40

3
5

8

'3

Someone else
Middle School 3 3

Junior High 1 5 5

1g0
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There is.a..slight.difference-between the tvo sub-samples,

however, regarding lohethemthey would ask atlose friend for

help if all of the.work.were difficult for.them in a class:

the junior high students are slightly more likely to do so

(11%.ve. Again, the junior high students are someWhat

more likelyto seek .the help of a classmate wha is good in

.the class both ifthey have a difficult assignment (19% vs.

..16%) and if theirfiAtire class is difficult for them (9% vs.

6%). These. rather.consistant Altferences, evet though minimal,

indicate thatthe middle school prograw.may have partically

reducedhe influence of the peer group upon-individual student

behavior..
..0

?. Parents.as academie significant others:

Junior high students.appear to .be more likely to seek the

help ot their parents:When they haveia difficult daily

assigpment (.18% vs. 100,.but there,is little difference

between the two groups regarding:their quests'for parental

guidance if they were to have a class iwwhich all of the

work were hard for them.(16%, and 15%). .It is of interest to

note.that the middle.school pupils Are more likely to turn

...to their parents.if they have a difficult.dAlly assignment (10%).

3. .Te4chers as acatlemic significant others: ..

Mlddle school students Appear to be more likely to view the

teadher as a credible referent.for both kinds of problems.

Thirty seven percent of the middle.school students would first

contact the teacher of the class if they had a difficult



assignment as compared to 31% of the juiliOr high students.

Again, a slightly larger proportion of the Middle school

students (43%) ihan of ihe Ainior high pupils (40%) would

see this teacher if the Whole class Wreme difficult for them.

Very few of the students in either school would first contact

their favorite teachers in either case (frai 2% to 5%).

Therefore, it can be surmised that the middle school program

has slightly succeeded in making teachers become a more

significant acadetic othei, especially those who teach the

classes in which the pupils Might have difficulties.

4. Counselors as-academic significt 'others:

Middle school students are somewhat more likely to view

their counselors as being credible academic referents than

are the junior high school students, eipeciallylf there

is the possibility of having prOblems with an entire class.

Only 8% of the junior huh students would seek a counselor

if they had this kind of a problem as compared with 18% of

the midAle school students. Both groups of students are

considerably less likely to seek the help of a counselor if

they have a difficult daily assignment, but again the middle

school students are more likely to do so (8% vs. 2%). On
11.

the bases of these consistent differences, then, it may be

surmised that the middle school program has succeeded in

making the counselor's role a 'more significant point of

reference for students.

122
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5. Residual categories as academic significant others:

Although very few Of "the itudents.in either school would go

to no one for help, the junior high students are more likely

to state this both in the case of a difficult daily assignment

(6% vs. 4%) and in the event that they had a difficult class

(7% vs. 3%). The incidence of students' naming persong other

than those previously described was slight for both schools;

but again a slightly larger proportion. of junior high students

selected "someone elbe" as e'signiticant academic other than

did the middle school pwils (5% vs. 3%).

BasicSuestion., TwentY One 118

Often one of the specified goals of Emir educational innovation is

that of enhancing students' educational and occupational aspirations and

plans. In order to aasess differences between the two schools, tour

different questions were formulated to assess Educational Aspirations,

Educational Plans, Occupational Aspirations and Occupational Plans.

These items, in their respective order are as follows: (See Appendix B,

Questionnaire Items Nos. 2, 3, 8 and 9)

Educational Aspirations
Now we would like to ask you some things dbout what you
wish to do and plan to do In the future. If you were
free to go as far as you wanted to go in school, how far
would you like to go?

Educclional Plans
Sometimes what we would like to do is not the same as
what we really expect to do. How far in school do you
expect you will really go?
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Occupational Aspliations
.If you were free to have any job you wanted after you
finieh your schooling, wbich one would you most like
to have?

Occupational. Plans

Sometimes the job that a persoi Viihes to have is not
the one that he actually gate. What kinkof a job do
you think yoU really vill get When you finish school?

4

. .

The distribUtions of reiponses and Valuek are presented in Table 4.12.

Answer: There appears to be little difference between middle school
and junior high students regarding either Educational
Aspiiations or Educatioal Plans. leither variable would be
of much utility in predicting which schools the students
attended. Iii over 10% of the CoMpaiiions between students,
there was a consistent diffqenceii4 declarations of Occu-
pational Aspirations - even thii difference is likely to be
of little predictive value. Occupational Plans is an even
less powerful predictor: onlY 3% of the compariaons between
the two groups of students showed any consisteit differences
regarding expected occupatioual attainment.

:..

e .
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TABLE 4,12

EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS AND PLANS AND OCCUPATIONAL ASPIRATTONS
AND PLANS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL AND JUNICR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

.4

15
il

CO 03 M tO
44

a 1
k S3

fli 0
V 'la) I'D fl)Educational Aspirations

.. .

I'd like to do graduate work beyond college --a-- 3--r-
I'd like to graduate from college 34 40
I'd like to go to college for a while 8 3
I'd like to go to secretarial or trade school 6 5
I'd like to graduate from high school 32 21
I'd like to go to high school for A while 2 3I'd like to quit right now 2 6
e , .008

Educational Plans ..,

I'd like to do graduate wori beyOnd College 11
I'd like to graduate from college

. 29
I'd like to go to college for a while 7
I'd like to go to secretarial or trade school. .3
I'd like to graduate from high school 44
I'd like to go to high school for a while .3
I'd like to quit right now 3

9
39
7
3

32
, 5

5
e .048 ...

Occupational Aspirations
.

Professional, tedhnical and kindred workers 49 44
Business managers, officials and proprietors 5 2
Clerical and sales workers 10 10
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers 8 4
Operatives and kindred workers 4 15
Armed forces, firemen, police 6 9
Unskilled, service and domestic 8 2
Housewife 1 2
Don't know 12 12
e .102

Occupational Plans

Professional, technical and kindred workdere 30 30
Business managers, officials and proprietors 2 0
Clerical and sales workers 14 13
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers 10 2
Operatives and kindred workers 11 20
Armed forces, firemen, police 2 2
Unskilled, service and domestic 7 11
Housewife 2 3
Don't know 16 19
8 .03
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Basic Question, Twenty Two

Part of the middle school.philosophy deals with students' feelings

of "belonging" to their school, i.e., student perceptions that the school

that they attend' is "their school". In order to determine whether there

might be between7school differences in such student attitudes, students

were asked to indicate (1) how happy,they were aboUtieing in their

respective schools; (2) how importantthetproblems of their schools

were to them; (3) how pleased they*t...When thay told penple which

school that they attended; and (4) Wheiher'they thought th as far as

going to school is concerned, attending their respective schools was one

of the test things that hss happened to them, (See.Appendix B, Question-

naire Items Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7)

The distributions Of-responses to. these sqpiarate questions are

..

presented in the following pages. . . :

,

QUESTION: Mould you say that you are happy about being in this school?

RESPONSES:

' ..~wwwwwwwwMmanitww.

44 I
a .4.

441 it,
p I g 1:44

.cd rt. AS

.ct izt 0 alcd Ict Is)
g to'...

Middle School Studen;s 7 27 30 13 23

Junior High Students 16 29 28 7 20 .143
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Answer: Although:tkom 28%.to ,O% Of the pupils in: both" schools
are Wadertiin about thiS,*the-juniorAligh.students appear
tobe Mote likely.to Wtate.that they are happy about being
in.their.school.than ire the ml.ddle schodi students - 16%

: of the !Omer versus the'litter Siikthat they were
&flatten happY;'45% OftliejuniOr high stUdento could be
characterized as being "generally happy" as compared to
34% of the middle school pupils. The percentage of students
that could be said to be "generally unhappy" also favors the
jUniOrhighdh0O1 setting; 41".:6.;27% :of the junior high
students and 36% Of the middle-SchOól students placed them-

. selves in this-category.. . .

9 = .143 Interpretation: In ovet 14% of the comparisons between the
two groups of students,. there were consistent differences
.in statements about how .happyithe studentn were about being
:in their respective schools. qb may be concluded that the
knowledge of sUch differences'jtin attitudes would not be of
great yalue in predic#ng whihti.schools the students
attended. ....

QUESTION: In general, woUld you say thai..the problems of this'school
are imptortant.to-youl.

RESPONSES:
. .

14 41

P
8 +3

t; 10. .:-: 8013

tt V .91- 1.
. . 130-, 43-

Middle School Students'.% Y20 20. 27 21

Junior High Students' : 33 19 : 20 9 *.

'.'

111.

.138

Answer: The junior high students are more likely to state that
the problems of their school are "Very Important" to them
(33% vs. 20%). More than half (52%) of the junior high
students see their school'.3 problems as being "generally
important" as compared to 4o% of the middle school students.
The middle school students are more likely to be uncertain
about how ...mportant the problems of thel: school are to
them (27% vs. 19%).
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9 .138 Intel_eatatica: In nearly 14% at the comparisons of student
responses from the.two ichools about how important the prdblems
of their respective schools are to them there were'consistent
differences. Sudh a difference leads to the 'conclusion that
the knowledge of this vallable 'Would not be or great utility
in predicting which schools. the students attended.

10

QUESTION: Would you sky that you feel pleased *hen you tell people that
yott are a stadent of this school?

RESPONSES:

Middle School Students' 16 18 17 11 18

Junior High Students 27 33 .19 10 11 .135

Ammr: Junior high students are mere likely to state that they are
"Very.Pleased" to tell people that they are a student of their
school than are the middle,school students (27% vv. 16%).
There is little difference, however, between the proportions
of the two students who are "generally igeased" (60% vs.
A elightUr,gteater percentage of middle school students appear
to be generally displeased (29% vs. 21%).

= .135 Inte retation: There were consistent diffeiences in less
thee 1I of the comparisons of the responses from the two
schools about how pleased they are about *elling people that
they are students at their respective schools. Knowledge of
this variable is not likely to enhance the efficiency of
predicting Which sChool thJ'etudents attended:
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=RION: As far as going to school is concerned, would You say thit one
of the best things that has happened to you is when you came
to this school?

RESPONSES:

Midile School Students

Junior Nig!. Students.

GENIMMINNIMINI

10 01 r.

0

011111111110111111 611111Y1111111 1111111111111111111M

21 14 27

22. 18 15 .119

Answer: While'ihere is litile difierence between the two schools
.regarding; whether their.posen.t...merience is "DefinitelY"
one of the best things thit has happened to them (10% and
3?2%),.the, junior.higksWents.Sce..slight4 more likay
to give generally positive responses (45% vs. 36%).
.Middie school students are more4ikely; to give."Oefinitely"
negative responses (27% vs. 15%) as well as "generally"
negative responses (41% vs. 33%) to this. question.. 'An.
approximately equal number of students from each school
expressed uncertainty with regard to this item (21% and
22%).

8 al .119 Inte retation: There were consistent differences in less
than 12 of the responses that the students from the two
different sdhools made regarding their feelings that attending
their respective schools is one cf the best things that has
happened to them. It mqv be concluded that knowledge of this
particular variable would be of little value in attempting
to predict which schools the different students attended.
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Ius.a.fiVALL:r Twe 41,

As indicated in the Review (4 the Literature, oht aspebt of the

middle school concept concerns the de-emphasis of the iMpOrtance of

grades along eith the emphasis which is placed upon the perSpeetive

that individuld students should work st their own levels. AS stated

in the descriptions of the research: settings, the West Middle School

has adopted this philosophmthe junior high school, however, does

give formal recognition for academic adhieviment. Bated upon such

philosophical and procedural differences between the two scl6dis., a

series of questions were formulatedtas IIMOVIS of assessing the extent

to which the middle school program ma hsixe .e. unique impact upon

students. These research queetiobe and the distrfbution of student

responses to these questions are presented in the f011awing pages.

(See Appendix.B, Questionniare Items lbs. 10, 11;42, 15, 16, 20, 21,

end 22)

Mimi On I I .n I= I. I I M I I IEMiii I I I M I I r I a

QuEglacal Forget fOr's moment how others graft your work. Please tell
us about how YOU feel ibout the kind or iork you, do in class.

RESPONSES:
le

:41 :41 :41

.0 lig VI 16
gc wA

ki kis Cs

Middle Sehool Students 2 42 50 5 1

Junior High Students 3 28 54 11 4 .167
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. .

Antwer: Appropriately enough, the average response for schools is
thatmost stmdeita feel,lhat-their work is avorsge (50% and
54%). A somewhat higher percentage of middle school students
feel that their work is above average (44%) than is true for
the junior high students (31%). The junior high students
had a larger perdentage of responses that their work was
below ave*age (15%) thap did the middle school (6%).

8 .167 InterpretatioR: In less then 17% of the comparisons of
student.responses from the two different schools, there were
consistent differences lp whether students felt that their
work was above averageo.average, or below average. It is

concluded that the knowledge of this variable is not like1Y
to substantially reduce the amount of error that might be
made in an attempt to predict which school the students
'attended.

QUESTIok: Wfist,M0 19; gr.** do'you think you are capable' of getting?

.

A 14

1 ** 1 a
...L... I. .A.... ...ii..

Midie SuhOol 39 .. '0 1

Junior Riih Studenii 22'; 56 ..'"19!,-,1: *. 2. 1 .152

=1=11111111111.

Amer: A considerably higher proporilOi; 'of-Middle school pupili (40%)

feel'ihat they ediald getA4 thansis:so.for.the juniorgh'hi
students (22%). The percentage Ofletudents *from each school

that.feel that they are capable or. getting B's or, better.
however, is approximately equal,(79% and 78%). The dietribu-

tion of reaponses for.the remainder of the grade alternatives
are alsoAuite.

8 = .152 In: retatiOn:.*Thire were consistent differences'in'OnlY
15 of the Comparisons of the'responses made by the two
groupa:.of students regarding:the kinds of grades that they

think they ire.cepable of Obtaining. It may be concluded

that this variable would be of.little value in predicting
which kind of'school that the itudents-ottended:.

131
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QUEST/ON: How important tô You are the grades yOu get in sehool?

RESPONSES':

V

1 I

1 .

. tc:
1...j....:41. II!

fe
o

4

I
01111111111111111 WiNFO40./0 : "IIPPrifte

.

Middle School Students 64 . 27,' ',.. ': , 4

Junior High Students 1e6 led 9 5 .180

Answer: A substantially higher proportion of. middle school students
(64%) than junior high students (46%) view grades as being
"Very Important" to 'UM& The m4Ority' of students in both
schools feel. that.their grades sre generally impottant (91%

':and 86%)..

12 .180 katuretation: In 18% of the comparisons of middle, school
and junior high students responses about the importance of

. grades., there were consistent differences. The knowledge of
student attitudes abchtt the perceived importaace of grades
for themselves would not greatly 'reduce the error 'that iiould
be made in predicting which schools the students attended.

QUESTION: How import..,46 tO you are good'erades as compared with other
aspects 'of SChool?

11111111114.11111

el ti 80 tot0
ti

.:..

RESPONSES: eel "al i %I
w
1 1 I i

.N. iLo. *ll tei?a, ....
8

Niddle'SchoolStUdents '31 53 .1te 2

Junior High Students 23 62 13 2 .06
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1nswer4... .Phile..the middle school students ere somewhat more likely to
state that grades are the most imnortant thing in school

' (31°. vs 23"),..tluiv4reentage of students from eachiachool
.. that feels that _grades are . generally pretty important. is

approximstely equal(844 and 951.

41/ .06 lnterPretationv....In oral, .ot:the comparisons made of the
resnonses from the ttro different student groups were there
any consistent differences in attitudes about the nrtorities
of importance attrthuted to grades. It is concluded that
the' knowledge ot this variable would be of no utilittrin
attempting to predict Mitch .kind of school program.Vv4..
students are enrolled in.

.
' .?`1

t
. ..:3.0"1... ...!::

larATIVI How iMportant is' it%tYhu to.'dot 'bettor than othersIn VOur
sOool? - :: .. .r.:,..:.... ,. f ' i .. *. ::1

v." vo'. i,:.';'.. . I

.
.

:. : . .: .......P1 :'. .. 6. .., ......+3 ....:. O. r..4 6 .

el t 0... o 0 4a rg
...

! ..,.. ... .t.
41 0 w en 4., w .;*..

lEitsralsvin: a /4...0: ..:, ., B..... iso..
0 -co 0 04 0 A 0 . . ..

... tr. *2.; ,. .r4 . m ifo,.1.:;.a. ,P1 og 0
.. .

.. . . - ;. . .

. .... ...........
.. ). . . A :. '" : . .... ' , -. . . 4

"Idc1.1.e School gtutients .21- .: 4.7 I.., 3.8
I.

unior Wirth ctudents 20 46 31 3 .091

lxiswer: leitnoilses :from the middle school students. dominate :both oxtreme'S
of the scale (27 VP 9. 20e.1.1Otte that it is ."Very. Important" for
them to do better than others while 18:1, of the !Addle iichoOl
students versus 3.1 of the junior W)y !students declare that it
"Doesn't matter at an.r) The differences between the two
schools#_:.howevees.are.not..P.r'eat in term_ of "general imortance"
(74:1) and 661) or of "general unimportance" (3671, and 341).

.

e = .0(.11 lateoretation: Y.Then the middle school end junior high school
students rePorted tow innortant it vas to them to try to do
better th art. others in their school, only. 9"1 .of the comparisons
of the responses from the two schools were consistently
different. /t ma+ tie concluded that the Use of this .tyyte of -
variable toduld do little to enhance the etficiencrof Predicting
'which schools the students attended.

* '::
,l 04 44
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QUESTION: Haw important is it to you to be high in your clads at school?

Very Noi particu- Doesn't
RESPONSES: Important Important larlY important matter

Middle School Students. 32 42 , .22 4

Junior High Students 30 .37 27 6 .008

Answer: A nearly equal percentage of stUdentslfrom each school reported
that it is "Very Important" to them to rank high in their class
at school (32% and 30%)*.This 'aspect of school life appears.to
be generaUysimportant to the nejority,of the students in both
schools (74% of the middle sehool etudents and 67% Of the
junior high students). A slightly larger percentage o!' the
jUniOr high students-OW than the middle school pupils (26%)
do not attach.muth importance to their rank in class.

El .098 Interpretation: In comparing the responses of junior high and
middle school students about how important 1/:, is for them to
rank high in their class at school, there were consistent
differences in their replies less than 10 of the time. It
may be coneluded that-the knowledge orthis variable would be
of dlibious vslue in attempting to predict which school programs

% .

that the students were enrolled in.

QUESTION: Im your school work, do you try to do better than others?

RESPONSES:
All of Most oC.
the . . the Occasion4.

- time time ally Never

Middle School Students 7 57 26 10

13 41 41 . 5 .027Junior High Student's

Answer: While a slightly higher proportion of junior high students (13%),
are more likely than the middle school students (7%),to try to
do better than others in their school work all.of the time, the
middle school students meir to be more likely to try to excel
in general (64% vs. 54%). Again, a larger percentage of middle
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school pupils (10%) than the junior iii,:ghIitudents 15%) clkim
that they "Never" try to do better than others, but a higher
proportion of junior high students atteept. this only occa-

..sionally or less (46%'4e6%).
. .f"9 a...027 Interpretation: tif eon:paring tha respohses of junior high and

middle school students about how oftenttbey,,attempt to ,try to.do
..:.,better than others in*their school wOrk, 'there were consistent

differences in their replies less than 3% cpt Noy
...be concludeCthat the knOWledge of thisi wadable Would'be of no

utility in any attempt to predict which schools ,the students
.attended.*.. '

QUESTION: How do you feel if you 4.on't do as we1l.4...school as you know
yOu ash?

.
RESPONSES:

o

cat

p .
40

lii
04' 1.14.

go

Middle School' Stuaents 37 153 ''''.12

Junior High Students .32 39 23 .6 .085.

Answer: Middle school students are more likely to both feel "Very...Badly"
.*137%. is. 32%) and to' feel bat* inKeneral. (80% vs. 71%). than

are the junibr"hijh stUdents I/ilia do &it *do as well in school
as they know they cen. A sligh47,1arger,1proportion of .the
junior high-students (29% vt. 20%)aindicatet that this is .not

. .particulary problematic to them.

8 ..-.485 Late 11-azdow lti 'comiterihe ieicisits* of lidddie sChOol and
junior high students about )lowthey.,r,lel if they do not:do. es
Well in ichool as they knOwtheY bin, there were Consistent
differences in the responses from the two schools less than 9%
of the time. The use of this variable is not likely to contri-
buto greatly to the success of attempting to predict which
schools the students attend.
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Basic Question. Twenty_Four

Part of the rationale for de-emphasising the negative aspects of the

importance of grades and for attempting.to encouraGe students to work at

their individual capacities rathar.than in cometition wits others is to

help create within the indiyid*..amiant .a sense of masteiy over his envi-

ronment,.i.e., a sense or oontroiOver his life chances. In order to assess

the unique effects of the middle-school program as it might influents the

student'ls attitudes regarding iihOOliiori, the following modified true -

false questions were atked of both middle sohool'ana junior high school

students. (See Appendix 14 Questionnaire Items Nos. 13, 1)e, 17, 18 and 19)

.

It isn't hog much you..*know bul; Ipw much you are willing to put
up with that gets you400d grades.

To get good grades you have to tell the teadhers what they went'
to hear.

If the odds are against you in your work at school, you can come
.

out on top by persisting and keeping at your studies.
.

You have to learn'ifiat'the teachers say you must.. You 6annot use
your own initiative Or iumgination in this school.

. .

What haPpens to a Person in the future is largely .a* matter of fate
or luck. .1'

These research queytions% along with.the distributistal.,.0 remoonsei

and.the amalues, are presintaa in abbreviated farm. in Uble 4.13.

.
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TABLE 14.13

Immoaso 11111.4.11111..a..

SENS:E OF CONTROL 'OM' ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT: MIDDLE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR
la0H.EICHOOL STUDENTS

gUESTiON:

-.... : ..:

. . .. .... ,,, al H !I 1Pi
.,... ,..:....i,:i...1 , 4 ti

1.... ,...,.:

4°V1 /1 !fig ill i I 1 8

It isn't how much you khoif f*...

but how much yoU are 'willing..:',

to put 4 with that gettyot. ..
good grades. ',"..'"' .:,'.

Middle School.'Students:.:- ..*, 20 34 35 6 5

Junior High'StOetits: ! 20 30 29 8 13 .077
.: :;:y !-. .:...

.To set good 'gradei yoU hem ...1
to tell the t'eachers .wheit':-.-'
they want to hear: !.crit

.Middle School Students 20 33 20 17 10
ITUnior High Students .. 20 26.. 22.. 22 10 .056

.....

If the- cidds are against you "
in y.our:i.rork at schooli'yoU
cancame out on tOp by per.i.'
sifting and keePing at your
stidies. ".- _. ... ..

Middle'SehoOl Students' 141 29 23 3 4
JUnior Higt Students' . 35 41 21. 1 2 .001

You have to learn what the
teachers say you must. You/. . .

cannot use your awn initiative
or imagination in this school.

Middle'School Students 32
Junior 'High-Students 21

What happens to a person in
the future i largely smatter
'of fate or luck..

Middle School Students 9
Junior High Students 6

26 17 13 12
26 23 20 10 .121

15
13
3.8

20
20 .0117

. Answer:

'It isn't how much you
4.'" know . b . '

137

A slightly larger pereentage of the
middle school students agreed with
this statement than did the junior
high students (54% Ve. 50%). The
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* .077

TO get good grades

e .o56

junior high students =Pe sbmewhat
more likely to disaeree (21% vs.

-11%). Over a thirst of the middle
: school students (35%) are not certain

about this aspect of academie Per-
formance as compared to 29% of the

. .: junior high pupils.

'If the odds are against
yaw':

i

Ipteroretatiops The differences in
middle school and junior high schebl
:students' responses to the statement
"It isn't how much you know but how
much you are willing to put up with
that geti you good grades" were con-
sistent less than 8% of the time
when these responses were compared

. against, each other. It mow be con-
cluded that the knowledge of this
variable would contribute little to
the effiçiency of predicting which
schools.the two groups of students
were enrolled j.n.

-A slightly, higher percentaie of
middle achalik students (53%) then

jurIP-10 lei students (46%) .agreed
vit ie .statement. that. you have to

tell the teachers what they. want to
hearelm order to get ,good grades. A
slightly larger percentege of junior
high student5 (32%) tended..to dis-
agree as .00mpared with the,middle

school pupils (27%).
.t ,9

Interpretation: In .comparing the
resPOnsett-atiate:bY.;the..tFo groups of

students regarding .the truth of the

statement. that 'No get good grades
you have to 'tell thc teachers what
they want to hear" there were con-
sistent differences between the two
schools less than 6% of the time.

In the attempt to .m.oke predictions
about which, schools.. that two groups

of students might attend, the use of
such a variable would not be a useful

The majority of the students from
both schools agreed with the state-
ment that "If the odds are against

138
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You have to learn what
the teachers say you
must ...

I.

What:happens to a
person ...

.61
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you in your work at school, you can
come out on top by persisting and
keeping at your studies;" (70% of
the middle school sample and 76% of
the junior high sample agreed). The
remainder of the distribution of
responses was minimal end approxi-
mately equal for both schools.

Interpretation: In less than .1% of
the comparisons made among students
from the two schools were there con-
sistent differences in students'
feelings about whethor they can
surmount certain obstacles by per-
serverance. The use of such a
variable would be of no value in
making an attempt to predict which
schools the two groups of studants
were enrolled in.

The middle tichool.students were more .

likely to'agtu4(58% vir: 47%) and-
the junior high students tended to

. :diongros. Mr.? *tun! (30%!vP .0%)
with the statement that "You hare to
learn .what the .tsachers say you must..
You cannot use your own initiative

.. or imaginatjos, in this school." A.
slightly higher proportion of the
3pnior hift* stndents.were uncertain .

(23% vs. 17%).

: .

Interaretatpn: In more than 12% of
the comparXs9np7made among..etudente
from the two schools, there were
.consistent .differences in.students°.:
perceptions about their freedom to
use their awn..rinitiative..e.ad
tion. Such a difference leads to

4.. the conclusion that the use of. this .

variable would not greatly enhance
the efficiew.of attempting to
predict which sahoOls the students
attendedb

,A high percentage of students from
both schools 'indicated uncertainty
about the statement .that "What .

happens tO a Person in the future is
largely a matter of fate or luck."
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. The niddle school studehti were
.

slightly more likely to respond
,

positively (25% vs. 21%) while the
, junior high students were slightly

more negative in their answers (38%
.. vs. 33%).

. . ..

O.- .04T , i.
Interpretation: There were *oasis-
tent differences in stu4ents'

.. perceptions about the iMpOrtende of
.

- . I fate or ludk for the future 4n lets
.::.- than 5% of the comparisons of tie

responses of the students from the
two different schools. /t my be

,
concluded that the use of this vari-

I

Basic Five.'

able Is not likely to be productive
in the attempt te. predict vhich of
the two schools that the student
attends.

j -

A considerable smount.otthe related theoretical and research liters-

tyre deals with the ,importance-of parents for the performance of the student
.

role. /t is often:suggested that students' perceptions of parental atti-

tudes, opinions end.beliofs exert au inpact upon student performance.

Many empirical studies indicate that the following kinds of socialrphycol-

ogical variables may iiiluencethe student role: (1) student perceptions

of how:parents evaluate their academic performance, (2) student perceptions
,q

of.the importance that their Parenti! place upon academic achievement, (3)
, .

student perceptions of how far-their parents expect them to go in the formal
.

educational system, knd (4) student Terceptions of the amount of surveil-
.

lance that parents maintain with reepect to their school behavior. In

order to assess that there might 'tie variations between tie tio sChools with

regard to students' perceptions ciflammse kinds of parental Characteristics,

140
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four separate questions were presented to the students. (See Appendix Bs

Qaestionnaire Items koi., 23, 24, 25..and 26) These questions are presented

in the following 'Hiatt:along with the distributions of the students'

responses and the 8 Values.

QUESTION: In general, would.your PARENTS sey you are dieting as well in
school as you are.cepable of doing? . .

RESPONSES:

..

: t

r pipe:

Middle School Students . 23. *.. rair. 19
: . ...

Junior Nigh Student's 13 . 27 ..*11

13

8

.165

Answer: The middle school -students .are.: considerably 'more likely to
perceive that their parents eriluate their school 'work favor-
ably. More middle School than junior high students answers4 .

"Tee, Def.initele .(25%*vit1 13%)* and .more.of the mfddle 'school
stidents perceive a generally .positive parental evaluation of
their wOtk'(52%.vi. 40%). The junior high students are con-
eiderably sore likelf to perceive that their parents have
negative evaluitions of their work (43% vs. 29%).

8 in .165 Interpretation: In nearly IT% of the comparisons made among
Students from the two schools, there mere consistent differences
in students' perceptions of how well their parents would say
they are doing 'in schOol.. The use of such a variable would not,
greatly enharice the efficiency of avy equation that might be
used to predict which schools the students attended:*"'

QUESTION: Row important is it to your PARENTS that you get mostly B's
. Or better?

141
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,. . b il . . ..... ...

. . V if e $ I°

42

RESPONSES: Cke4) a 1Ili" 4. t .111.8 A 1 I 6

Middle. .Schoo1 Students ..65 29. 4 1 1

Junior High Students %1-: , ..:46.% : 41' ' 8 . .4 . 1
..: .

. so . .

Answer: The middle school pupils are considerably more likely tO per-
ceive that their parents view good grades as being "Very
Important" than are the Sunior high students (65% vs.
Similarly,the prOportioeof middle school students Who feel
that B's or- better are generallyliportant is greater than
t4t in,theAunior high.(04% vs.A7%).

9 a .203 Interpretition: In over 420% of Vie comparison of the responses
made by junior high and middle school students Shout how much
importance their 'parents'ettribute to grades-there were consis-

_tent differences. If oneyere to Attempt to guess which schools
the two groups of students attended, the use of this varieble

'wbUld rechiceerror by more than 20%.
.

t It". ;
QUESTION:- How far do you think yolir .PARtNTS expect You. to :ga in school?

RESPONSES:

84... 0.. .1

si. vg
:42H. s8 3s 4.11
:..ges g g.....

.0 I.

Middle School-Students
. .3 36 2. 15 31 9

JUniOr High Students 2 5 39 3 3 41. 7 .012

los.mikui11....
: ..

Answer: The percentage of.students from each school that feel that
their parents expect them to Arop out of high tichOol is eqUal
(7%). The percentage of junior high students vho perceive that
their parents expect them to graduate from college is somewhat
higher than that in the middle school (41% vs. 31%); but the
proportion from each school that feels that their parents
expect them to have some kind of college experience is nearly
equal (55% snd 51%).
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e .012 Itit...emdel..ot: In little.more than 1% of the comparisons made
among student responses from the two schools were there -consis-
tent differentlei 'in perceptions of parents." expectatiOna 'for
future academic attainment. It may be concluded that the vari-
able of Perceived Paientil Expectations would.be of little
predictive value in attempting to guess which schools the two
groups of students attended.

QUESTION:

1111111111000,116111110W.

f.o. 4.0 .
How well informed are your PARENTS about what you tio in school?

'S i . . .
r

RESPONSES:

Middle SChOol Students;

Junior High Students

. .g
kiti wt

11
43747

.

e
.

32

22 51;

23

20

2

I's .073.

-11=111M

Answer: The mkdAle fielloollitudeits are somewhat. more ;likely to respond
that they perceive.their parents to bek extremely well-informed
as compared to the junior high students (32% vs. 22%). The
majority of both samples, howeier,"Icel thgt their parents are
generally well informed (75% and 76%?, '; C

0 T....073 ..2211.m.tjEgis: Iii lesi than 8% of the 'compirisons siade among
students responses froni the two schools were there .consistent
differences in perceptions of parental levels of information.
It may be concluded that the variable .otierciiived,perental
conditions of surveillance of academic. belismior 'would bef. Of
little value in any attempt that :iris Made tO guess which

qichoois that' the tsio groups of students' attended: .1.:

Basic c.,A1.9La......1 Six

As previously indicated', one of the objectives'ot:the middle .school

philosophy is directed at modifying the impact of the peer group upon

student behavior. Consequently, a mules of questions were designed in

an attempt to determine whether the West Middle School might be charac-

terised by toy unique kinds of social or academic climates within the
:V,
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s tudent body. (See Appendix B, Quest$onnatre Items fibs c 21-30 These

queitiOns .are presented.along with the distributions ot stUdeni responses

and. the 8..values in Tables 1.4.14, mid

TABLE 4.14

4'

SOCIAL AND ACADMIEC CLIMATE INDICES : MIDDLE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT PEROVTIONS

QUESTION:

1 .*
' t g e.. :3 A'

' $ .. ".1. i r' $
1 1.

. i.t ''.Z.Ict
.4) v vni 14 a g kl Ni........... ....

Would your closest friend say
that you are doing as well in
school as you are capable of
doing?

Middle School Students ....
Junior High Students

Would you sey ihat your FRIENDS
are doilig as well in school as I

they are capable of dotng?
Middle ,Sctpol Students
junior .40 Students

Is it e' aey tp. ):ie accepted into
diffOolit triendship groups to
which:jou Would like to belong?

Middle School Students
Junior High Students

13..gs..:.3P 7- 30 ..10- 10 .
. .46 6 .065,

I

%

;. .

.17 39 27
17 42 24

1 ;.4%,:-

. ,

.. 6
.

.00

.

32 28 14: -15
34 27 18 10 .031

Would you say that you get .
along well with other students
in your classes?

Middle Schoolltudents . 15 59 .12 . 8: 6
Junior High Students 23 52 12 10 3 .063

,
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QUESTION:

TOLE 4.14 (Can't.)

139 .

.

:*

...

11$11. ....
Now importaut is it to iOur
closest friend that you get.
:wetly S's or better?

Middle Sehoci3,..Students. .
'Junior Nigh **nib

e
it

s I

NOV important Is it d.Itotir .

friends that they ..get. .B's or better? " ..
Middle Sóhool StUdints
Junior Nigh Student's 23

.9 25 32 20 14
4 30 22 22 22 .096

35 24 5 5
51 15 8 0 .006

. .

'4
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Answer: Bone of the indices ehplOyed.in this asdessment provided
.agy discernible uniquedifferences between the two schools.

Perceived friend's
evaluations

a.

e = .065

Evaluations of friends'
academic performance ...

Although the percentages are
rather low, a slightly higher
proportion of the middle student:3
feel that their best friends

.would say that they are definitely
%Pdoing as well in school as they
; din (13% vs. 9%). The trend is
..reversed in more general terms,
- however, in that 52% of the junior

high students and 43% of the middle
school stUdents'feel that their
friends would &ism thema goner:Ally
favordble evaluation. A rather
high percentage trout both schools
are uncertain (30% and 27%); and a
slightly larger percentage of
middle OhOol etidents feel that
their heiends 106uld-give them
rather unfavordble eValuations of
their acadimic Pertb0Mance(27% vs.
'22%). ;

It , It Io

Interpretation: In less than 7%
of the comparisons made among the
students responses were there con-
sistent differences in student
perceptions of friends' evaluations
of their school performance. The
variable of perceptions of friend's
evaluations would be of little use
in attempting to guess which schools
the two groups of students attended.

An equal number from each school
assert that their friends are work-
ing up to their dbility (17%
replied "yes, definitely"; 56% and
58% indicated that they are at
least "prObably" doing so). Approxi-
mtely one-fourth of the students
from eadh school are not certain;
and 17% of the students from each
school feel that their friends are
working below their capabilities.
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0 is...027 . e f p Intervretation: In, comparing the
.

, .. responses made amolg the two groups
. of students, there were consistent

. . .. differences in less than 3% Of the
. cases. This leads to the conclusion

. . that knowledge of student evaluations
: of their friends' academic perform-

ance levels would be of no utility
, in attempting to guess which schools

, , the two groups of students came from.

Acceptance into
, friendship groups....

.4.

!*

3..2. e e .63

. . .

A small, but equal, proportion of
students. from eadh school replied
that it is definitely easy to be
accepted into different friendship
groups (11%). The percentage of
students who indicated that it is
generally easy is again similar
(43% and 45%); over one-fourth of
the students did not know for sure
in either school. Over one-fourth
responded that it is not too easy
(29% and 28%).

Interpretation: In less than 3%
of the comparisons made of the
responses of the middle school and
junior high school students about
the ease of joining different
friendship groups, there was a
consistent difference between the
two samples. It may be concluded
that this kind of varieble would be
of little use in guessing whether
students attended a junior high or
a middle school.

Relationships with. The junior high students were more
classmates ... - likely to state that they definitely

got along well with their classmates
(23% vs. 15%). The majority of the
students.from both schools, however,

. . responded positively (middle school
, . , = 74%; junior high is 75%). An equal

nueber from each school indicated
,. that they were uncertain (12%) or

replied negatively (14% and 13%).

IA"?

A

14
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8 gs .063

-

. t..::

.

.S 1:!.;

.1;4 ..
4..

" 7

Importance of,.ona's grades The middle.:Achool students were
. to best friend .61.. more likely to be uncertain about

this item than were the junior high
students (32% vs. 22%). The per-
centsge of students from each school

lascomlam: There were consis-
tent differences in student responses
about their relaticmships with
classmates in less than 7% of the
cases under investigation. Such a
diffe,?ence leads to the conclusion
that the knowledge of this kind of
variable would not aid in guessing
whether a student vas enrolled in
&middle school or a junior high
school program.

" ". :I

t
. .

_ .,

I.

I.

.8 21-4096 .-..
.4 I I.

who perceive that their own grades
are important to their friends is
equal (34%). A larger percentage
of junior high students reported
that this aspect of schooling is
generally unimportant to thier
friends (44% vs. 34%). Again, the
junior high students' are *more likely
to report that their An notgrades
natter to their friends at all (22%
vs.

Interpretation; In comparing
: .::. ..-.. i :, -%:..: students' responses about how impor-

......: tent it lc to one's friends that
- ..

.. : .
. . one should get Ws or better, there

i. -,- ,;:. were consistent differences between
, ... ., the ..4.vo sehools in less than 10% of"

.,.. the cases. It may be concluded that
the use of this kind of variable

. : would not appreciably-enhance the
i. . success of guessing.which. kind of

., school a student attended.
'II '..,. .

..; .-: .Terceptions otimportance. Middle school students &re more
..-, ee'Xof grades for!.frienda .4... likely to feel that good grades are

definitely important for their
.?-.: ..::-.. . . .:.

.... friends (31% vs. 23%); but the junior
...:...

a ..
. high students sre more apt to report

,.. .. that good grades are generally
iv:portant (74% vs. 64%). A consid-
erably higher proportion of the

1.48
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4r.I 4, r .

3.43

miadle school students are uncertain
' (24% vs. 15%); the percentage that
-feel:that grades are mit important

friends is nearly the same
in each school (10% and 8%).

Interpretation: In comparing
students' responses about how impor-
tant it is to one's friends that
they should get B's or better, there
were consistent differences between
the two schools in less than .6% of
the cases. It may be concluded that
the use' of this kind of variable
would not appreciably enhance the
success of guessing which kind of
school a student attended.

TABLE 4.15

EXPECTATIONS FOR ACADEM/C ACHIEVEMENT: Educational Plans, Educational
Expectations for Best Friend;and Perceptions of Best Friend's Expectations
for Self

QUESTION: RESPONSES1

1 6
How far.in school do you expect
you will really go?

Middle School Students 3 3 44 3 7 29 11
JUnior%High Students ' 5 5 32 3 7 39 9 .048

How far in school do you'tbink
your best friend will go?

Middle School Students 9 6 32 2 12 35 4
JUnior High Students 7 8 41 4 9 23 8 .065

How far do you think your best
friend expects you to go in
school?

Middle School Students
Junior High Students

'5 2 46 4- 10 29 4
rt 7 48 2 4 27 5 .090

13. is Qui t as soon ai pbssible

2 a Continue in high school fox' awhile
3 a Graduate from high school
4 a Go to secretarial or trade school

149

5 In Go to college for awhile
6 a Graduate from college
7 a Graduate work
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0.1inswer:.. There. appears to be little difference between the middle school
lod:the..juniOr..high'seademic climate as is measured by Educe-

. tional;Vlans,,. Ediiiational Expectations for Friends, and Perceived. .

. ,. Fendit' Emectationt for Self.. -.

;1EducatiOnal*Plans

. .

.

'a as .040, .

. . .

1.?

:. "

.0

1 t :

:I

A slightly higher proportion of
junior high students .expect to not
complete high school (10% vs. 6%);
but a slightly larger percentage
of the junior high pupils plan on
obtaining some kind of formal
educatAon beyond high school (58%
vs. 50%).

Interpretation: In ccaparing the
responses of middle school and junior
high school students about their
fUture Educational Plans, there !were
consistent differences in less than
p% of the cues. This variable

'would be of little use in attempting
-toguesswhich schools the students

-0W41114*' : 4 . .

MUcationar EXPectationS
"
'In both"schooli, 15%. of the stUdents

for Friends ... stated that they expected their beet._. friends to leave before finishing-. . . . ..

high school. The middle sc!lool.-

students are more likely to exieci.a

.that their friends shall obtain
some type of education beyond high.
school (53%'ve.

. .

al 0365

Perceived Friends' ;

.ExpectatiOne for Seli
. .

r

Interpretation Ireiess than'T% of
4-the comparisont made Of the-responses
by the, two student samples were there
considtent.differeices between the:
two groups:., tt is riot ').ikely that
the concept 'of Educttional *Expecta-
tions for Frieide would be Useful
in attempting to guess whi.ch schools
the studentt* attended. t

Junior high students are mort
to report that .t4ey feel that rtkeir
friends expect them to not finish
high school (3.4%- vs. 7%). A higher
percentage ot middle school students
reported that they permitted their
fri,vias expected the* to aequire some
education 'b.eyond high sehool (45% vs.

. . .38%).
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Basic Question, Twenty Seven

Interpretation: In 9% of the com-
parisons made of the responses by
.the two groups of students, there
; were consistent differences in
their replies. /t is not likely
that-the use of this varidble would
be yslUable in predicting which

.1cindo..of program that the students
,were enrolled in.

An important aspect of the middle school philosophy concerns

student-teaCher relationshiOrabiSid'domponent of the desired kinds of

social relatiOnihips betwepnistudintd and teachers is centered around the,,.

notion of the influence of an adult role model. As has.been previously

discussed, students in a middle schOorfte social milieu should be more

likely to select a schbal 'Stift limber aa.One.:4ho.is'important to self

than are junior high.:schoOl students. 'Furthermore, the literature suggests

that teadhers in the middle school visiting should be more likely to func-

tion as.role models for their students. . Based.upon these.assertions, .4

series of questions wire designed to assess any unique.differendei that

might be attributed to the middle.school progrwn (See Appendix B, Ques-

tionnaire Items Nos. 49-52, and 54). These research questions are presented

in the following pagesAilong with the distributions of responses Made by

both groups of studentS and the 0 values.

QUESTION: Is there any one particular teacher in ymr school that you
consider to be ytmr favorite teacher?
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f ;0.
RESPONSES: E

4

e a 6.4
mg

II allr

. . .

Middle Schoolltudents 46 26 21 6

1188111111111181141=

Junior High Students 53 29 12 . 6. .092 .

. .;

Ansver: The junior hiih students are slightly more likely to state
that they have a favor.iteteachet (53% vs. 46%).tir that there
are several different teachers whom are theirjavorites (29%
vs. 26%). _The middltschool.pupils.are some:Obit MorClikely
to state iiat they like all of their teachers About the same
(21% vv. 12%)...

-

.

I I

1111111111110011111

,.

't .

.,bkorestatlow. -Ift making camperisons of middle ichaol and
-juniOr high school students' responses regarding whether or
not they considereny:onal perticularAseadher to be'their favorite
teacher, there were consistent differences in less than 10% of
the comparisons. Ithowledgel:of whether taelmot-itudeits have a

fevorite teacher would not be very usefhl in attaypting to guess
which school programs.thelstudentiimme-ent011ed in._ . .

.WESTION: In generals-would your favorite teachetImiYOU-aie doing as
well in sChoOl as you are capable of doing?

AO. Soo "'4 .
*-

HESP.ONS;p:.
1

Middle School Students '16 29 20 8
:.

JUiiiOi High Students 14 36, - 26- . 5 .013

w.41.

Answer: A slightly larger percentage of the junior high students
feel that their favorite teachers would favorably evaluate
their vork (50% vs. 45%)1; but there is also a slightly larger
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pr4ortion 'of the "junicii. bigh 'students who perceive that
their favorite leachers, would negatively evaluate their per-
formances in school (310 vs 28%). A considerably higher
proportion of the middle school students stated that they
were uncertain about 'the 'evaluations-oi their favorite teieher
(27% vs. 19%).

9 is .013 Interpretation: In comparing :responses of junior high and:
middle school students about how they feel that their favorite
teachers woUld erquate .their iCademic performances, there
were consistent differences between the two groups in slightly
more than .1% of the cases. Such a variable-woad contribute

. little in attempting to guess which schools the two groups of
students attended... .

QUESTION: Row far ..do:,you think-your. favorite, teacher. expects you to go
- in school? : .

. t . : 't : ad

RESPONSES:

, .. %

. .

r-I
. .14

SAQ 0 .. r.4 . - r4 . 8
... o's-I. Q 8 .. 5

.

eri ,14 ' A 0 0 U 411 01: SAII E4' *IQ ripA t+a) 1
110* e ..... .....e, .9

111' .a.:.:1). 70.1 ..14:-... 1 Is I
.46 3'.*; A 4, -..8:;13: *8. b........ ...... ............. ........ ....__ ..... .........

Middle..School Students. 3, 2 46 .3 10: 30 6

. Junior Righ!Students . 3 5- . 35 . 4 5 3e 10 .096

Answer: There is a slightly larger proportion of junior high students
who perceive' that theii.teachers hold higher.eipeetations 'for
them for both graduating from college (38%. vs: 30%) and'.:
going to graduate school (10% vs. 6%). Nearly half (46%) of
the middle school stUdeuti feel that their teachers-only eXpect
them to graduate from high school as compared to s3.ight1rover
one-third (35%) of the junior high students. A slightly larger
percent of the junior.high students indicated that their teachers
expect them to drop out of high school (8% vs. 5%).

9 = .096 Interpretation: In less .than 10% of the comparison of responses
of junior high and middle school students were there conitistent

. differences in:pupil perceptions of teacher expectations-aor
--future academic-attainment. s. The variable of perceived teacher's
-expectations is nd.t: likely to be-a.powerftil predictor in attempt-
ing to guess- ithich kind. of -Schools- the tvOgroups of students
are enrolled in.
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amtmemwmmmmmwmmm.em-,
e. 11

IQUESTION: Row:limportant ii it to your. termite' teacher that you get
. . . ,

. nioatly 'Ws or better? t
.- .

RESPONSESF:
A

7.

I at te ..to t
Jkfr

4. .If lerl
. '

9

Middle School Studenta 20. 38' ". ''35 5 2
". Junior High Students.,.., 29 ;i119 6 4 .134

. :

in-swer:
VI *Oft.

The middle school students wear to be much less likely to
feel thiiii..46od 'brimportance to 'their favorite
teacher (58% vs. 71%). A considerably larger percentage of
the..middle school .students. Indicated that they were uncertain
about the importance of grades to their favorite teacher (35%
vs. 19%). Only a few of the students from each school, how-
ever, felt that grades are* relatively unimportant.to their g

:teachers (O tind 1.0%.)

0 a .134 Interimstation: Zn comps:int:the responses of middle school
and jUnior high school students about their perceptions of
the iMportance of.their'gradei to their favorite teachers,
there were consistent differences in their replies .in less
then 14% of the cases. Such a difference'leadi to the con-
clusion that the use of this variable would not significantly
reduce the amount of errors that would be '3iiiiaciiirattimpting
to predict which schools. the two groups .of .studonts belonged to.

QUEST/Ok: Isyour''favorite Subject 'taught'by 'your 1100414 teacher/
.: . .

;.,

..* RESPONSES:" '19EfP 'WO66~11/8.0

. s.

Middle School Students '4. .54

Junior High Students 48 52
'

'
Answer: There is little differeneerbetween the schooli 'regarding

whether oritot' a student's. favdrite'teacher teaohes his
:- favorite subject. Approxithately hot ofthe stUdents in both

. . schools-reported that this was the case. .s



Basic Question; TWentY Blitht

149

major pretise'ottlit*dlAcatiop of tilt:social organisation of

student.- teacher Telationshilm-is that suCh-Lnteraations

facilitatia and.enhaficed. dcaliequent1yijAh6i.oelquestions were
;

formulated to assess whether there might be'differences between the two

schools; at ieaet with ikard, to freivIency of interaction and normative
ny.:1)

rates-or interection. (See Appeidiek Qaestionnaire nem Vbs. 4o, 41,

and 48) The results are presented iitTable 4.16.

0 04

. :
**46r:I'

.11

.1 4

21
1
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.
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TABLE-4.16

MIDDLE SCHCOL AND IUNI"OBil.SIGH scam :STUDENT INDICATiONS OF FREQUENCY OF
nenuancgi WITH TEiCHERS -;

%yew

QUESTION: When is the4ast,t;me tbat4ou.talked.to one of your teachers
ibout your schiol wit?'

OP OW . de OD olim all 06 as .- ale MN Mindr. T 7. M. . .,.. rilloii..

4
. 2.4.,....540 t;,4aq Haven't Don't

RESPONSES: diee'daYs'10'dayi'this remem-
.

. AlLft.:....!Re.b4gelft....... an......10OL..... 9

Middle School Students". :.24 ,,26.4 i;,,,k12 10 24

JUnior sigh Students 22 24 7 11 10 26 .035

QUESTION: In general, how often would you Bey that you have talked to
your teachers about the work you have done in school this
semester?

RESPONSES: gs* I
p 71zo Nd

J 11
d

e8
Nd lg

Middle School Students 12 11 22 18 15 22

Junior High Students 5 12 17 22 16 28 .125

QUESTION: As compared to your closest friends at school, how often do
you talk to your teachers about your school work?

RESPONSES:

g

IN II IM
aiNWOMMO. IMININONINNIN

Middle School Students 3 10 52 17 19

Junior High Students 10 18 47 13 12 .192
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Answers:

..Last time talked to t "

tLachers

e a* .035

. .

r

..4 " :

How often talk to
teachers ...

= .125

'I
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Approximately hair of the students
from both schools had talked to
their teadhers within the last 5
days. (This questionnaire was
given on a Monday.) Around one-
fourth of the students did not
remember when they had last talked
to one of their taw:hers about
their school work. The frequencies
were very similar for both schools.

Interpretation: In comparing
responses made by both groups of
students about the last time that
they had talked to their teachers,
there were consistent differences
in less than 4% of the cases. This
variable would be of little use if
one were to guess which schools the
two groups of students belonged to.

'The middle school students are more
likely to indicate that they talk
to their teachers more frequently
about the work they do in school;
33% ortbewtalk tcr!theWteschers
at least once a dvi as compared to
17% of the junior higi students.
Around 63% of themiddle school
students see their teachers at least
once a week as compared tb 56% of
the junior high pupils. 22% of the
middleuichool students and 28% of
the junior high students talk to
their teaChers about their work less
than once a month.

157

Inter,retation: In comparing
responses about hoW often students
talk to their teachers about their
school work, there weire consistent
differences in less than 13% of the
comparisons made between the middle
school and the junior high school.
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. .

Frequency of talking to
teachers as compared to
Itiends .

0 In .192

t.

..

:
;

ri

, 3 v ,
f :

JA§AatiLissat

Approximately half of the students
In owl school feel that they contact
their.tesohers.sbout as often as
their friends do. There is a con-
siderably lazier percentage of junior
high student who feel that they talk
to their teachers more often than
their friends do (28% vs. 13%); *
greater proportion of the middle
school students feel that they see
their teadhers less often then
their friends do (36% vs. 25%).

rqterpretation: In almost 20% of
the comparisons of the responses
made by the middle school and the
junior high school students, there
were consistent differences in
their replies about how often they
telked to their teachers as compared
to their friends. If this variable
were to be used to geese vhich
schools the two groups of students
belonged to!, Vlore would be a 20$
reduction In. error.

.; The. final question. must be asked of, from the students' perspectives,

what.kitn0 of stude.ni teaqher relationships exist within their respective

schools? 1.?tre there, as is suggested by the literature, real differences

t:

diftbi-attltudetatmdsddle school teachers - as perceived by students?

Do students really per4eIve 'iny unique kinds of teacher behavior that

might be attributed to' the'lMiddle school setting?

k series of questioms.were constructed in an attempt to determine

vhether there miiht be sudh'differenees between the middle school and the

junior high.school program. (See Appendix 11, Questionnaire Items BO'.

35, 38, 39, 40, )s3-47)

The results of these questions are presented in Table 4.17.
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0=047

M/DDLE.SCHOOL maj..4UNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PERCEMONS OP STUDIMT -
TEACHER RZLiTIONSHIPS; TEACHER ATTITUDES; AND TEACHER PERFORMANCE

QUESTION,

RESPONSES

I :

1 a
8 .1

In general, would you say that ..., I. ..

you get along well with the
teachers in your classes? .,

.

Middle School Students 23. 45g .:12.
junior Hi& Students 11

.

10 *. ; ; .6. :
5 13 .o63

:. .

In general, would you way that the .
teachers that you have are inter-
ested in how well you do in school? ....,... v:........ s ; :.

:..: , :t : ... .

Middle School Students : 33 .30,..4 3., -t 14 4
Junior High Students 28 38 19 : -3,3 ., 2 .003

Would you say that the teachers in
;., your, school make you feel that they

are interested in you?

Middle School Students 17 36 2.8 . 7 12
Junior High Students ;21. 35 24. ,. 3.5 ! ... 5 ..7 .050

..,:f ' 8
Would you sey that the teachers . .

in your school have always been
fatr with you?

. s

Middle School Students 19 34 16. 19 10
Junior Biel Students' --3.4 48 14 17 7. .048

Have you been able to talk to your
teachers as often as you needed to?

Middle School Students
Junior High Students

12 34 31. 11 12
18 39 20 11 9 .1014
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QUESTION

TABLE .11.1t. Won't .
a a ad .a.

TM', .1

iiimoNsw
...%

gaa a.

ig g
6; ge3

tri

If there were more opportuniiies s
would y011 talk to your teacher%
more often than now?

lp
er44'

2 9ai

-Middle SChool Students 13 37 28 17 5
Junior High Students 22 *. 35 17 22 le .075

Would you soy that a lot of
teachers use grades as a way of
getting back at students?.

Middle School Students
Junior High Students

Would you soy that the teachers
discourage you from using your own
opinions when answering questions
in class and in tests?

Middle School Students
junior nigh Students

Would you say that your teachers
surprise youby getting you
interested in subjects you had'
never really thought much about
before?

17 23 18 19 23
./..160.,: 20 27 '18 .019

Middle School Students 31
Junior Nigh Students 25

:s '7; ". '.N

I.
.1 IC;

17
20

35:f
30

16
23

.

19
16.

.

.:011
*" ; .* .

30
38

27
24

7
11

5
2 .025

"...



Answers:

Olt along well:with Middle school students are slightly
iiichers more likely to state that they

definitely get along with their
teachers (27% vs. 21%); but a nearly
equal woportion from both schools
indicated that they generally get
along well (72% and 71%). A slightly
larger percentage of the junior high
students stated that they definitely
do not get along with their teachers
(13% vS. 6%).

.;

is .063 . Idevretatio4: There were consistent
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-:s
;

'Teachers Are
interested ...

;:1.4

I

8 is .003

differences in student responses in
only slightly more than 6% of the
comparisons. This variable would

:t
not be a very efficient predictor.

^:
.

1 . .

a .%

: .
..
I ;

TTeaCheirs make you.feel
tfieir arelitOested in

,y0DU

A slightly larger percentage of the
middle school students stated that
their teaohers are definitely inter-
ested in how well they.tdo in school
(33% vs. 28%). The proportion from
each school that feels their teachers
are generally interested in their
progress is nearly equal (63% and
66%). Nearly one-fifth of the students
from both schools are uncertain.

aummulsow There were consistent
differences in'the,student responses
in only .3% of'the Coiparisons made
of the two schools. This variable
would be useless as a wedictor of
which schools the students attended.

A slightly larger percentage of the
junior high students stated that
teachers definitely make students
feel that they are interested in
them (21% vs. 17%). A similar per-
centage from each school indicated
that they generally feel that the
teacheTs are interested in them (53%
and 56%). A rather large group from
each school (28% and 2)4%) are uncer-
tain about this. More middle school
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:

..050

Teachers have been
fair'.

e

,

or,

'Mile to talk' to
. ..;

. .; .

.

.

1.."

a' *:3.04

:

students (ff m 12) feel that the
teachers,defAnitely do not display
intereit' &lithos:(0 Aompared to 5
junior high Wit/into).

Interpretation: There were consistent
differences in only 5% of the compari-
sons of the responses from the two
schools. Ouch a small difference
leads to the conclusion that this
variable would be an inefficient
predictor.

Middle school students.are slightly
more likely to state that their
teachers have definitely always been
fair with them (19 vs. 14); but more
junior high students indicate that
tbeir teachers are generally fair
(62 vs. 53). Ihe remaipder of the
distributions'Of.repponses are simi-
lar fOr each ichool.

Interuretation: There were consistent
differences in the responses from
eadh school in less than 5% of the
comparisons that were made. This
variable would be a poor predictor
in guessing which schools the
students attended.

A slightly larger iiicentage of the
junior high students stated that
they definitely were able to talk
to their teachers as often as they
wanted to (18% vs. 12%) end that
they generally were able to (57%
vs. 46%). Nitarly one-third of the
aiddlè schog pugle were uncertain
about this (31) as'compared to one-
fifth (20) of the junior high students.
Almost one-fourth of tfte students

in each school said they were not
able to talk to their teachers
as often as needed.

Interpretatiog: In comparing the
responses from each school, there
ware consistent differences in 10.4%
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Would you talk to your
teachers more 'oft"'

. I. 4 . .

.

..075

:

I

. .

Teachers use grades
to get.badk at: ".
students

8 s .019

' . t

Teachers discourage
opinions

157

of the caeca. This kind of a vari-
Ole is not likely to be very
efficient in any attempt to predict
which schools the students are
enrolled in.

A someVhat greater proportion of the
junior high studints would talk to
their teadhers given the opportunity
to do so. (Definitely * 18 vs. 12;
At least prObably 57 vs. 50) A
considerobly larger proportion of
the middle school students are
uncertain (28 vs. 17). Yearly one-
fourth of:the students from eadh
schciavOulditot do gib (22% and
26%).

Ipterpretation: There were consistent
differences in the responses from
the two schools in 7.5% of the com.
porisons that were made. This vari-
able would be of dubious value for
predicting which schools the students
attended.

Middle school studepts.are more
likely to say that their teachers
definitely do not (23 vv. 18) and
prObably do not (42 vs. 37) use
grades as a way of g*tting back at
students. A someWhat higher pro-
portion of the junior high students
are not sure (27 vs. 18). A rather
large proportion from the middle
school (40) and the junior high (36)
feel that this may be the case.

Interpretation: There were consistent
differences in less than 2% of the
comparisons of the student responses
from the two schools. This variable
would be of nearly no vslue in
predicting which schools the students
attended.

Dearly one-third of the students
from each school (30% and 31%) feel
that teachers discourage them from
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.011
S.

using their own opinions in class
and in tests; nearly one-third are
uncertain (35% and 30%) and nearly
one-third from each of the schools
feel that this is not the case (35%
and 39%).

Inte*etatie There.were consistent
difference:a in.:$:1231' 1.1% of the com-

parisons of the students' responses
from the two schools. It an attempt
were to be made to guess which school
students attended, this variable
would be of little utility.

Teachers surprise you A similar majority of students from
- both schools stated that their

teachers surprise them by getting

:
them interested in.wdbjects they
hadn't thought about before (61%
and 63%); a slightly larger percent-

,. age of the ulddle school students
stated that this is definitely so
(31% vs. 25%). Nearly one-fourth
of the students in each school
were unsure.

. .

. .,.,./ I

6 mi. JDIM " -
...

Interpretation:. There Were consistent

.
". ..

.0, differences In less than.3% of the

:. , comparisons of the responses made
, by the students from each school.

,.. . This variable would be of little use.
..

.

,. ,:, in trying to guess which schools the. ,

. students were from.,'.
.
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Summarisation of Findings

Middle School and.Junior High Students

Ten different basic research questions hive been formulated in order

to assess the extent"to which the Wait Middle Soho 61 student roles function

in accord with the goals of the middle school concept and to examine

possible differences between' the middie school arid the junior high students.

The follOiting .dietituoiion is based liummiry Of the Obtained results

and the differences which were-found ietireen 'the two groups of students.

As hal been discussed in tie *641mi of the Literature, there are at

least foui different majOi role eipe4:titiotis which should differentiate

the middle school student from the junior hiiih siudent. in order of their

presentation, the first was: middle iichoor students *should be more likely

tO select a school staff matilbet.who ikiiirpoitant to self:
....

Findings relevant io this' particase.dienilon are as follows:

1. in naming persons perceiveti is 'being 'icinceined about how
. ... .,_

well they do in school', tile idIe sohool students are con-

siderably mime 1ike sio lime of their teaChera

.than are the jUitioi high .stuients "(62% Vs.'

2. In naming perioils that they itonld iiret go tofor help if

'they had a probieni witi a &fly' as:its:Intent, the middle

school students are sligitly mi.:44e likely to indicate a

school staif.meniber, i.e., teachers (41% en. 33%); or

counselore (8% vs. 20.

3. in naming 'persons that 'they'irtiuld firitt go to tor help if

they had a cline in .whiCh ALL"at the virork" were haM for..
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them, middle school students are slightly more likely to

go to the teacher ott4at c3.ass. (43% vs. 40%) and'are

considerably more likely.Ao go. to. a counselor (18% vs. *.

4. The..Aiddle school. studejtxts:ore somevhat. less likely to

st.ette., that they .he.tlfe. a paAieular favorite .teacher (46%

ri...53%) or that they )1eleeveral faRorite teachers (26%

vs.. 29%). A 814412tly..41e.r.Pr prOpoftion of the middle

.school .students stated,..tehgk they. liked al of. their teachers

about the seme; (21%
.

.5.. A itomeithat greater proportion At the junior high students

perceived their teachers; to. expect thew .to, attain some . kind

.. of tormal education :beyond high school than did the* middle

school student, (57% vs. 49%). ere ;

Based upon.these findings, then, it meof be, tentatIvely:..concluded

that the addlelgicbool students appear to be.more likely to indicate

that their teachers are credible reftrents for the student role. Further-

more, it msy ba that middle school students view .their.teachers more in

terms of instrumental rather than affective values, i.e., they are more

likely to go, ti! them for help and to feel. that their teachers are con-

cerned about them, but they .are less likely to have, a favorite teacher

or to feel that their teachers hold high expectations for them.

The second major expectation, as presente4 in the Reviev of .the

Literature, is that middle school students should be less likely than
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junior high school students to feellthat their peers .assign.immtance

to grades as an indicator of acadeaziO.virformance. TO relevant findings

are: ..0-

1. %eh' asked.to give the ,nsmes of:peopleLconcerned about

how well they do in AChigitt; Middle school students are

less likety than Are swift* hieb students to give the

naMe of a friend (28% vs.. .40%): 7:

2. In naming persons that *dial-Would .first go to for help

if the/ had a problem with's.daily .assignment, the .middle

school students are just as likely to contact a close

friend' (18% and 17%), but'lesorlikely to contact A. class-

mate who is good' in that Clisai1Mcire.49%)

3. Int.nruning persona that they owOuld-fiest .go to tor help if

isivhicb ALL oM tbe.lgork Vere hard for

students are lessIlikelT.to contact

0;4i friend (8% vs. 11%).'or.a classmate-who is. good

4.thAi class (6% vs. 9%). " , , .

4. The junior high sttutents.were somewhat mgre,likely to

state that th-eir otin gotO grades were of-little or no

impOrtance to thide friends (&W vs. 314)E while the

middle -school:students exiiressed a 3.argar degree of uncer-...

taint7 (32%.va. 22%). .

5. There vas little difference 'between the .two. aqicols.

4reigioding itudentsl.perceptiona of the!importance that

'their friendis placed upon getting _good grades.. A slightly
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larger perceatage..9r3thezmiddle.school students said

that good gradely!ers:dafinitely important to their..t
friends (31% vs. 23%), but a somewhat greater proportion

of the junior.,14101, students. plaimed that grades were

generally iiVortaq0.:t5x:itheir friends (74% vs. 64%).

6. ,A substantially kilklernproportion of 'middle school

students feel that grades are "Very Important" to them

(64% vs. 46%); tSo.thet;loajority of the students in both

schools feel that 4r5des. are generally important (91%

and 86%).

Based,upon these. obsernktkxls,. lit* is tentatively coficluded that

the middle school.stu4entaa*Aess-341kely to perceive their peers as

credible referents in the performance of the student role. They are some-

what less likely to view.their. peers as being concerned about how well
" , -

they do in.school or, to turn.to them as a source of aid when confronted

with various kinds .of aqademic problems. On the other.band, there is

little to indicate that they feel that their peers assign less importance

to grades as .an indicator or .04842111.0 performance; thie trait variable

appears to be .stronger withia.Abe junior high setting..

A third major role expectation is that: the students in the middle

school social milieu should.Pa..more likely to state that their parents

are well-informed about what they are doing in. school. The findings

relevant to this notion are aa follows: ;

1. The .middle school students are somewhat more likely to

state that they feel their parents are extremely well
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.informe4.4bout !hap they Alo in school (.32% vs 22%)

.The ajority: of the .sttudentik in. both AChcols., 11ov:titer,

.inclicated ,that..their.psren.ts are at least &Mersa),

well...informed .(75%.8134.761)... About ,25 or * students
-intboth of the .sphools. Thlt..that thelkr, parents were .only

fairly well informed; very feviR%. snd.. 14) coot.. that..

their:.parents knew4pthing at F.,13...abcIst what they do

iv school... :The-glifference .between. the. two schools was

minimal..

163

The midae.school.pupils are .cpna.iderably more like]; to

perceive% that their parenp!.. ;wood.. putdes as beim;

ve47 imPorttent. (05% 4..4%):. higher PeFef,teige

.of the. Aida! schtml 'Wants( t.12.40; sopa- EX,49s., Fere

at. least generally. important to:V4r :Peir."4.te (94 Y.s.

87%). -.Out .of all..the variables that havm.heen examined

vithin the .tvo student .semplea,..t.hill ..oTte.beers the !trongest

relationshipto the middle scilool setting. ($ .12ç3).

Middle,school 04.4ente, arc, coipiderpl7 wore li!7.tO .
. feel that their.parents.would say t4e.t.t.ha are..doing

as vell is..school as.they are . capOla.of.doing. :More

. middle school students; answered "xes, definitely". (25%

vs. 13%) or at least "yes, proboRge (50 vs. 40%)... The

junior high stu4entcs were more likely, to perceive that

their .perents 1,34d negatively eva.luats their vorkin

School (43%.Yst. 29%).: ; :.
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Ie. Students' perceptiono oi Parental apectations 'tor !Nature

'educational attainment itire'nearly the sime in each school.

Over half (55% and.51%Y filt that their parents expected

.them to have some kina of:faiure. college experience; about

7% in etch schOO1 felV ihe% their parents expected them to

drop 'out 'if 'kJ* scheciL ;

Based upon' these firidinii; Et Ili tentatively concluded that the

differences betweeri middle schoorend.junior 'high school itudents' per-

ceptions of the conditions of parental surveillance of their academic

behavior are not great 4. Both grOupCbt itudentgi perceivetheir parents

to be pretty well informeeibOUtIthilt.they are doing in Baba. The

middle schbol stUdents feelAhat theiti pirents place more isiportance upon

good grade's andlthat their.Pereiti Iiiihatavorably evalitate their per-

formance .in tile academic Siena. There'l'ir ho 'difference in students'

perceptioni pareritil expectations 'f* edUcational attainment as

related tO the'schooi settings the.'ituderite'are affiliated

The foUrth major role expectation is that ituderits in the middle

school setting should be more likely to indicate fielizigs of "belonging"

to their school. Aceording to the literature, dne of.the Vans for this

contention is that the middle school should be a three year' program

which includes gradei. six, seven and.eight. 'The ixtri yeer of involvement

should enhance feelings of "belonging." This riotiion can not be fully

assessed itithin'the West Middle Sbhool, for its Program only includes

grades seven and eight. Neiertheless, a series of.questioris Were

addressed to students in order to determine whether there'might be avy

unique differences. The results are as follows:
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1. The. junior high. students .yere,. more . likely to. iadicate

that tiiey were happy about ?0;2.iig-in. their. school (.45%.,vs:.

34) end the .middle school stulien".1 were more ,apt to state

that they were generally ushapPy (3% vs. 27%) 30 ,9f.

the middle school students au0...28%. of Vr, junior high .

studenta.yere,spidecidel.

2. The junior h103, students are:Aprejikely to state that

;they are "Very .p1ess0 pp,* t.hat ;they are: a

student at .their schoo l.. thinw,,pre.4.00..micIdle, school, istadegts

(27%. vs., 1:6%). About the asist.pmorti.oFt from. eaRh

-Aosc.vVt said that Ahoy verep...at$13/vst..gengrially pleese4.

(60% and 54%). A slightly larger proportion of the middle

scho4- etudents thmt ..they.tyve .Ateus3.17 not Itt?co Pleased

to. infhpr* ,peoplte .about wAich ,s,choi44heF mtkended (2p.% vs!. 21%)...

lfeoThe junior Mgla. Oudents.. are islightlIty)sore..likely.to giye

favorable .a.msepons.es to the question, "FcnAtt 79u..w.that.

oue...of .the ..)est ;things. that has hemmed to. zou Is when

You asse to this school?" (45% vs. 38%) Middle school

students are more likely to give "Definitely" negative

responses (27% vs. 25%) as well as generally negative

responses (42% vv. 33%).

4. The junior high students are more likely to feel that

their school's prOblems are "Very important" to them

(33% vs. 20%). Over half (52%) of the junior high students

indicated that the prOblems of their school were at least
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generally important tothemas compixed With 110%.Of the

middle school studenti.7.11ddle school iiidentS were more

likely to be either inideelded (27% vs:' 19%). or eseentially

negative. (32% vs: 20%). .

Based upon these ..findilgs, it"mtly be tititaiively concluded thei

there is little basis to indicate that the*middle.lschad has done anything

to enhance students' feelings 'of belonging to their adhOol.

Based von thede'lquestiftitiaire Tteris,.the junior high students

rather consistehtly indicated:gteaterftelings Of"invOlvement, attachment,

and concern for their schoolv.;.telen these itemi irere analyied, however,

there were no. major 'Statistical differentete v'the 9 vilues ranged from

.119 to ..143. :
et

I .

It is concluded that the. middle ichàól itudents Vary frail Ithe junior

hit& students along only one basicdiathsioti (a 20% difference in varisp

tions of responses. between the Usti grottps of stidents hM bien .arbitrarily

established as a. difference which VOuld result id:Predictive 'itility):

their perceptions of-the importance of good grades to their parents.

to
. ":.



FINDINGS: PARENTS

.
.

As &Scribed in the section Oh MethodOlogY,'S teem of Sociology of
.. ,

Education Fellows from WesternMichigan Univeriity.conduCtei interviews

'with 50 Parmitti of middle iciiool studenis ard ici. parents of junior
. . .

students. Thii movie was selected by randoay Selecting names Of students
I . . .

. ; .
. . .known to have completed questionnaire data and then Obtaining the names

of their pant.b.nts from the student record files. An advance letter vas

sent to tInse parents describing the nature of the !tr.. ..ud informing

them that they would be contacted by telephone in or establish an
.

appointrintit for their interView. .(See Akiendii C) ", indicated in

Table 4.181, the two grows of parents are Way similar in terms of

racial end socio-economic status characteristics.

.. TABLE. :

: , : ;

RACIAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS CHARACTERISTICS:4 PARENT SAMPiE
;

Race
White
Black ..." /

Mexicana Indian

.

% Middle..Sehop1.:i.. Junior High
Parents Parents

38
11 11

1
...

Socio-Bconomic Status
Professiohal, technical and kindred .4
Business managers, officials,
'..proprietors 2
Clerical and sales
Craftsmen, foremen and kindred workers 3
Operatives ..snd kindred workers.-...y.. -

Armedlforees a. police., firemen,- :
Unskilled, service and domestic

workers 5
Housewives (ADC) 2
Other *.Telief, unemployed, retired) 8
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All

3

.

5
1

. 1

6

2
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As has been presented in: the:sectionAp.the,ReYiew of the Literature,

there are several: areas in which itsight bp expected that the parents of

middle school students differ from parents of students in the junior high

school setting. .Fiudings rel4vant to these different dimenSions are

presented in the order that.they. have :been specified in the Review of this

Literature.

Basic *ikestiOn_. Tiiirty

The first major expectstion de!coribed is thet,the parent of the

middle school pupilAhould be more like4 to .perceiye the influence of
, .

school staff members, e.g., the middle school parent should be more apt

to indicate that the child. has4) "favorite teacher." In order to deter-

mine whether there might be sudh a differende between middle school and

junior bigh, school situde00..parents,.the pllowing question vas asked:

Does it seem as if there is any one particular teacher in
your child's qchool that is his favorite? (See Appendix
C, Questionnaireltem BO. 27)

Responses were as fRllows:

Yes, Yes, BO, likes RP, doesn't
there there are them all care for 8
is one several the same Any of them

Middle School Parents 27 6 .15 *. 2

Junior High Parents 21 9 14 6 .132

Answer: Middle school parents are somewhat-More likely to indicate
that their children do have one particular favorite teacher
(54% vs. 42%).
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L41:1 it: 4132 . Ipterpretation: . There. were consistent differences in only
. 13% of the compatitonii ortthe responses.; made by middle school

r. t: and junior high school parents about whethef their children
: ,had, a favorite teacher.: The use, of this variable in guessing. ;whether a parent-had' 6.,child'in. a middle school or in a junior
. high school mould not...proVide a very poverfUl basis for

predietion. . : .

1

Thirtylne
:

. . .

- is.one Objective:of the-Middle school program to facilitate

students' feelings of "belonging", parents of middle school pupils should. :.; . .

be more likely to indicate .thatAheir childrewlook forward to going to

.school (and on to high school .if the Middle sehOol does serve as a better
. . : :. . .

means 43ftransition)...and.that their1chil'arón are:more likely to talk
.

about the work they do at school. In orderAirlassess such 'differences,

a series of questions - presented in Table 4.19 - were addressed to the

middle school and junior high school wents. (See Appendix C, Question-

naire, atom! Nos.: 5 6 anti 7) '

MOM.,

. TABLE 4:19; A :4 4 .

P 1. ..%
PARENTAL PFRCEPTIONS oi STUDENT FEELINGS OF "BELONGING" TO SCHOOLS

.1

t;

QUESTION:... t.; -1,, 'RESPONSES:

. In:the morning, -does. your child.. . . Going to I ' - Doing' sone- ,orlook forward to: school thing else Et

..,.:Middle School Parente' ...... ' .. ---7r-- . ...*: 9
Junior High Parents 43 7 .04

Regarding
child-

Middle
:.-Junior.

high school, does your
. .

School Parente 44
High 'Parents . Y. 45 ,

Real4 want Rather not
. or .to go . '1

.'102

How often does your child talk - ..Some-::
about his work at school: A lot times Seldom Bever

Middle School Parents Imir 12 10 17
Junior High Parents 23 20 5 2 .058

175
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Answer: As wail the case wittr the student daspgeal the parents of the
junior high students are:slightly mOre likely to express

- various indications'. that their childrenohave greater feelings
of "belonging" to their school.. Although the majoritY of both

groups of students ipparently look forsrardto going to school
each.morning, a slightly.' larger pitoportion of middle School
students would rather do something else (A% $s. lle%): Although
the majority of both groups of students seem as it thity really
want to go on to high school, a slightly larger pioiohion of
the middle school students would rather, nOt go (12% vit. 10%.)
Although the majority of both groups of students talk &mat
the work they do in school a lot or sometimes, a greater
prOportion. -of the middle school. isttidents mention their work
only seldom or never (14% vs. 7%).

.
. .

= .02 - Interpretation: The knowledge of arry of the variables used in
.058 this study..to .assese parental' perceptions of student feelings

of "belonging" would not be useful for guessing whether parents. had students in* the ,thietaie echo& or the junior.high setting.
In comparing the responses made by the two groups of parents

4 to thesevithree different 'question's $ there Were* consistent ..*
differences between their responses in only from 2% to 5.8%
of the comparisons.'

Basic Question, Thirty TWo

Another expected difference between Middle school and junior high

school parents is that since the:Middle-achool program requires children

to work at their awn capacity, the parentsof middle school children.
.

should be less. likely to state that they feel. the work is either too hard

.or too .easy gir.their children. Based upon this premise; the parents

were asked. te,indsitcate how their children:.felt about the.vork they did,

how they themselves felt aliOut 'their children's school work, and whether

or not they felt their children were working up to capacity. (See
) . i. :

Appendix 9, Questionnaire Items Nos. 8, 9, 20 and 21) These questions
I

'are Presented in abbreviated form in Table 4.20 along-with the distri-

butions of responses aththe 8 values.
. I.
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PARENTAL PERCEPTIONS.OP DIFFICULTIES OF ASSIGNMENTS AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE

QUESTION:
. t

'RESPONSES:

Does your child.feel.' Y'lbo. About
his school workl..ie.:e..1:' Hard:. 111,0t

Middle School Parobte- 5 *,

Junior High Parentie *: 11 34

Do you think yout-dhild's IN:0): About
work is: Hard . Right

Middle SchooliPatAnte.:"/: 39
junior High Pikeiti " 38

How do YOU feel ..atiout rthe
work he does?... M it:

Middle Sava:Parents'
lunior High 'Parents

..

Is your child daecas
well as he 1.4.capableVr,
doing?

Middle School Parents
. Junior Nigh:Parents

Too

5
5

Too

9
8

20 19 3 1
17 23 7 0

.108

.052

.177

PrOb- Not Probably Definite-
pitely ably Sure pot ujot;..z
14 16 2 T 11: .

12 10 1 10 17 .157,

%.4sweri. ..The school pareWts rather consistently indicated their
r. perceptionenthat their Children were working up to their

-. capacities et iiiroximately the right level of difficulty. As
compared tothe Nidoi'high parents, their perceptions were
consistently more favorable along these dimensions.

0

.':

Child's.ftelings .. Only 10% of the middle school parents
perceived that their children felt
the work was too hard as compared
to 22% of the Junior high parents.

.

. Ten percent of the parents in both
.

groups felt that their children
viewed the work as being too easy.

Interpretation: In less than 11%
of the comparisons of the responses
made by the two groups of parents
ebout their children's view of their
school work, there were consistent

177
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differences in their replies. This
Variable Would not greatIr.laProve
thWiecuracy Of44ésiinevhether

!,:::; lagents had children in-the middle
school or junior high school program.

Only 4% of the middle edhool,Parehts
'fiat that the school wilt Vail oo
handlor their childreWas.vakpared
with 8% of the junior bighlatents.
Nine of the middle school parents
(180 felt that the work was too
easy as compared to 16% (N=8) of the
junior high.marents..

Ittirtretation: In comparing the
responses ofAsiddle sdhool and junior
high school parents about how diffi-
ciptythey 401t their.children's

. " sehool. work wage, there were consis-
. tett'differences in-only 51.of the

. M

cmiarisons. .;:The.ust. of this kind
of information would be of little
utilitr for soaping which schools
theseparents had ohildren in.

Parent feelings ofr work ...

9 = .052

10

4 e.

'r
EValuatiOn Of child'i
work

iveluation Of dhild's
performance

7

)4
Tie imiddle School parents are some-
what more littlyto state thst.they
feel their children are doing good
o endelleat work' in school (54%

va bOg,), sight3i. larger majority
of the juAior high parents feel that
their.children re doing average
work. (146%As 38%),

. . .

Interpretation: In nearly 18% of
the compatisona OtheXasponses
made by ndddle school and junior high
school parents, there were consistent
differences in how they felt about
the kind of wozt their children do
in school.

The middle school parents were
considerably more likely to feel
that their dhildren were definite];
or probably doing as well in school
as they are capable of doing (60%
vs. 44%). The junior high parents
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were considerably more likely to
state that their children were either
probably not or definitely not working

: up to their ability (54% vs. 36%).

e is .157 Interpretation: in nearly 16% of
the comparisons of the responses made

.by middle school and junior high
school parents, there were consistent
differences in whether they felt

..,..that their children were doing as
well in school as they are capable
of doing. Such, a difference leads
to the conclusion that the use of

*: this *variable would not be of great
_yalue in...guessing whether parents

had children in the middle school
.7. or:the junior high school setting.

.

Basic Question, Thirty Three.--
.

A fourth major expectation attached to the role of the Middle school

parent is 'that'i given the objectives of the middle. school Program have
. .f .T.

been corimunicated to them, they should be more likely. to feel that other
t

thingswrin schOol are more important than grades. and less likely to stress
: 4

the importance of obtaning . high grades for-their

Therefore, the following two questions - which .are .presented with

the distributions of responses and the a: values - were asked of.both groups

of.parents. . (See Appendix C, Questionnaire Items Nos. 17 and 19)

'QUESTION: Now important is it to you that your child gets good grades as
compared with other aspects of school?

.1
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RESPONSES:
8

ijL
ri

?:,40

IA
Middli School itrentsj ID': 34 6

Uniór Righ Parents .16 30
. .

4 0 .138

Answer: A somewhat iarger proportieh bt te jil3nior high parents stated
.itat 'good grades are the most inportant thing in school (32%
vs. 20%). A slightly larger percentme of the middle school
parents feel that other things areammAxwataint
(12% vs. 8%). Bo one said that grades have no importance; the
nalority feel that grades are among the most inportent things

. in school 168% and 604..

8 .138. Interpretation: In less than.114$ Of the cOniarisOns Of
responses from middle school and junior high parents about
the Amportance of good. gradee were there dOnsititeit differ-

.. ences between the two groups. Knowledge of parental perceptions
of the ,importance. pr. grades.iss not- likely to redizee ihe ethunt

; of etior that one might mske in trying to guess whicIA..parents:
had children in the middle schook.

. .

QUESTION: Row important is it to you for your Chird to get meitij. B's..
Or bettert

RESPONSES:
. Nots.

Veky Particulirty Doesn't
I:Portent 7.1npOrt ent ; Important Matter

;

Middle School Parents 13.. 24 . . 13. 0

Junior Nigh Parents 16 18 15 1 .005
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Answer: Parents of junior high students are both more likely to say
that grades are very important (32% vs. 26%) and to grant
relatively.little-importance to high gridis (32% vs. 26%).

-

8 ,...005 Interpretation: .In (Kippering the.responses of middle school
wents with those Of junior high students' parents about the
importance of good grades for their children, there were
-consistent differehbed'in onli .5% of these replies. In
attempting to guess which parents had children in the middle
school program; thislexticular variable mould contrtbute very
little towards the reduction of error.

The preceding four basic research iuestionshave been directed at

the four major kinds of expected, differences between middle school And

junior high school parents wilich vere derived from various postulates
:

presented in the Re*iew of the .I4terature. There are, however, a number

of other intuitively relevant questions vbich have been inweatigated.
!!

These are presented in the following pages.

Basic Question, Thirty Four
g

i
Do parents of middle school students hold diffeioent kinds.of

expectstiona for their children thando the parents of junior high.pupils?

Are their More Ukelir to feel.thet the midale school-program does facilitate

the.tritiOlitiOil,to high school? Are they more likely to expect that

their.Childien'and their children's classmates will-go further in the
..

formal education System? Five different questions were asked of the two

groups of parents in order to assess such differences. (See Appendix C,

Questionnaire /tems Nos. 2, 12, 13, 14 and 15) These questions, along

with the distributions of responses and the 8 values, are presented in

modified fOrm in Tables 4.21 and 4.22.

181
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TABLE 4.21.

..

PAR TENAi iXiNCTATIONS: CHILD'S 'CHANCES or Hai) READY FOR HIGH SCHOOL,
CHILD'S CHANCES OF-7MSIII10 HIGH,SCHOOL AND CEILD'Ef mass off COM TO
COLLEGE .

.9UESTION: ,

Do you think that the school Your: . ,:

child is going to now is helping Not
to..get ready for high. school? , Yes Sure No

siddie.School Parents.
. ...,, :38 5 7

Junior High Parents 38 5 7
.

What' are your child's chances Over Less than
.. Q finishing high school?'" ',O.%) 5040%

Middle School Parents 135 , 5

Junior High Parents 46

RESPONSES:

t. :'. -.: ... .'.
What are your child's chances Over Less than
of going to college? 30-50 50-50

. :, :
..

Middle School Parents 27 23
Junior High Parents 30 20

.13.1 . .0.

0.0

.02

.06

Answer::

I

There are little or no dtfference*between the perceptions of
paren t s of junior high and middle school students about how
iell their.children will be..prepared tor high school, the
chances that their children will finish high school, and the
chances that their children have. '74z* going on to. college... The
0. values for these items ranged from 0.0 (absolutely no differ-
ence in the responses from the two parent samples) to .06
(only 6$ *of the comparisons of the responses were consistently
different).

.

162

a, a
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TABLE 4.22

PARENTAL EXPECTATIONS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT FOR CHILD AND FOR CHILD'S
.BEST FRIEND

r.

:,QUFSTION:

it
irg .64

,.. . 41 .0 .$

- . is

4
ot ale e 00 le a o

e e $ to
8

.wo ....D4 8 ill 44? ; 49 1 11 f3,14!1

. sre 0

. te . 1 I s4 0 a
Ar.c..) 81 Ag Ogg..I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I lo .

,
How far do you.expect your
child to go in school?

1

Middle School Parents 2 4 17 8 5 :

Junior HightParentit 3 14 7 9

How far do you. eipebt 'your -7.

child' s best* friend' to gO '

in school?'

Middle School Parents 8 5 25 1 7
Junior High Pareeis. ' 4. 5 18 3 9

13 . 1
-.12 4 .132

3 0
10 1 .265

Answer: It is of interest to note that parents generally hold consider-
ably higher expectations for their awn children than they do
-for theii children's friends. It was the intent; in assessing
he latter phenomenon; to assess differences in parents'
perceptions Otschool social climate; 1.e.; if there might be
differences in hair parents view the social milieu in vhich
their children operate. However; a major methodological defi-
ciency of this attempt is that the investigator neglected to
ask the parents vbether or not their children attended the
same classes or even the same school as their friends. In
other words; since sone children may be bussed; their best
friends mow be Children who reside in the same neighborhood
but attend different schools. Hence; although the chances
s are good'that Most children attend the same school as do their
best friends; it vould be specious to attribute a great deal
of meaning to this finding even though it appears to be
significant.
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:

Parental expectations
tor awn child ...

0 .132

. .

Parental expectations
for child's friend ...

e .265 .

0

S.

. ."

The middle school parents are
.slightly more likely to feel that
their children will not.finish high
school (12% vs. 8%) or tO terminate
their education at the high school
level (34%.vs.. 28%).

Interpretation: In stating how far
they eicpect their children to go in
the formal educational system, there
were consistent differences in only
13% of the responses made by the

.two groups of parents. It is not
, likely.that the use of this variable

spbstantially reduce any of
the error that might be mmAs in
guessing whether parenls #ad.child-
ren in a Middle school or. a junior
high school.

someehat largii:praportion of the
:middle school parehts expect their
Children's best friends.to not
finish h16 schoOl'*(20% 18%).
A consideribli larger proportion of
the middle school parents (76%) do
not expect their children's best
-friends to go.bellm4 high school as
:immured, with 54% of the junior high
parents. -

Comiaring middle
..s0Ool *14:Ugh school parents'

expectatioi*for.their. children's
best frien4i-ihere.were consistent
disfferences1 hear]; 27% of the
coMpirlsons. at.Were !ide. The use
of this .1rerib1e Would eliminate

' more than one-fOurth.01' the errors
thatmightbijOade in guessing
whether a, pari4 had a child in a
middle schoOror a junior high school.
A cautionarY*te is in order, how-
ever, in that'it Is not really known
to what exfettithe t:ch4111's best

friend" attemds'the 'same school as
'does the Child; thus, this is not an
accurate measure oi parental percep-
tions of the school social climate.

1E4



Basic Question, Thirty Five
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An intregal aspect of. Alm, reor8at4s0.1.0n .educations.1 system

yhich is concerned t1i *rents ?rewolyek around:.the.issue of communication;

the objective of suc,htpoFgunicOlopst?then,.its...uswlly thmt of ehhancing

t.rrental.. ?..eyaleAfj.pforsatiopi,. both abouk the. program. and. about the

performance of their. children.wit14n. the, program.. ,. n order: tmprovide . a

gnera., kn x$prth..1attex cp,ucern. -pad: in, erder.tm 'see. if,

th!re mi-OA 1;,* diAtPrfAM/1..bePrffsA.:t4ffiltYch:1511911)* of:paretts4-the middle

school tfncl tbe junior high schoolt.iparents -vextvasked the-following...question:

1,
W. would like ,tio find etuthov;-Feillr parents...feel ..that,:they
"are informea" with ithiattheir children do in School. Would
you please choose the statemei4slhatibest descrj,bes yoult:
feelings? (See Appendix C, Questionnaire Item No. 23)

The responses are as follows:

Extremely
well Well

..med Isatossed

Fairly
well

Informed.

Middle School Parents 7 16 11

Junior Nigh Parents 8 15

htos
nOf no :le at 17

Sligly Almt
1 n a 8

11 5

12 8 7 .005

Answer: An equal proportion of middle school and junior high school
parents feel that they are at least rather generally well
informed (46% and 46%). A nearly equal proportion of both
glsoups of parents (32% apt! 30%) feel they have rather little
information about what their children are doing in school.

8 a .005 Intemetation: In comparing the responses made by parents of
middle school students and parents of junior high school
students about how well informed they are about what their
children do in school, there were consistent differences in
their responses in only .5% of the comparisons.

185
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7-.
Basic qpestiont Thirty Six

...... 1 %v.
Since, as 'has been 'demonstrated, there is nit' diffirence between

. . 1.:f
, middle 'school Parents and junior high sChipol parents regarding (I) their

perceptions of 'how well prepairë d. iti4i;l'e..ii.itiren shall be far entering

high sChool and (2).iiieir 'feelings 'atiout how well informed they ere ebOut

what their dhildren are doing in seiod; the question mey be raised of

whether. there :might be 'Other kinds OiPlarental perceitions of qualitative
,

-differences of their children'i educatfonal experiences. A number of
(

questions,' aissuine'd ttiindicate such igienoniena, were asked of both groups

of parents (See :Appenii ;teas. irois 24.*;25:, 26. and 28). Thecl

.
,

results are pretented in Table'le.24,.

. '4'

11

4. I.

o, : t. ..

-.81C

1'

.4

f

y
ewe..

.:-
:4 .

.. .
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TABLE 4.23

.
,

PAR11689'PERCEPTIONSOF THE gam= ar EDUCATTONALIMMIENCES aPOIOCEDDIE
. -8611004 AND JUNIOR HIGH PUPILIP ,

.
.:4,;:1 ;

;
.r .

gUESTION;
.f.,o1.6:.7:--:: .*... . .

, ...." 1:.: k a;v: ,,..: - .......;..,tv:". -1. --II ...
1.:., %.i-! ff l.'.., r . .

ts %

iil tilif. se$A.-:fielpirig your ihl.A...,
to niake ..tiertitertst 'tie: experiencesf

. z.. Vfaa ,a...,:
. .*: f. e , ...." ;

. .Middle SchoOl: Permits : 21 17 5 3 4..,,,:..?
..4 XuaiOr NigB %treatsno., 1 -,..... 22 15 6 6 1 .015"

tra

elS01011014.

.

Does the schoolprogram..40! row
to,pursue his own interests?

itiddisk itchool (Parents 21 . 4
Junior tigx 'Parents :?:t i

Does r614, Cliildlet alba&
with his teichtirei ;
ts .) .

Middle Who& Parents ..07;..: I.- et .
25 3.8 2 2 3

4takorligh Parent* .,:n..0.1:ev.,:. 25 20 2 p 3 .019..111..:* ..! :II .r..... :
' 1. ' ' "fg. 'Turf

. .
. ,

AS .yOur ahild ts: b1Yesehezia,tionterz.
ested.in hoW Wil.tts.-toltiest.**.-i:v.-
selooll ''',-* c.;,' v.t.teff ::,..7.7,t.

. 1::-Iil ., --t--i :.

Middle. echoa: Beksaatee; -. . ;.! ti. 19 19 11 0 1
Junior High Pareatwc..... 3......... 16 16 7 6 5 .163

.009

. .

,Doei .your Chfid get':terttilk tohis
ieachgr *as ittealias'he no** *:$
abo#6..iiis,wOrftIN? '

-:
.r

Mrdarrtbboal Parents . : 17 15 9 3 6
iunior High Parents 13 11. 8 5 13 .194, .

ificiiisfag.your,
iittility: to sums 4irec-0 awn..

leedi SchoOl Parents:
Junior High Parents

19 15 8 4 4
16 20 5 3 6 .034
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Answer:

School helps child to make
sense of exPeriencei....

School allows children to
pursue own interests ".

0 = .009

Children get along with
their teadhers

0 = .01?

ON

"

Tfie majority oflmiddle school
parents (76%).and of jtintor high
school parents,(74%) think that
the schools that their Oildren
are going to-now-are Aelping them
to make sense of their own exper-
iences.

Interpretation: In comparing
responses made by parents of middle
school students and parents of
junior high. school students about
the exieni to which they feel the
two diffeireit schools are helping
the children make sense of their
own experiences, there were consis-
tent differences in less than 2%
of the:eomparisons.

The majority of tile middle ichOol
parents (76%),(spd :the.Wority of
the junior iiiiikpirents (730
feel that the'ihool program allows
their child.ven enough opportunity
td pursue'tharsown interests.

Interpretatiop: /n comparing the
responses made by m4ddle school and
junior high'school tarents dbout
ths.extent to which the tvo different
schoolsit,W4 their childrdn'enough
opportunity to puriue-their:own
interests, there were consistent
differences in .less ,ttan.1%.of the
comparisoni,

The.maprity or middle school
parents 18.6%) and 911 junior MO
parents.(90) feel that their*chil-
dren get along well'withtheteachers
that thwhave in their.classes.

...

Interpretation: In comparing
responses.of_middle school and junior
higkpauTnts Sbout.hoi4ell their
children iiit.01ong with the teachers,
thsre were consistent differences in
less than.g% of:the comparisons.

1E8
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....z IlImpliersiAre interested in T4e parentss4m4ddleAchopl Children

..:

....... Aguwal1110414110eak:.;-,A:-:
. ." q . .. I

.

- ....;!-;;:.'- --.:. , :,..t., .-. ,.:,. .-...:-

-!...::4 '".. ".: .:: .'' .... .... it '.' ,; .....91.
,..:1 ...: t:.11'. " :;; :. ,w

.:: - :: .. -!.:.'..,..1:.

-....-:-. ; :::: ' ... .7. ... . . " 4. ,r
a 09 .

!,%;-i :.: . .,;: . :MO.
..

.

:.

.:..:.,:. . Let:. 1 . ;*-;

e .......,;,::,.-:..,..!:1.:: -I....? .. :: : .. .

...areAlig4.4itore likeNy to respond
that the.teachers are4sterested in
how well their children do in school
(76% vs. 64%). A someWhat larger
nutber of the middle school parents
are uncertain about this matter (22%
vs. 14%); and a sonwOhat larger
proportion of the .juulor .high par-
ents indicated that they felt the
teachers were not too interested In
their children's work (22% vs. 2%).

Interpretation: In covering the
responses of middle school parents

.!r:;-, ...,,:,. :!:: r :- and junior high school parents dbout
how interested the teadhers 'ere in
their children's school work, there
were vonsistent 4itferences tamer
16%-Orthe4comparisehis.. Sidbli
difference leads to the conclusion

nefill ...... 4- ; ...; .. 1. ......; ...151::.0 k Ahllit Attie Vike %Of thIA:Tariable would
not be of great value in attempting

.1 '*.t ' .::4.' : ; . I '. *';d a..*. .140:0mm IOPIAPW13.111m41#4400-49hil -:

i dren in a junior high or a middle

..):%,*!.! It.....:4.1WiP4DIMAgramt. -.:1:-1:

9211d..1$441# t4ote.444tr.41103 : fig:1111441SWASig oW.,dren
often as needed ,.. are considerably more likely to

,t--,1 %et .?- - st.ate VPd../theIT:.=0,h4Wel2.440 to
talk to their teachers as often as

1:11:2146140ttitegrile!tg d°
.%- tOef Ps .mairt:arstlY1.Pigor 1114h

parents responded negatively to this

.
Atem (46% ys^,14;1.ThslIgcultage

. ?: ):

1 :
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of parents from each School who were

3111*Prtaillk,waSALPPrcAmOffEY .equal
(18% and 16%).

4.1s ! .1V44.;. " :

Interpretation: In comparing

.21V3P9F.41,8491%;41141e4P0091:4021d.junior
high parents about whether their '

Aildresare 01*45).tatk:04heir
teachers as often as they need to,

cousistent.diffarences
in nearly 20% of the comparisons.
The use of this variable in guessing
'tether parents had Children in a
middle school or a junior high school
program vould eliminate nearly 20% of
the errors that might be made.in
prediction.
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School:increities'Chila'*..
c" abitit7 tO assumeatitction

oVer Oifix
. .

.8 is .034

" ,.i "

'Basic Qtiestion Thirtsi Seven'it
.1 *

a

Themajority.of the middle school
parents.(68%) and of the junior
high school parents (72%) felt that
the schools that their children
vere attending were increasing their
ability to assume direction over
their own lives.

Interpretation: In comparing the
responses of middle school and junior
high school parents dbout the extent
to which they felt that the schools
helped their children to assume
direction over their own lives,
there were consistent differences
in less than 4% of the comparisons.

'Atiotherqueetion Viet vodld seem to have intuitive relevance concerns

..the4ieetiOHOf'sOcidi degparldon. As has been discussed, one objective

of the middle schodl'ebncipttencerns individual achievement, i.e., indi-

iiduel itiudetteike'eneouidged-to work at their own leVelsUititbility.
. --t- ..

is to be de-emphasis upon competition for grades and
:19/Irtif.N

lomat* .omparisone and distinctions. In other words, peer
. -0' ;!..z .:.

inf1tiett0i shodd'be .1"atid &mid appear to be - diminished with regard to
:v

icadeMiC perforim6atin ihe queetion may now be raised, then, of whether

'thii ihenOmentin'has been extended into the home. In order to assess

this, the middle school parents and the junior high school parents were
.I * 'Of

asked Tfltautrfakind it helpful to compare their children with other
. -

itudenti regarding graded; tress, and habits. (See Appendix C, Question-

:nek.re ftesi NO. 1.6) The results are presented in Tdble 4.24.

..

1E0
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:TABLE 4.24

REiTAL. RELIANCE UPON SOCIAL COMPARISON FOR mina's SCHOOL BEHAVIOR

7

QUESTION: Do .yoi 'fitid it helpful to compare your child with other
tudents on-the following items?

-:

.1.dra4es

wale schooi PareAts 12 2 36
Junior nigh Pireits 4 12 5 33 .046

.*** Yes Not Sure No 0

Dress

Middle School Parents
,junior High Parents

"

Habits.

Middle School Parents
Junior 'High Parents

24 2 24
4 27 .083

22
22 r

I.

24
6 ?-.. .022...

Answer:.
' 7

I *.

Grades The same proportion of parents from
-..4ach aohool (24%) find it helpful

to compare their children's grades
i'mitirthitai of other students. The

majority of parents from both
:. school's do:not: (72% and 66%).

Dress APproximatelys.har of the parents
from each school do find it helpftil
tb compare their:-children'i. dress .

with that of other students; and
approximately' half..of. Oa parents
from each school do not.

.0
Habits ... Approximately half of the parents

from each school do find it useful

** . : .. s

to compare their dhildren's habits
with those of other students; approxi-
mately half of the parents from each
school do not.
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e a .022 - .083

Basic Question, Thirty Eikht

Interpretation: In comparing the
reeponses of middle school and junior

IP

high school parents dbout how helpfill
. . itis.to them to compare their

" dren's grades, dress and hdbits with
those of other students, there were
Consistent differences in the cam-

:- par/sone in from only 2% to 8% of
the comparisons. The use of such
varidbles would be of little.value
in guessing whether parents.had

. children Lathe middle school or in
.: the junior high.school.

!

Finally, because of current social concern, parents of children in

the middle school and in the junior high sehool were asked a series of

questions which dealt with the general area of sigslent..rialts.4.1.Alough

'this 'laid of 'an. iseue is not lictue,11Y it; bisic..objectiVe-Of the' kiddie

school concept, it was felt that the answers to these kinds of questions

.mie.be Of administrative importance. The general areas sUbjected to

quiry were those bf (Wdmdking, (2) dress codes, (3) participation in

'
school-policy mekincfOr dealing with misbehavior in school, and (4)

fretdom of 'expression on social issues. (Bee Appendix Cs Questionnaire

.Items Nos;.!10-37) These-questions are presented in dbbreviated form

along with the-distributibns of parental responses and the 0 values in

Table 4.25.
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TABLE 4.25

. .

PAO*NuL OPINIONS *or STUDENT .RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

11

QUESTION:. tA A
01A. ai

MI! fith, graders shou34
deter**. siwn :wtyle of dress:

..I440,1"0i;Pchool Pare#s- 5 22 3 4 16
Junior,. Nigh Parents . 8 19 2 7 14 .046

.
..

*Parents. should determine.
student* . style of dress.

Middle 'School Parents. 10 25 2 9 4
Junior Nigh Parents 15 22 5 6 ? .124

; '7
. . .......v...
gehelgiAiOniniStration siould
decidOtident style of dress

bliddA School,Parents .... 13 18 1 9 9
Jujnipi. High Nrents :. '' 11 18 o 10 11 .066

,itudeits to.expres* .

.feelinga oi social issuss...
(buttons arm bands , leaflets ) .

. . Middle School Parents 5 7 4 11 23'
:Junior High Pirents 12 15 3 3 17 .265

e,

Students should have voice in
school policy for misbehavior..:

Middle School Parents... .. N.: 23 6 3 5 13
anior High Parents 26 14 4 3. . 3 . .185

..!,.

.Students shpuld be forced:t01
tell on. a "friend" who breaks,:

Middle School Parents 6 9 6 8 21
Junior High Parents 11 3 2 16 18 .031

,
I

'School, sOO.U1d forbid students
.J1=1 sloOking at school. .1)

Middle School Parents 42 1 1 2 4
Junior High Parents:2! 42 2 1 1 3 .0004

...1111irMIM411111=1111101=1....

193
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Answer:

biudenti deteriine own' A slight.majority of the paienti from
style of dress 'each school*feel that sevenWand

eighth grade students should prObably
be granted the right to determine
their own style of dress (54% and

. 54%). A nearly equal percentage of
parents from each school (40% and

-
....42%) indicated that they felt this
::.should probably not be the case.

e .046

Parents determine style
of dress ...

8 = .124

School should decide
style of dress ...

9 = .066

Interpretation: In comparing the
responses of middle school and junior
high parents about whether students
in the seventh and eighth grade
should determine their own styles of
dress, therelyera.consksten.differ-
ences in leak than 5% of tAe.com-

.
4., .. -; .

The majority of the parents from
both.schools Oated:that parents
should determinestyles,pf drese for
seventh and eighth. grade students
(70% and 74%). A slightirgreater
proportion of the middle school
parents indicated that parents, phould
probably not do this (26% vs. 16%).

is.1

Interpretation: In comparing. the
responses of the middle school and
junior high parents about whether
parents should determine the students
style of dress1 there were consistent
differences.in 12% of the comparisons.

The middle school parents were
slightly more likely to state that
the school administration should
determine tne style of dress for
seventh and eighth graders (62% and
58%) and the junior high parents
were slightly more likely to state
that such an issue whould not be
decided by the school (42% vs. 36%).

latenammtkav In comparing the
responses made by middle school and
junior higb parents aboit whether

194
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the school administration should

establish dress codes for seventh
and eighth graders, there were con-
sistent differences in less than 7%
of the comparisons.

Express feelings. on. The junior high parente were much
.; . social Issues ... -. more likely to state that their

..
.

. children should be allowed to express
,:. their feelings on social issues

1. through the use of such things as
. -: wearing buttons, armbands, or die-

. .. . tributing leaflets (54% vs. 24%).
. . While the majority of middle school

parents (68%) said this kind of
.:. activity should .nol.bepermitted,

only 40% of the junior high parents
.,....,,..

. expressed disapproval.

8 = .265

St t 1.. . . .
. .

::.

Interpretation: In comparing the
responses of middle school and junior
high school parents:About. w.hether
their children should be allowed to
express their opinions on social
issues, there were consistent differ-
ences in near1y 27% of the compari
SOWS.

Student voice in school The junior high parents were con-
policy for misbehavior...4i !.siderably.".more likelyso feel that

-thiir'dhildren nhOUld have a Voice
in making school policy for dealing

s

, vith,student misbe4avior 480% vs., .: .:

58%). A considersbZr greater pro-
:portion of.the.midaa!zatool. parents
verse opposed to this (36%.vs. le).

.
,, ., . .

.

. . ,
8 = .185 Interpretation: rn comparing ihe

A::::::::

high school parents about '4hether
childremshould have a voice in school
policy regarding misbehavior, there
:::::::::::::::::::,

19% of the comparisone.-

Force students to tell
on "friends" ...

1.S5

ss

A similar proportion of parents from
each school felt that seventh and
eighth graders should be 'forced to
tell on a friend..*O is *known' to
have broken school iulis (30% and
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28%). A slightly larger proportion
of the junior high parents disagreed
with this (68% vs. 59%). The majority
of both groups of parents tended to
disapprove of such a practice.

, e .031 Interpretation: In comparing the
responses of middle school'and junior
high school parents ibout wtether

:.. the school should be allowed to force
students to tell on a friend who has

.
. broken a schoe rule, there were con-

sistent differences in only 3% of
the comparisons.

!. ,

.Bmoking at school

in .0004-
1

1_; v:

...

Both groups of pa As gave over-
whelaing support to e statement
that the school shou., forbid seventh
and eighth graders from smoking at
school (84%). .

Interpretation: /n comparing the
responses of middle school and junior
high school parents about wtether
the school should enforce the no
smcking policy, there were consistent
differences in only .04% of the com-
parisons.

Parents' Sleatai the Schmidt..
; . ... 1 t

C .

As was done. in tbelcase.of the teachers and the students, the first
.0

question atked.of parents wavdesigned to enlist their cooperation for
,

the remainder of the interview by soliciting their suggestion,: for making
..

.

the schools.better;. The different categories of suggestions are as follows:

Middle junior
.P.WietaiSatt School Parents High Parents

I. No suggestions or complaints
4 .110 on on so

8 (16%) 14 (28%)

II. Suggestions related to discipline
and.citizenship:

Need more and/or better discipline 10 6
Give teachers more authority 3 0
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Midele Junior .

tugsestions School Parents Bimt Parents
..

I/. Suggestions related to disóipline
and citizenship (don't.):

.

Prayers, bible reading, zslute.
.. . _

.1flag
.

1
More respect fOr property, less
theft .1 2

.. .:

Other (less degzading punishmedt; .t. .,
.

less punitive hus drivers)
. : 2 0

.Total Suggestions Related to
Discipline and Citizenship

III.. Suggestions related to teachers::
Teadhers too mod, too fiee,
immature

.

Teachers discriminate on baSiS
of race

More communication between
teachers and parents

More contact, better teacher -
student relationships

Better teachers; are too bland,
.A)

not motivatiig, creative. or
imaginative

Total Suggestions Relatedlo Teachers

17 (34%) 9

2 0

0

.

9 6

j5
0

14:.(360). 1T

(18%)

/V. Suggestions related to race relations:
Segregate sdhoOls; send colored "oadk
.to wtere they were 5

'Stop riots, unrest 3
Tone Wm racial issue

, .

Too mudh favoritism to blaCk
b

Drop bussing ' 5

1
0
0
1

3

Total Suggestions Related to Race lIi OW 5 (10%)

V. Suggestions related to curriculum
and academic issues:
Grade harder, make wotk harder,
more homework . 8 2

Improve reading l 1
Up-to-date textboOks 0 1
De-emphasize sex education 0 3
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.ftupp41....ons if

Middle Junior
School Parents Hish Parents

V. Suggestions related to curriculum . .

and academic issues (con't.): ...:u

More subjects
.:.!...

.:0 4

Improve courses (math, writing,
social dyilamics4t0.0 s '3.., 2

Kids pushed too heed 0 2

Don't just pass kids on ..,... . 1- 0

Have less reviewing . . y . .

$1. .. 0

Allow kids to switch claSses 0 I

Allow kids to complete school in.
less than 4 years 1. -1,. 0

Total Suggestions Related to
Curriculum end Academie. Issues 15 (30%)

VI. Suggestions related to pOysicals. 5, .

setting:
Improve or repair buildings . s: 0

New building needed . 0

School is over-crowded., s
*3 t. 14

.'t*%

.11

16 .(32%)

n

Total Suggestions Related to.
Physical Setting

.1!

..*. s.
16. (32%)

171I. Suggestiops related3o.cpunseling:
Mbre counseling needed .

Abolish counseling 1

4 (8%)

0
0.

Total Suggestions.401ated to
:

Counclling: 5 (10%), 0

VIII. Miscellaneous suggestions:
School boundaries unrealistic 1 . 0

Extra-curricular activities unfair 1 0

Unbiased administrators 1 0

Remove fear from schools 1 0

ImProve scheduling 1 1

Hale same teacher all dOY - . 1 . 0

Have school all day long (millage
. .;

-

concerns; no half days) . O. '-" 4

More parent interest -.00 .' 1

More authority for student counsel 1. 0

18
fp.
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$umsary "Iihi siiois the Sohorovi ole

It really cannot be said thai'there are any amid differences between

the kinds of suggestions offered* middle ichOol parents as compared to

those of the Junior high parents. Again, there.does not seem to be am,
. 7

one particular either aitiool ii With there* is any homogeneity of

opinion. Over a thiid oi the iireiti 'Of 'children in both schools made

some suggestion about teachers.(36% i1id .34%); but the kinds of suggestions

covered a broad renge from being "too tree" to "not creative enough".

Nearly twice as aim* of the middle school children made sugges-

tions related to discipline or otizefl1bip (34% vs. 18%) - but there was

no specific area Of agreement viih thififteption that 20% of.the middle

school parents (Nos10) simPly &Cited
.

Witt 'there should be more discipline.

Middle school parents made statements relatetto racial concerns nearly

three times as often as diethe perenti 'eit'''the junior high students (28%

it.tt the kiids .O! stiggestions *ere (tete, varied, An approximately

o.

equal percentage of the sligiesilois made bY'bot2i groups of.Parents were

. ,
concerned with curriculum And academic' iesue6130%'and 32%); again, the

. .

suggestions ranged.from '"kidge 'are puihed tcoluird". to °kids aren't
.

.

pushed enoUgh". The greatest'differen6 betWeen the..tvo schools dealt vith

suggestions related to the Oysical-setting: 'llearly four tines as many

of the middle school parents suggested that the school building should be

improved (32% vs. 80). none'of tie junior hioh perents

made any suggestions about the counseling Piogram, 10% (10115) of the middle

. . . . .

school parents commented ab0Ut couisellag'(ekteltd It or abolish it).



Summarisation of Findings

Middle School and Xunior High Parents , .

(1.3 '

Nine different basic research questions have been formulated in order

to determine the extent to which the West Middle School parent roles

function in accord with the middle school philosoliky..and to aseess the

extent of possible differences between middle school and junior high school
;

parents. The following discussion is based upon, the obtained results and

summarises the differences which were found between the two groups of
:g

parents.

1. Parents of middle school students.are slightly more likely to
. ; A

state that their children have a "favorite teacher".
:

2. Parents of junior high students are slightly.more likely to

indicate that their children have greater,!eellings of."belonging"
. 4 I " t

to their school.
.*-

. 0

3. Parents of middle school students were more likely to state that
: .

: .

they felt their children were working up toitheir capacities.
.4 O.

A slightlr greater proportion of the jtaior high parents

stressed the importance of mtaining high grades and felt

grades were the most important thing in school.
.

4

The dbove findings, with the exception of the.second result, are in
. .

. .

accord with the major expectations attached to the role of the middle

school parent.

Other findings of relevance to education, sociology and social-

psycholoc, are as follows,

1. As compared to the junior high school parents, the middle.achool
r %

. .

.t..
.

,

parents were more likely to:

104

200
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a. state that the teachers are interested in how well
Children.p in school. -

b. itatethai.their chiidren get to talk to their teachers
as often as they nee4 to about the work they do in
schOol'. . .

.

2. As compared'to'Iniedie school iarents, the junior high school

parents Wepi lore likely. tO,,,

.

6. as.ohire Iitier'exPeetations tor both their own children's
future atV:inment in, the formal education system and
.for theft-014,We best friends.

1):: t feel 'Ceti children should be allowed to express
their feelinga on. sociat11.4esues by wearing arm bands,
buttofift,' dpitribUting, leaflets.

a. feel that their children should be given a voice in
determining, school.policy on. student misbehavior.

:
3.. There were little or oo Attieronoos found between middle school

and junior high school *rents regarding:

a. perceptiO0s about.howiriaPtheWehildren v111 be
virepared"fer entering high school's' their children's

..ehindes of flnithing htgb sOheolvand the chances that
they will go on to college.

.

their reeponseptabout how well Infermed they are about
what their children are doing in sdhool. Slightly less
than half felt that they were well informed and nearly
one-third felt that they had rather little information
about what their children are doing in sehool.

41..

c. wbether the school helps their children to make sense
of their own experiences; about three-quarters of the
parents responded positively.

d. whether the school permits the children to pursue
their ovn interests; about three-fourths of the parents
said yes.

e. whether the children get along well with their teachers.
An overwhelming majority (86% to 90%) stated this vas
the case.

201
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f. whether thd iikihisgs are increasing the children's
ability to assume direetion over their ovn lives -
the majority ot parents answered positively.

S. whetheiit is helpfig to cougars their children's
grades with those of other students; the minority
said it is not useftl..for them.

. .,.. .

h. whether it is usefUl to compare their children's
habits or dress 'with those of other students; about
half of the parents use both criteria for comparison.

, . . , . .
s

i. whether deventh.'intreighth graders should have a
voice in determininetheir *style of dress. About
half of the parents granted students this right.

j. whether Parents shthild-Aeteriine the dress code.
Over 70% of the .0dients felt this should be the
case.

..Y.
. .

k. Whether the' .should determine
the dress cods.. More than half of the parents felt
that 'the selickil lihould1live a voice in detetsining
styles of dress.

1. whether children rilould be forcef.t to tell on a
'frien4 who; lireake Ilore than half of
the parenti seid th.af they diseased with such a
Practice: .1

m. whether the school should forbid smoking at school.
.0ier 84% *of the parents said 'this should be the case.



CHAPTIM V

CONCLUSIONS AND REDOMMENDATIONS

While reco*nising the &Wens.' tnT attetiPting 'to synthesise the*

vb,zusande Of bits of data colleeted in this litudy into a few evaluative

statments 'about .bhe middle schOol;''it'l*.essentialt that we summarise our

findings and fotalheir iXieafioi tó1 educatiaial add public policy.

Organizational decisions dodeerning'the tide:á 'schoolst.be made end the

partioironti - be they teathert ndamianity .iichOol* board or 'administrative

staff - have a need for all of .thallientigeiable iiitorzation possible on how

the "middle school" .ikinctions Vi.tailitirligeablethe findings must 'be

coMbined and int6rpreted; end thit'iiquireirbadnesictempered with Caution.

Zoo sunnary conclusicas are presented which, in turn, are followed
;

by supportive research findings concerning the impact of middle schools

and junior high schools upon tescheiii4tildintir. sad Patimite.. 0310.4nS.

the distillation otimpact, recimmehdatiOnit'are *tweeted tOncerning further

knOwledge nitided and the implicationti of thfinding of, this Study for

educational and public policy.'

0.

!:41

A. SMART OP :contusion

1. Although the Middle school coicept br latively' reant origin
. . .

re
in Grand Rapids, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the

. .. .

West Middle School is genera137 functioning in accord with ite basic

philoso0y. As discussed under Reconnendations, however, there are
1.

rev (we'll .of middle school organisation which ars yet to be imple-
.

muted.
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" I

2 The recent and somewhat limited implementation of the middle school

concept has had, geneFat14..speakings. a positive impact on parents,

teachers and.peer..gmp pifluence. as compared to the more traditional

junior high schoolAtrogram;.thsse findings are in accord with the

objectives of the migge..sethool .orgsnise.ttion. As .compared to the

junior high students, :.tAle, .s9hool,:oronization has not as yet

resulted in any more posiVir.gfects on.Atudent sattisfentitm with

the school .nor upon .studsq.Viti.eyement. This lack of impact'mpon

students, .which might, he, .14:ttriOut.ab1e to ...factors beyond the 4ontrol

of the school staff membpra,.4s: 6Aspusee41 :in .the it:snowing section.

.
B. IMPA6T 'OP 'THE katLE SCI1061,

1. On. Student Teacher Re4stitonsWys . .04 I

a. Iaicontrmit tq. teac4era n .a regulsx junior .high school, the

middle school teachers were more likely to be viewed by their

students end by parents as being:.

(1)

(2)

more concerned and interested about how well the
students do .in school (this was supported by student
and parent data).

more easily approachedby the students (this waa
supported bk. student ant iarent data).

b. In contrast to jiiixior high school teachers, middle school teachers

are more likely to be satisfied with their students.

On the other fiend,* *juni.Or high schOO1 students - in contrast to

*the students in tiè middlc school - were i;lore likely:

(1) to be slightly happier and satisfied with thei.r
school setting (this finding is supported by data

204
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from both parents and students). At this time it
is difficult.to sscertain whether,this difference
is due tO the type of schdol OrianisatiOn. Such
findings,. howar, ere not in. accord with the view
that the middle sehool results in less student
Alienation fremVie school.

(2) .to have a favored teacher or teachers.. This find-
ing li 'difficult to interpret: 'Perhaps, under the
teacher team concept qf the middile school, it is
entirely spproPitiate tonot.haVefavored teadhers.
:As noted abovellesphers in general were more easily
approached bY the middle tdhool Atudenti with preblems
.than were teacheys in.the junior..,high.school.. It
ihould also be noted that no'difterences in teacher
favorites were report0 byilhe parents.

(3) to perceive that their.teechers held higher experts.
tions for them regarding fUture formal education.
..AlgAin, this is.another.finding:that I. difficult to
'interpret. This msy be in accord with the middle
school,philosophy.of de-ex04esising competitive
scholastic rewaids. Roweier, inasmuch as the'research
data support.the,Ivire thaClower.expectations by . .

teachers is more.likely to result in loWeritudent
performance, it seems.quitelikely: that,many educators
and ComMunity perions would iiie this finding as
levering the junior bio school,Finnixation.over the
middle school.

d. The junior high parents, in contrast to the middle school parents,

were more likely to:

- .

.
. .

(1) advocate greater freedom for thier children to hive

a. voice in school poliw.feroxisbehavior.(80% vs.
58%). It should be noted, hoiever, that the malarity
of parents in both schools favored student involvement
in school policy.

,- .

( ) 'advocate that children shoidArbAmi the right to
.expreps their feelings con

.
socialAsW4Os through the

'nee of-armbands, buitoni,leaflets, etc. (54% vs.
. A.

.4ta%
P !. i

2. On Studelt Peer RelaIionshine..

a. There appears to be leen .influeAce pl; peers on achievement in

the middle schools which, by implication, means that the teachers

in the middle schools have greater influence.
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Contrary to the school philosophy, however, peers in

the middle, sch003;.;ara.perceived. as placing greater emphasis on

academic s.kills t,he Otis!) in th.e junior high school.
1::;" T.Perhaps the peeta bovh schools are simply.negatively reacting

to their .1Vitaci1iaii. What eqii,.the;iiiterpretation, it vas the
"

case.that eiUdents in the:.widdlo..sfhopl:Aended. to take a junior

high schoOl ph3,Xosoptty.towakd,c4.01 Aile students in the

junior higil..,saiidoil.toOk 8n::64itáqtiOnal..gsition more similar to
....

the middli'school philOdOPhy:

3. On Student .C:Onnselor "3:4

;. "?" 5 ..f : ."In cottras tb,j1iniorthigh eohoo3 .stu4ev9!.0e students in the
a :.

.the middle school were.fitice O 3..ikeur-ptci.olicsich counselors for

assititanCewith particular or gentsrql..problems. When considered with

the fact that middle áchql ettileirip..weie. .0:34*re likely to approach

their teacher's for. 'help, it mai be teittati43.y'concluded that in one

important area of educational concerts, i.e., student - stet inter-
action, the middle school has accomplished this objective to a con-

siderable eitent

It* On Student - Parent Relationships .
ST ,

a. The parents of middle school.studee.s were likely to have
.

::greater anxeness..of how their children were doing in school.

(This fii?dy..is supported by. both student end parent data.)

b. Middle school parents, in contrast to junior high school parents,

were more likely to positivily.evilitate their children's rila-

".4tioitilhiiiih tie ieacher..

.
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c. The.parents of middle school. students, ..ccr.Arast to Junior

high parents, were more Wei.y to positively evaluate their

chi;d0i as working upptä *sir caplibilipies. (his is supported

by. data from both studetAl.."114 pnts.)
: .

d. .14,1iddle school parents 41.4.not explopt their children to go as

far .in school& however, as..diti..juplior.high parents.

el. As was the case of peer .emphasis.op.grades in the middle school

(see 2-b above), parents of middle schoolers .were, perceived

by their children as placing greaker:.emphasis on achievement

(contrary to middle school phipropby.) than. were the junior

high parents. When the parents themselves were asked, however,

there was little difference.4.:."23phsais on. grades.
,

5. On TeaCher - Parent Itelationshtill
.1. . -

Middle school teachers, in .conttrast .tarjusaior.high school teachers,

are more likely to be satisfied with the cooperation and help received

from parents. `'.

6. On Tes....91ish
a. In contrast to junior high school teachers., middle school

teachersltre moie 'likely tof
.

(I-) be siefied'Itith the attitudes. cit.thi :faculty
towardi3 students..

....(2) be satisfied with the coppe;bation and help received
from' gadatice pereonne3.,

be sati.sfl.ed., with .the. method emloyett far inakfalg
decisiOtia 'on' cUrriculum matters. ...,

Pe) be satisfied with.teaching students of the middle
school

2(7
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. (5) accept thit'eteportunity to remain in their present
setting as s career.

(6) be satisfied with being atle to follow what other
-teachers are 'dOirig 'with the stUdentil they teach.

b. The junior high sohool&teiehers wire sligitly more satisfied

with their adMiCuiratOil. Only vie middle school teacher out

of forty-214e Wai Teri tienatistied., hCiiiiirer, and only seven

teachers but'tif fortifiie were.mildly'disiatisfied with their

administrators': ."
7. Areas of Little or No*

a. The 'teachers ui both'ihe Mahe ttid iUnior. high schools tended

to:
1*

(1) Prefer tkieir resptiettie.eciinw ox1/44anisations and
philosophies, and they 'AC.. eentitel3y
sugpstions for changiks in-tAeir respective' schools.

(2) :'desilivi Oen greatiel'artioliation in school curriculum
decisions..6 ,t

(3) be satisfied with teaching as a profession and not
want to leave education for higher p4ing position's.

() feel that parents were well informed.

(5) be satisfied lith themselves as teachers, their
colleagues in school, and teachers in general.

(6) estimate similar levels of educational attainments,
educiktional pir.blems, discipline problems, coopers-
tion, motivation, and attitudes 'among their students.

(7) be similarly initisfied vaith the ffichool's handling of
discipline problems.

(8) be. similarly 'stietied with student behavior,
motivation; and attitudes.

(9) overwhelminglY.get along 14til their students (86%
to 90% of the parents indicated this).



b. The parents of bothiddle School and junior high school students

tended to:

V

(1) hold similar educational and conduct expectations
for their children.

.(2) .have similar opinions about how well informed tfiii
were concerning their children's conduct in school.
About one-third of the parents in both' sohooi sitUa-
tions felt they were not well enough intormed.

hslping them
4

14 IA.

to make sense of their experiencet and were allowing
them to develop in accord with their own interests
(from 70% to 75%.41.'thie partiti Vat tali' vas true).
About 70% of the parents in each school thought that

.:.their veri-beiiig 'beiper beckisie -responsible
citizens.
"- -! :* . :r. . 1! 'date

(It) feel that there vas littls, to be gained by: .comparing
._ their .childreritivVides wit *Me of *otiaiii students:

more than two-thirds of the parents in both schools
stated that grades were not helpful in 'assessing
their children's growth in comparison with others.

. About hslfi Of_ fliel:perenti 'in each school dbsired to
compsre their children's habits and dress with those
of other studefita: .

(5) . feel thet **tits should determine 'stiles of dress in
the seventh and eighth grades (70% to.74%). A lesser,

.but-suin a mijoilty, of.Oirents also *feel that the
school should help determine dress styles (58% to

ei slightly smaller majoritr of parents felt
that the students themselves should help determine
dress-dodes (514%) About10% Of the Parents are
opposed to seventh and eighth graders having a decision
on dress *codes..

(6) feel that the school ShOuld'enforce no smoking ordi-
nances for seventh and eighth graders; over 86% of
the parents agreed with this. About 10% of the parents
did not think this was a matter for school administra-
torg and4,were .undecided as to who 'should make this
decision.

:

'47
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'*

C. RECOMMENDATIOW.

What carrbe said on the basis of the abovefindings7 Briefly, we

believe the research findingsr our oWn Observations and the comments of

studeits, educators.and parents nada io us in intormal settings, support

the following recommendations: .

1: The middle school prograq shoulkbe contin4Rd on an experi-
.

'mental basis.
,

4.
4: :

'2; 'Prior to expanding the mi441,..iscboo3,r program city-wide, further

implementation of the middle sch661 eoncept should be achieved

within West Middle Schoo14.. Ip.crtiniportaat ways, the West

7: is still've44406X0por iiigh school, tor
- ..,",, 4...

t

. . ,f. .. . ,

.'.. ....t!...a: WestRiddle.SehOolAi. mu0 14igerthh suggested by
, _,_

.. .t.....

authorities on the coneepi.

.';

'")
. . .

. b. There ere. many 'atudeittif wit14.0..liest.:Niddle. School
.. .

. -

...who are not part Of .a. middle 'pehool team. ,.

. cc The_students:are.in Fest Middle Sc#ool for only the

seventh and eighth :grades. This 14 contrary to the

philosophy and Objecti;68 of the middle school oriental-

tion. Perhaps if the students were to arrive at the

=Addle school for the sixth grade as the proponents

suggest, greater student identifiáition and satisfaction

with their school would occur.

3. If the middle school program is expanded, every effort ought

to be made to have facilities and resources which are in accord

21.9
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With the 'middle schooltiooscepti ."Opelttclassrooms" and consid-

-''''! '''k "..erable pre-serviceitirsiolnir in7middle. School organisation and

:conduct are exasskiftvz Thir.:butiding.in. which WestoMiddle School

it; 12ousedIs'nct'the most destrab3.e bmilding:for..teeting the

efficacy of. the middle: schobliorganisation, although there is

no reason : to belibvtrIthilt.) the..441111e. school, .conceptr should not

be experimented with in the =matt. Setting.

4. We believe that the administration and staff at both the middle

school and the junior high school are highly dedicated, wel3.

trained and professional. We unobtrusively attempted to discern

whether any differences in program effects could be attributed

to differences in individual teacher training, conduct, or

staff attitudes; we could not. Should the middle school program

be expanded, talented teachers with mieldle school experience

should be involved.

S. While our findings tend, in our opinion, to slightly favor the

middle school in relation to shared objectives of the system,

we have recorded sufficient data to warrant the continuance of

the junior high school until more definitive evidence is gathered.

This study has been in progress for onli about four months and

with very limited resources. Instruments had to be quickly'

constructed, college students bad to be trained to assist us

in interviewing cross-sections of the parent ccomlunity, test

students, administer questionnaires to teachers and so forth.

While we had the invaluable assistance of Western Michigan



Uareility 'staff .and isfitkftetiFthe' Cinter for Educational

kids', and the caplete.:CASikkatioh**df the school staff and

th Coimmmity, thë iettesiCh prdliIew place severe limitations

on Ceui "Tieriteiiret, thesso'llittations do not preclude

the 'i`tibt ha* Seett'foliña.to support

the aiiirtitite4I:164ielerpninit bethOviniddlerichool concept in

Grand Rapiati; 4".

!..A. . A, . : .
A ' $

, .

;Al

ri

I; eL.ft ?.1

:.

:. " t

.'"et.-.24. . /-
.
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STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES AS RELATED TO SCHOOL SETTING

One factor of najor interest tO many Mucators-ii-that of student

:achievement as measured by various kindrof standardized testing pro-

t. cedures. All.of the eir.htly grade. in the Grand Rapids Public

fthools wer4....O.Yen.t149.04Mrent t#AE.I...04F.414 a 1969 " 1970 ,,Pademic

tchool year: the Differential Aptitude Test was administeredon Ntmem-

ber 12, 1969, and the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills was given to

all students on April 1, 1970. In order to examine the possibility that

differences in achievement scores might be associated with whdther

pupils attend a middle school or a junior high school, variations in test

scores for the DAT Numerical and Verbal Tests and the the CTBS Reading
..1

and Arithmetic Tests vere.pzapined., .In Abe. foAlowing tables, the ver-
. . .

centage distribution of students from each school as they appeared in

each decilevcategory are presented. For Additional information, the

meaa.scores.for (tech school are presented wes.A.4 the_percentage

distributApn mad, mean scores for the total population of 0411 Grand

Rapids Public School eitchth graders. In order to determine mhether the

VAriations .in .scores rii ght be astociated with whether the Atudents are

enrolled in a junior high school or a rdddle schools eta Cy) have teen

calculated for the West Middle School and the junior high school

selected.for,this study. .

.

V.
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EIGHTH GRADE SCORES ON THE DIFFERENTIAL APTITUDE VERBAL TEST

..
: All Public

School
West Middle*6tudents Juniwr High. Students Eighth Graders

(N = 451) (N m 332) (N = 2410)
Decfle. % ! ...; ......./

1 (low) 26% . 12% 13%
2 23 25 18
3 15 16 13
4 5 10

.

8
5 7

.
'.i.J. 8

6 5 8 8
7 8 , 6 8
8 4 3 8
9 4 4 7

10 (high) 2 4 6.5

7 3.52 3.98 4.68
712 (Middle School vs.-jr. High) = ..013

s'
.

In order to determine whether the type of organizational setting may

be associated with variations in achievement scores received on the Dif6-

ferential Aptitu& Tests,12 was calcuiated.for the Ait Middld School
4 A

%

and the junior high school itudents' *iicords. The Iig value was .013; thus

only 1.3% of tte variation in achievement scores on the DAT Verbal Test

may be said to be asSociated.with the tYpe of school organization, i.e.,

whether a student attends a junior high or a middle school.

Although the mean scores for both schools are lower than are those

for Grand Rapids eighth graders in general, and although the mean score

of the middle school students is slightly less than that of the junior

ht.gh school students, there does not appear to be much difference in

variations in scores that were received by the students in each school.

214
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Student.scores on the Differential.ptitude Nuterical Tests were

. aslfollows:.

i !,EIGHTH GRADE SCORES ON.. THE DIFFERENTIAL APTITUI....)En....I_ERCAL..=

, .: 7 7.4* V.7*'

All PUblic
.

:. ,:*: . School
West Middle Students junior High Students Eighth Graders

(11 = 451) (N = 332) ( N = 2410)
Decile :. . % %

I (law) 37%
. 2 . '.

..
, :19 .

... 3 .16.

4 9

*-6 5

T. 3
8. 3

9 2

10(high) 1
%

T.= 2.90

:

27%
24 ,v

22%
19

: 16 . 15

- 10."........... . . . .".. 1.0 .

, 3 ... .,7

.

4 5

3 5

2 . 5

2.

-

3.1

3.15 3.44
v

0 (Middle School vs.;.Jr. High) = .0005
7.:

7.1

The mean scores for both schools included.in this study vere iome

what lower than that of all Grand. Ropids:eightb..grade studefttS in.public

schools. Again, the mean score that the West Middle School students
* .

received on the Differential Aptitude Numerical Test was slightly lower
.

. . .

than that of the junior high school students. Wheni12 was calculated to
.

discern systematic differences in the variations of the scores in each

school, however, it was faand that only .05% of the variations of the

scores were associated with whether the children were enrolled in a,.
middle school or a junior high school.

1.
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Approximately sititionths after the Differential Aptitude Tests were

administered, the eighth grade students were given the Comprehensive Tests

of. Basic Skills. The pernentdge diatribut.con ty decile of the middle

school,.junior high school and all public school eighth grade students

are presented in the following tables.

... EIGHTH GRADE WMES ON THE CTBS READING TEST
All Public

School
West Middle Students Junior High Students Eighth Graders

(N = 351) = 288) (1 = 2036)
Decile

1 (low)
2

3

4

6

.7..

8

9
10 (high)

20%
15

16

11

9.

9.'

9...

7
4

.

1

18%
22
18
8
8
8
6
6
3-
2

.

:

.

;

16%
15
12
10

.10.

9
9.

8

. 7
5

r 4.12 3.91 4.93

372 (Middle SchoOl vs. Jr. High) = .025 r

Although the mean score of the students in the West Middle School

is slightly higher than that of the junior high school students, neither

mean score is as high as the one received by all Grand Rapids Public

School eighth graders. When 712 values were calculated to dktermine

whether variations in scores on the CTBS reading test night be associated

with being enrolled in a middle school or a junior high school, it was

found that there was a difference of only 2.5%.
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Ftna lly,, the results.of the -student scores for..the CMS Arithmetic

Test were as follows:

ERVITH GRADE .SCORES ON_ THE (VHS AikITHMITIC.TEST

. All Public
School

: .We.st Middle Students 0 .Juniqr High .Students Eighth Graders
s(N m 351) (N = 288) (N 2036)

-pecile - . ... : i % ' Ai:" .. 1

18%

ef..,.
:. AA;mmdsroli l'."

. 1.1104. . 20% ... . : ... 16%
2 15 22 15

.. 3. . .16 : .. .... _' 18 . .12
le 11 8 10

-5 .. ,. 9 , . i .. 8
6 9 8
7 9 ...-, .. 6
8 7 6
9 14 . .. I .3 ... .

0-

10 (high) 1 2

...

7 14.05 3.80 4.58

n 2 (Middle School vs. Jr. High) = .003

The mean score of the West Middle School is slightly higher than

that of the junior high school, but only .03% of the variations in the

scores are associated with the type of school organization. The mean

scores for both schools are sanewhat lower that that for all Grand Rapids

Public School eighth grade students.

Conclusions

The junior high eighth graders scored slightly higher on the Dif.

ferential Aptitude Tests administered in November but, when compared to

the middle school, there were no differences in the variations in scores.

The middle school eighth graders scored slightly higher on the

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills given in April but, when compared with

g17
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the junior high scliool, there "'were no differences in the variations in

scores received in each school.

Little can be .seid about these results, hovever, in that (1) the

comparability of the two tests is largely a matter of speculation, end

(2) the fact that many of the stndents who took the DAT did not take the

CTBS while 451 of.the West Middle School students took the DAT, only

351 took the CTBS; in the junior high school, 332 students took the DAT

and 288 took the CTBS. Further investigation must be conducted in order

to ascertain what kinds of factors may have been operative in the dif-

ferences in test scores between the two schools, in that there are too

many unknown contingencies to be accounted for with the present data.

-1
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RESEARCH OF RELATED INTEREST

Characteristics of Parents Who Hold Their
Children Under Academic Surveillance

The Relationship of Parental Press
to Student Ressentiment

The Rights and Obligations of Students
From the Perspective of the Parents

One and Two Parent Families in Relation to
Students' Overt and Covert Rejection of Teadhers
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PARENTS WHO HOW THEIR
CHUM= UNDER ACADMIC SURVEILLANCE

Edsel L. Erickson, Western Mich:ton ,
Clifford E. Bryan, Office ofleiting'and *aluation;*Ga.P.S.

'a!

IL :1.;* 1,3'.*: .

ANITA= .
II

Parents who mainla4n..theirsg.14reA wderilaigh academie
survei1lane ft. eicpected; attache*i high liapotteace to high
academic achievement and expelt.,44.thort ,their.tchildren would
go on to advanitedediadationar XÔW1á. inseibit surprisingly,
these parente Ater. tAr mo.s.fttisngkAth the preparation
for advanced eatôttion their öhlitAii"ieceived. Contrary to
certain stereotypes, white and black parents, and re1ative4
affluent and non-affluent families did not differ in the
extent of their.avveltllange..everA .41r....children.'s academic .
performance in schó0l. -The prociftre livdlved Parental inter-
views :and, student ctlytstionpa4es,trisA a .randooly arm ample.

N.

This if:ASIA/4

and
,. :

lance of their children's academic school performance. Surveillance
k .

refers 'to 'how v,13. irforid parents are itiOut. vtiai'and "hat Well their

childreil dans in. school. The isior social4iiyagoiiiiiie*o.ha":raCtei-

istics investigated ) 'the parents academic Leipictitions for
4. . .. . . .

their children, 2) the importandi theY-aitach to high irides, end 3)

their SaiisfactiOn ihai the SchOol aiMaie is aipioiiviateiy preparing

. ....
_ .. .. % ..'4.'

their children for further educetioi. "The siajor 'social system variable::":" . .

imestigeed ird soció-ecOnomie status le*el and racial'idintitY.

The' auiiibrai 'coicen wen taxenta 'are infortied'ef their
-

liChea4eilitied behavior stiiiis on prior riifiegiodh WitiWirAlCatell

that Xhile'pakents 'May contitil niany'Oi thi
. 17. : er

aitudeni's adademic perfbriance, they cannot apprivilately

. .

1.

7 215
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these contingencies unless they are at least partially informed about the

activities of their children in school.

From a population pool of 2100 names of parents of seventh and

eighth grade students provided by a large .0etropolitan public school system,

a randomly drawn sample of 100 parents. were; intervieve&-t6f,the basic data
. , ,::t" : . t..

of this study. The sampling distribution approximated.:the poPulation

distribution of parents on.soeio-ecOnomic .status levels and racial compo-

sition. ed,
.

The basic measure .usied to. tep parental 'surveillance of students was
. !. ,

that of, asking the pariti,.to state bArell informed they 'felt they were

with what and how well their children were doing in school. The results
%.

indicated while .46% of the parents knew quite a bit about what and how

well their 'Children wire dOing in school, 42% of the parents felt that

they were bait.' kairly ireii informed (i.e., the latter group reported that
:-;" ". .r

only' oecasionally were tiey informed about what and how .vell their child

iota vro;it)....'The rest of the parents (12%) knew almost
a :0'41' -':

nothing abeiut 'Whit or hoi veil their child was doing.
t 0: 7

In aisessing the iocial-psychological characteristics of parents

who have isoii;e' degree oi surveillance of their child'ren, it vas hypothesized

that parents who have high surveillance would also have high educational
L4expectations fOr their children. The data supported this hypothesis in
-,Itr.

that parents with'hi6 sUrveillance were more likely to expect their
:

children'to graduate from college, and parents with low surveillance were

more likely to expect their Children to quit sdhool after graduating from

high school. One-third ok the parents, those who knew almost nothing

221
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aboht what, or him wei.,thLr children..Fart iloing in schooll did not expect

;theft to graduate, trot hiel scboolmot
.

The impOrtence that parents atte,c4.4,3; SOMA as .Aas!Pse, bT liaking

5.7how itpOrtant ft:was.. for their. childyen to ,gat gpodradee (4.'s or better)
a

'compared With..other.sepeOps4QtAchool4 .pixtritfogmrpeqt of the
...- parents ''who .were well informe4 abou. theit.cht3.4 felt that good grades

irere the 'most ;important..eape# spkool......0n1.tile: other hand,. among .those

patents. with.low surveillengto grypelp pergehl felt grades were the

most important aspect .of Ope m. Q1u4e from these results that

imrents who have high surveklleart4 Are slort.likely.to consider getting
. ..*

good iOddes,.as one .ot.tixe,mogt izmporta,nt.espects of school, while parents
. . . .

'..."-Nrith low/surveillance .are-4,11.rtellyAFL.1144.:.that.getting.good. grades is not

4'...PaititeglazargaliartanttOr VIA:pother t4Ags44.,epho4. are past as impor-

tant:AM; getting400d grades.v.. .
7 ':

With respect to the general school climate, most parents felt that

the school their child was attending vas adequately preparing him for

high school. Only slightly more parents with high surveillance felt this

way than did parents with low surveillance.

Since there are those who would contend that black parents are less

likely to know what their children are doing in school, the degree of

parental levels of academic surveillance was examined to see if there

vas avy difference according to race. The results indicate that parental

surveillance of students was not associated at all with the racial charac-

teristics of the family. Black parents were just as likely to be well

informed about their children's school work as were white parents.
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The degree of academic surveillance associated with different

occupational groups was also ascertained. The results indiCate that the

lower occupational groups were only slightly less well infOrnMd about

their child's school work than.were the Ligher "occupational groups. The

slight differences,in parental surveillance associated with the parents'

occupation do not warrant concludinwthat parents in the loweioccupational

groups are anymore likely to be less-veil-informed about their child's

academic behaviors ,than are parents In the 'higher occupational strata.

In sunanary, parents with high surveillance are *ore likely than

parents with..Xowourveillanee to have:Id:6er educational expectationi,

attach pore importance to grades,..andAO-feel thit the school is doing an

adequate job of preparing their chilsirthrfor tUrther education. In 'addi-

tion, very slight surveillance' differences'vere found aMong terente of

varying racial characteristics and occupational statlis poiitions.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF PARENTAL PRESS
TO STUDENT RESSENTIMENT

David A. Boyer, Western Michigan University
Miry Louiée BraithUsite, Western Michigan University
Martha Lamberts,.Western Michigan University
Cliffor& E. Brian; Office Of Testing and Evaluation, G.R.P.s.

Nordstrom and Friendenberg,,buildingon the work of George Stern and

others, have brought considerable attention to the effects of the institu-

tions/ press of the school on students. Institutional press, accompanying. .,

the existence of any social s3stem,,is.gpera4y defined as the unique

combination of modes by which the system attempts to bend the individuals

participating in the system,to.its. demands. They have contended that an

important element in the institutional press of secondary schools:is

ressentiment and that it has detrimental.consequences.ror students of

schools where its influence prevails. Res.sentiment maxim Aefined as a
;

continual rerexperiencing, of impotent hostility which is resolved by a
`

,

value transformation.. The transformation allows the individual to make

a virtue of his predicament by substituting values consistent with it for

those alien.to it, Limited research by .Friendenberg indicates.that

ressentiment can be measured and that it does vary fram school to school.

Basic to the discussion of institutional press is the notion that all
r

social systems, and not just the school.which was the focus of their work,

utilize means to ,make the members conform. Since this. is sot, the,. focus

of this study was the family. We are. concerned with. whether:the institu-

tional press from parents is related to student ressentiment. .As an

elaboration of this problem, we were also, concerned with whether the impact

of the institutional press of the family on ressentiment varied under con-6. I.

ditiop of school institutional press, and the race and sex of students.

219
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The data used in this study were collected in a large midwestern

industrial city. From two schools, one &junior high school and one a

,middle school, a random sample wai drawd.of twO hundred seventh and eighth

grade students representative of the city's socio-economic structure and

.

racial composition. Proin each group of one hmndred students from each

school, fifty were randomly selected:for parent interviews. It was

necessary to code the interiiew schedules so that they coUld be paired with

the student questionnaires to provide the data for this'research.

Because of the nature of this research project the institutional press

of schools (school press) and the institutional press of the family

(parental press) had to be specikied with regard tb the same nOrm. It was
,

postulated that the imPortince'ittached. to grades bY.'hoth the schools and

the parents (academic presS) is characteristic of' the lOdes.used by social

systens to conpel members to conform to the denands'oT the system;

Two items were developed to deternine the existence ok'parental press

with regard to the importance of grades. One wai a general question to

appralse the importance of getting good grades vis-ap-vis other asilects of

school. The other query included a specification of the importance to the

parents of their child getting B's or better. The data reveals that 21%

of the parents feel that getting good grades.is the most important thing

in school and that it is very important to them that their child get B's

or better. Additionally, 20 of the 'pLArents feel that good grades are

neither the most inportant thing in school nor is it particularly important

to then:that their children get B's or better. Thus, parental press was

categorized as being 'high' and 'low', respectively.
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. . The schools naturally.fall.into the two categories of high and low

J3ress.as.the traditional.junior.bigh school placed great emphasis upon

good grades while the. raiddle school actively de-emphasized them. In the

junior high school letter grade reports mere given.,to parents, grade point

averagealwere computed, and the hopor.roll system was maintained. Contrari-

wise, the piddle school abandoned the.honor roll, did not compute grade

point averages .and sent a subaeotive.report of.the child's progress to

parents,. It was 4YPOthesized.that mental:press would be supportive of

school presa.and the combination of the two, would,have a predictive effect

on.the -students'. ressentiment.score, .

,.,. The measure of ressentiment.in the student questionnaire was comprised

of six items from the Friedenberg-Nordstrom Ressentiment Index, adapted for

Likert scale responses. Possible scores ranged from 6 (low ressentiment)

to 30 (high rassentiment), while actual scores ranged from 9 to 26. The

results do not support our major hypothesis and, in fact, indicate an in-

verse relationship between parental press and student ressentiment scores.

We vere also concerned if there would be a difference in the relation-

ship of parental press and high ressentiment scores of white and black

students. When parental press was low as many blacks as whites scored

high (20 and over) on the index and when perental Dress was high there was

only a slightly greater percentage of whites than blacks scoring high.

This would seem to indicate that the effects of institutional press are

pervasive without regard to race.

There are definite differences in the relationship of parental press

and high ressentiment scores between males and. famales, however. When
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parental press is high nearly twiCe as many boys as girls score high (33%

aad 17%, respectively). But When parental.iress is low approximately twice

as many girls as boys'score high (64% and 38, reipectively). Thus, when

high parental press is operative, the consequences are more detrimental for

males than.femmles and the opposite case 'obtains when parental press is low.

In summary, there 'Ima no supPort for the hypothesis that student

ressentiment scores could be predietively ranked according to the particular

combination of school and parental press..-'We do note, however, an inverse

relationship between' parental.press and:ressentiment scores and a marked

difference between males and famales dependent upon law and high parental

press. There wts little or no differeheeiin high ressentiment scores

between blacks and. whites.
S.

"
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THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF STUDENTS
MOM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE PARENTS

RObert W. Bilby, Western Michigan University
James D. Jones, Western MithiSiOiniveraity . ,

Robert D. Mendelsohn, Western Miihigan University'
JOhn'A.-Vonk, Western.Miehigah University . .

Clifford E. Bryan, Office of Testini and !Valuation, O.R.P.S.

IP

.ABSTRAcr ,

- Regardless of race, socid4eqonomic status level, or sex of
child, a random sample of parents in a large midwestern 'city
felt that students wer e. obligOted tosatrive for good. gra4es., .

to dress substantially in accord with parental and adminii-
trativirguidelines, an&to...06,44prees themselves pn social
issues; parents stated that studenti had the iight to pursue

.their interests in sohpolik_foiti diseiVing 240y, end.,pre-

serve friendships in lieu of reporiing mis ivior. These
findings are not consistentlittb44tereo!typip beliefs epAperning
differences between black end white, or loirer class'indliiddle

Y.clads pdrents' ittitudes.tavp4 Oudants pr t4e schpol..

- S S : . .

Educators and social scientists have lima ridOgnfzed'the tOkrtiace

of the family in deteraining the righta aid Obligiiiica'arialliein

students. Unfortunately, however, data conceriing prentai ikpectations
--f-, .!..... , : '-, .1! ....' '...-., 1, -. :. - .

for their children in school are ofien only inferentiallYtbiiihatiiough
. . . "-W.; . ,.1..- . ." a ..1 01, I' I.. 1 .,. I, t

atu4eqt Seldom are the' pirents'ObierVed Coniarning viol
..,. * : 4 4

4 -. . : 1 ? ' i:f 8% ; 7

they believe about their children.

This study assessed what the parents indicaid i:44 ihe aciidemic

5

,...,,e.,..0.. ".
and non-academic rights and obligations sof itudenti. The reciircilii

..- . : .A
' '......! .! ...

. .
" 0_/'._

nature of rights and obligations is central' to this.coaceptUalization of

' ', ...; , . .- -- .

. .

the student role. Obligations by definition imply deniali*itor'certiin
,'

behaviors, while rights imply the absence of Obligaticinsli'certain areas.

. .

The authors' concern with the viewpoint of the parents is tailed. on
-.

.

.

the notion that parents control tie mijority of thoee ieiardi'aid: punish-

manta associsted with the student's role peifOimence. Pirental definitions

223
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of the student role may have an effect .not only.upon the academic behavior

of the student, but also non'acadeic behavior.

. .

The data used in this stUdy were calected in a large midwestern

industrial city. Two hundred seventh and eighth grade students represen-

tative of the socio-econonic structure .of:the city were randomly selected

from two schools. Prom each group'otords hundred students from each school,
1: 7

fifty were randomlY selected for* rirerktiii interviews. It vas this sample
. . . . ,

of one hundred parents that provided the date fOr this research. This
. 7r 1. :.

sample resulted in the colleCtiOn of,dataWom a group'whieh'reflected
: .1

.

the occupational'and racial coMpoi.iiiionbtihe city.
.

Two items'were developed to idebbi the parental definitions of the

.academic right or obligation to strive for grades. One was a rather gen-
....".

. : .

eral queetion concerning the importance of grades; the other introduced
-

a notion of the magnitude of grades for which a student should strive.
.!. . _

The results show that the introduction of the idea of a minimum grade,
. ; t. .

in thie case a "B", somewhat reduced the proportion of parents defining

grades as important. Regardless of the magnitude of grade, however, the
. . .

majority of.,parents sampled felt that striving for good grades le an
...

important part of the student role.

Another academic obligation vas thought to be the necessity for the

student to finish high school. This VAS operationalized in terms of

parental expectations, which is perhaps tangential to parental definitions

of student Obligations. However, by interpreting expectations in the

anticipatory rather than the normative sense, and in light of the substan-

tial predictive import which expectations have been found to have as
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shown by Other'researoh, we uzed.this:Iten keeping in mind it, limitations.

Ninety-percent 'of the parents 'sampled :felt students shoulA.Ainish la&

r *school.; this...Lit:institutes. a vast majority which is probably an increase

-from vast Years:-

Parehtal 'definitions .of academic: rights were also ascertained. One

luch academic rigIt was the right. to. moue ones .opn interests in studies

at school; this right was substantially supported by the parents suppled.

"..NOn-academic rights and obligatione:.of ;students in the area of

vier* 'dicta 'altd.'clothing were asseuedEby aski4g a. series of questions

about OW should detersime the*:studenVe 'dress, while.in school. One may

conclude from the data that parehts feel404:.theyhemselves..81?944:.be

most responsible for the dresa.6t. studftte9,.,7144e001betent.i4 PuPPor..

exists or schOol, administrators boying..the..powego to set Arafat - codes

Somewhat lees". viiekluivbcal. support was found for the student

in hie. itbfltress.
' .*Tkir:ntshdaoademic..right .to the fpmedce.of expression: on. _social. issues,

a'prominent 'contemporary phenomenon:cwaa.tor,tha most.:part rejected,:by

pirehts sampled in this eta:Ur,. The citizensh.l.p..uapeets.:.of formal. sociali-

zation, ideologically espoused tin. the past by.members of this society,

would seem tOhave certain restrictions placed.upqn it, at 3,:east...Pr

seventh and eighth grade students. In a follow-up question, it was found

that about onimithird-. of :the parents sampled ttpught that this type of

expression should:never be allowed in the school !lettipits even. .10 the

college level. One. could; speculate that parents. 1,0144 allOw such expres-

Zion 'if the .opinions expressed .by the students vere...consistent vtth. those

of t'he parents'.

:e

430
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The hon-academic right to the formation .of school discipline policy

was substantially suliported by the parents .sampled. In comparison to the

item concerned with expresiion on social issues, it would seem that parents

define the students' rights as residing within the bureaucratic structure

of the school. Working "within channels" is quite proper, while it is

not within the student 'role to go outsidathese established patterns of

behavior.

The non-academic.obligation to enrollee school rules by forcing a

student to "tell on' a...friend" Vas not supported by the parents 3.nterviewed.

The right to withhold infOrmationg the highly personal right to protect

friendships at the poisible Cost of .'order.in.the school is an option

which the student does' hoia', aceording.tOl.the invents- samged.

Few sigaificant dirfei.ences were round- with respect to. the..above

definitions of student rigits when parents were classified according. to:

occupation, race, or sex of child. The fact that so few significtult .:

difrerenCei weri'&uld is neveitheless noteworthy. These fikAings suggest

that minoriti gioup, lower class parents .-define the.role .or the student

in a manner'higily similar to'white, middle class parents. -This is in..

direct contrast to the ideathat'non-white and lower class .perents .hold

different attiiudes toward the student iole and the school in general .than

do white or middle' class parents.

Only in one area was there aldifference by race- sand here the. data

indicate that siilificantlY more 'white parents than non-white.parents

favored Student expression 'of opinion 'on social issues. n general, ..

though, .the findings of thit study suggest that parents..of junior 1401,

school students, regardless of race, social class, or sex of child,. hold

similar views of the rights and obligations of their children in school.

2:31.



Academie:

MYNA') DErliTTIO'ik. OT?

ACADEIIC AND NM-ANN:in ;"iIaftS1 AND OBLIGATIONS
OP STEZENSt; .tYl.MX OF CHILD

ExPected frequencies ate vithin Perenthesis;
all figures represent nercentaries.

Mae
.

Female

Importal;ce Of getting ;good grades Low 5 (4.6) 5 (5.4)
High 41 (430.k). 49 (48.6)

ImoortanCe df getting 'Ws or better Low 15 (13.3) 14 (15.7)
TUFO 31 (32.7) 110 (38.3)

Obligation US finish high school Lov 4 (14.6) 6 (5.14)
High ,42 (41.14 .48 (48.6)

. .

Opportunity to pursue interests Lov 15 (17.0) 22 (20.0)
High 24 (25.8) 32 (30.2)

Non-Academie:

.

Dress and Cldthing 1.31.1 4
Student determination of dres! Low. 21 (230,2) 25 (24.81

25. (24.8) 29 (29.2)

Parental determination of dress LoIr 13_0,2..0.. 15 (15.1)
"i ..!; °High 33 (334,, 3r) (38.0

School administration deter.- Low 21
miziatidn of dress .1111.6 23

Right to exPression on social issues Low . 25
tcY' Hie! 23.

.

Formation of discinline policy . 10
36

Obligation to "tell on a friend" Low 21

r gh. 25
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(18.k) . 17 (21.6)

(27.0 37 (32.4)

(2A.0). 36 (32.9)

(17.9) 18 (21.0)

(111.3) 21 (16.7)
(31.7) 33 (37.3)

(17.0) 16 (20.0
(29.0) .38 (34.0)



PARENTAL DEFINITIONS OF
ACADRIIC AND NON-ACADMITC:RIGHTS AND OBILIGATIONS

OF STUDENTS, BY RACE

EXpected frequencies are mithin parenthesis;
all figures represent. percentages.

Academic: Non-White

Importance of getting good grades Low 0 (2.6)
- Hiph 26 (23.4)

Importance'of getting B's or better Low 5 (7.5)
High 21 (17.8)

ObliPption to finish high school Low 3 (2.6)
High 23 (22.4)

Onportunity to Dursue own interests Low 5 (7.0)
,High 21 (19.0)

Non-Academic:

Dress and Clothing

Student determination of dress Lo 10 (12.0)
High 16 (14.0)

Parental .deternination of dress Low 5 (7.3)
High 21 (MT)

School administration deter- Low 10 (10.4)
nination of dress High 16 (15.6)

-

Ri.ght to expression on social issues Low 10 (13.3)
Hilh 7 (12.7)

Formation of disciaine policy Low ln (8a)
High 16 (17.0)

Obligation tel "tell on a friend" Low 17 (18.5)
Hitt 9 (7.5)

* Significant at .02 level (x2 = 6.019)
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White

10 (7.4)
64 (66.6)

24 (21.4)

50 (52.g)

er (7.4)

67 (66.g)

22 (20.0)
52 (54.0)

36 (34.0)
38 (40.0)

23 (MT)
51 (53.3)

30 (20.6)
44 (44.4)

42 (37.7)*
32 (36.3)

21 (22.0)

53 (51.1)

54 (52.5)
20 (21.5)



Academic:

PARENTAL DEFINITIONS OF
ACADEMIC AND NON-ACADEMIC RIGHTS AND OgL/GATIONS,

OF STUDENTS, BY SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS LEVEL

Expected frequencies are within parenthesis:
a all.figures repregent percentnaes

Importance of geting goodgrades Low
High

Importance of getting B's or better Low
High

Obligation to finish high school Low
High

Opportunity to pursue own interests Low-.

High

Non-Academic

Dress and Clothing

Student determination of drLss Low'
High

Lou Middle Upper-Middle

2 (2A)
24 (21.4)

9 (7.6)
17 (18.4)

2 (2.6)

'24 (23.4)

-2 (7.n)

24 (19.0)

'12 (1I.9)
14 (14.0)

Parental determination of dreps Low 6 (7.3)
High 20 (18.7)

School administration deter- Loi.t 10 (10.4)
mination of dress ,High 16 (15.6)

Right to expression on social tssues jaow 17 (16.1)
High. 9 (9.9)

Formation of discipline policy Low' 7 (8.1).
High 19 (17.9)
.

Obligation to "tell.on. a friend'', Low 17 (11.5)
9 (7.5).
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7 (5.8) 1 (1.6)
51 (45.2) 15 (14.4)

18 (16.8) 2 (4,4)
4o (41.2) 14 (11.4)

5 (5.8) 3 (1.6)

53 (52.2) 13 (14.4)

21 (15.7) 4 (4.3)
37 (42.3) 12 (11.7)

26 (26.7)
32 (31.3)

17 (16.2)

41 (41.7)

. 26 (23.3)
32 (34.1)

35 (35.))
23 (22.0)

20 (11.0)
38 (40.0)

42 (41.2)
16 (16.8)

8 (7.4)
8 (8.6)

5 (4.5)
,11 (11.5)

4 (6.4)
12 (9.6)

10 (9.0
6 (6.1)

4 (4.9)
12 (11.0)

12 (11.4)

4 (4.6)



ONE AND TWO PARENT. FAILIES IN RELATION

TO STUDENTS' OVERT :AND. COVERT REJECTION OF TEACHERS

M. Bullock Lamberts, Western.Michigan University

Edsel L. Erickson, Western Michigan University

Clifford Bryan, Office of Testing and Evaluation, G.R.P.S.

Prior research studies, contrasting the effects of one parent families

with those of families in which two parents are present, are contradictorY

and limited by severe methodological Problems..

Some investightors have concluded that children from one parent

families evidence sex role confUsion, non-adaptive peer group orientation

aad lessened popularity, abnormal dependency/independency conflict, and

excessive guilt related to intensified attention need. In samples measured

in past studies 61% of schizophrenics, 56% of unwed mothers, 61% of delinquent

boys, and 61% of female school dropouts were from one parent families.

On the other hand, a methodologically sound.study by Ivan .Nye and

associates found nb signifiCant differences in deviancy and other social

relationship areas between children from intact and broken homes. This

study, however, was limited by sample size; and, like most studies, not

necessarily represent'ative of children from one and two Parent homes.

Onle reason foi the contradictory conclusions is, perhaps, a failure

in dealing theoretically with the varying patterns of responses made to

instruments assessing interactional relationships. For instance, there

is some basis to assume that a cognitive dissonance may be produced in

children from one parent families toward authority figures, e.g.,teachers.

From the theoretical perspective, guiding this study, children from one

parent families are likely to be overtly accepting of their tenchers

but covertly rejecting of them; while students from two parent families

230
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are likely to be both overtly and covertly consWent in their acceptance
A

or rejection of teachers.
1-

It was the purpose of this study toaid:clarification of this issue

by assessing the extent to which children from one and two parent families

view teachers as hostile, rejecting, and unfair as a covert attitude while

expressing overt acceptance of them.

From a randomly drawn sample of two hundred 7th and 8th grade students

in an urban public school system, all children living Trith one parent only

were tested. (N=40) These subjects were matched on sei, socio-econcalc

status, and race with students fronCtwo parent families 040 chosen from

a randomly drawn selection pcol. Both groups responded;o4.. scales which

assessed overt and covert acceptanop/rejection OtIeachers.

It was found in IT out of 7 signifiCance telitir, that a. larger pro-

portion of children from two parent families were ionsonant in their overt

and covert orientations toward teachers than were childielii from one narent

families. It was also found in 6 out of 7 significance tests, that a

larger proportion of children from one parent families than from two Parent

families overtly accepted and...covertly rejected their teaohers. These

findings were supported controlling for race, sex and socio-economic status.

The implications of thesCfindingsifor theory,'further research and
1

educational practice are also.pres4nted.
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APPENDIX A

TEACEER LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE

S ,:.;

Dear Staff Metber:

February 1, 1970

As you already know, we are studying the views and opinions of teachers

in realtion to the Objectives of their schools.. We are able to ask

only a few teachers throughout the city to respond to the enclosed
questionnaire; therefore, your personal opinion is worth that much more.
Please circle the response for each question that best describes how

you feel. The answers you give vill be treated as confidential; all

data will be treated as group data. We vIll submit a report of our
findings to you so that you will have infOrmation dbout how you and

other teachers feel dbout the probdble educational and occupational

attainments of your students and feelings dbout the community and its

schools in general.

We hope you will be able to help us by answering the following question

and the attadhed questionnaire.

What suggestions do you have for improving your school?
Briefly list these suggestions; describe them if it is

necessary.



STAFF QUESTIONNAlfir'
. . .. .

1. Code No.
"1 2 3.

.

Please. sii.pp4 pie .following .background infettiation about yourself by checking
the response that is most nearly.torreict fbrloati. This inforMation is requetted
so that attitudes may be studied in telatior.to-tetcher backgrounds.

4.
a .. i
Sow mi4iy.years.h.ave you been a
teachert.

2) 2 yrs.
3) 3 Fre,.
4) 4 yrs.. .;

5) 5 Fre.

5. How long hem you
present school. sys

1) 1-5 mos.
2) 6-10 mos..
3) 1-2. yrs.

6. How long have you-
present school?

1) '1-2 mos.
21 2-4 mos.
3) 4-10 mod..
4) yr.

111111111111*

s

6) .640 7211:

7) 11-15 yrs.
8) 16.20 .yrsv

0 ) 26 or moire-

taught in.your
tem?
4) 3-5 yrs. .*

5) 6-10 yrs.
6) 10 .or more."

taught in yoUr

5) 2 -yrs.
6) 3 yrs. ":.!

7)4-7. risw-
8)...7 or sore

7. In-how may schools have you
taught?

1) 1 school 4) 4 schools.-
2) 2 schools-- 5) 5 schools
3) 3 schools. 6) oiltore.

:t .0 . .
8. Now old are you?

1) 21-23 4) 35445
2) 24-26 5) Over. 45
3) 27-34

9. In general, what was the quality
of your work when you were in
secondary school?

1) way above average
2) above average .
3) average
.4) somewhat below average

10. -When you were in undergraduate
college; how mich of your expenies
did you Tersonally earn? .

1) none .
2) spending money only s

3) 25-50 percent
4) over 50 percent

4111011111M

How many . senester hours of educe-
tion courses did you have as an
undergraduate?

1) none 5) 31-40
2). 1-10 41-50
3) 11-20 7) 51-6o

:-4) 21-30 8) over 6o
fi "

2._ What plans do you have for ititure
formal education?

'ust aim*: for permanent
bertifictition

plari:tiO ieke coursed', bi4
net to'verd a' sPecific degree

3) I plan to study for an M.A.
4)...I=p1sh to stUdy for a

dbetOrate.

.a -

13. What grade levels do you teach?
(If sore thin one9 indicate your
MAJOR 'grade 1eve1 With'A "double
check.) '..s ..

1) 6th grade 3) 8th grade
2) 7th grade E.4).4th.grade

4.. What subject area(s) .divyou teach?
(/f more than one, indicate your
MAJOR area with a double check.)

1) English
2)- History; social science
3) Science
4) Mathematics
5) Foreign languages
6) Rome economics
7) Physical education, health
8) Pine arts (music, art, etc.)
0) Other (specify)

15. .What was, your father's. MAJOR
lifetime occupation?

16. What ls your best frienct's MAJOR'
Occupation?

17. If marrid,.what is your spouse's
occupation?
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Please indicate your degree of satisfaction with each of the following items by

placing the apprvpriate response nuMber in the box f011owing each item. Use the

f011owing response numbers:
7 n Very satisfied 4 in Indifferent or neutral 1 Very dissatisfied

6 Moderately satisfied 3 mg Slightly dissatisfied

5 Slightly satisfied 2.- Moderately dissatisfied

ITEM RESPONSE

18. The state of teaching as. a

"profession". .

19. The capabilities of .: the

people Who are in teaching.

20. The level of competence of most
of the teachers in my present
school.

21. The level of competence of the
teadhers that I am most fre-
quently involved with in teach-
ing at my present school.

22. My feelings about how these
other teachers view my own
conpetency.

11111

011111111111110

saurammem

23. The method employed in my pre-
sent school for making decisions
on curriculum matters.

24. The attitude of the students
toward the faculty in my pre-
sent school.

25. The method employed in my
present school for making
decisions on pupil discipline
matters.

1111111/1110

11

111111111110

26. The matter in which the teachers
and the administrative staff
work together in my present
school.

27. The cooperation and help I
recieve from my superiors.

28. The cooperation and. help I s'

receive from fellow teachers.

.1.0111

61141111=111111I

29. The educational philosophy vtich
seems to prevail in my present
school.

ITEM RESPONSE

30. The evaluation process which MV
superiors use to judge my
effectiveness as a teacher.

31. The cooperation and help I
receive from guidance
personnel.

32. Junior high school-age
student-teacher relationships
in most schools.

411111111011100

1111110111,

.11.1111.4.

33. Teacher-student'relationships
deieloped by most teachers in
my present school.

. ,

34. Tiadher-studant relationships
of the teadhers I am most fre-
quently involved with in teadh-
ing.at.my present school.

35. The motivation for achievement
of most students of the age
that I teach.

36. The motivation for achievement
of most student in my school.

37. The motivation for achievement
of students that I teach.

38. The attitude of the faculty
towards the students in my
present school.

39. The cooperation and help I
receive from parents..

40. The cooperation I receive from

my students.

41. The extent to vhich / am able

to follow what other teachers
in my school are 'doing with
the students I teadh.
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How desirous would you be to accept each of the opportunities listed below?
Write your answer in the box followinueach....oRrAunity. Use the following
response numbers. "

1 ge I would rejeci the oppo rtunity.
2 a I would hesitate to accept the opportunity.
3 a I am uncertain.
4 would prObably accept the opportunity.
5 I would graAp.tivc.OPpop*PW:

.

OPPORTUNITY Rinqn..1
Remain a teacher in WI pre-
sent school for the rest of
my educational career.

. ' 4.
43. Remain a teecher in my present'

school system fOr the remainder.i
of my educational career, tat
move.to a school in a "better .

neisPborhood".

44. Remain a teacher at my present
.grade.level(s) for the remainder
of my edueational career.'

.: ."

1011MMI

7

.

1110411

Rx jp RESPONSE
tain a high

:teaching job in another
system.

Obtain a teaching ',Ibb
I could have greftterI.

deicidloit-makihg oppor

47. Obtan I ier fekViiit

gsitJon outside the field
of education.

*..

. r ,

Below you are requested to furnish information about your
parents. Please estimate, to the nearest 10 percent, the
students.:WOhieb,each.,of the2following staitements;i0PIY

48. .Theyere interested in academic aChlevement.
49. They are creating discipline prdblems foryou.
50. They are creating discipline prdblems for mon 0441.KIICOVs...
51. They do not have the intellectual capacity to'd6 the theira17.'

classes with you.
52.* They vete adequate33r: prepared. to do the gra0e:level work you expected

..

.

pupils and their
percentage ofYOUr

.1111141NSIs

..
Percent

of them when they entertd.your.classea.,
.

.

53. They will be adequately prepared to do the grade°1evel votk'dWORP
expect of them when they enter class next year.

54. They will probsbly go on to same type of college.
55. They will.probably drop out of school befOre.graduation..
56. They readily seek advice aboUt prdhleme related to their cieideii:

57. They readily seek advice about nob-academic and personal probIeisi-,.i-
58. They genuinely seem to like to go to school.
59. They genuinely seem to dislike going to school. .-

60. Their parents are interested in the school performance of their
children.

61. Their parents cooperate with the school when this help is requested.
62. Their parents are extremely critien1 of the schoOL
63. Their parents do not care whether their Children may drop out of

school.
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Introduction:

APPEN'Apc B

STUDEET EE
mac, 69 . To.. v.

v.
.

If your school is to better serve your needs, it is essential that we have
as. .

your views and opinions. This, 0 lu* a'queStimnaire; it is not a test.

Questions will be read to Yon'izid you .are asked to put a circle around the
Sem

&newer that best describeslioxyoulsel aboutfliffsrent things. The answers

,..
that you eve will be treated* confidentialOhese answers vill not be shown

to your teachers or anyone epe..other. than the research staff at the Evaluation
y

Office. The-research eta:twill, submit a report to the Grand Rapids Board of

!-:'.,

Education dbout how you and other pupils feel about your school, your educational

and occupational plans and desires, and *that you think About education and life

" . -7)
in general..

s

Since we are able to isk only a few persons io'express their Opinions,
..

your personal opinion is worth that mudh more. Won't you please.help us by

answering.the:koildwing questions: t.

1. Whatluagestions do you have for improving your school? Briefly list these

suggestiops; describe them if it is necessary.

2.. Do you thipk.that going to this school is likely to help you get ready for
high schoial

a. Yes

b.

c. Not sure either way
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1. There are many peopleiyho are concerned about how well young people do in.
'school. In 'the sPtees.belbii; hit theICAMRS'' or. 04 people 'you feet are con-
cerned about how veil you do in school. Pleaseikaittate' who eath person is.

1..

2.

3.

4.

5.

NAMES

..; ; fhr,rr

!;:ly 1,1::?*

WHO'.113' THIS PERSON

' 1

r

-
2. Now we would like to ask you some things about what you'wish to do and plan

to do in the future. If you were free to go as far as youweflted to go in
school, how far would you like to go? :

.*

m

.a. 14d 'like to qiiit right
b. I'd like to go to high schooVrer4 Afire:
c. I'd like U. graduate from high
d... I'd like to go to .secretarial or trade school.
e. like to ego.to edllegélfOr
f. fid like to grildiiaie'frixrcaledei'll 'At
g. I'd like to do graduate work beyond college.

. .. . 0011. MP fi

Sometimes what we would like to do is not the seine as what we really expect
do . Row .1far Vexi*et yotrifin reap* 'go?. ".f

. . r: 4 re". 4 ei 30

a. I plai'ic;quit'as'Woeit ."' tr, f fa

b. I plan to continue in high school for a while.
a. I plan on graduating from high school. 1(0. !.t 1*

d. I plan on going to secretariel or trade school;:. s",-:.

e. I plan on going to college for a while. .P

f. I plan on graduating from college. -;1c- :

g. / plan to do graduate work beyond dollege.

4. Now we would.illie ;O. iiiiisieya am.tetealiuesifOnin abdut .how you feel%about you*
school. Would you say that you are happy about being in this school?

a. Yes, I am defintely happy vith this school. ...,
b. I am happy with this school more often than not. ' t

0. I am unsure about how happy / am about this school. !

d. I am unhappy with this school more often than not.
e. No, I am definitely udhappy with this school...

5. Xn general would you say that the problems of this school are important to you?

a. Yes, the problems of this school are very important ttr
b. The problems of this school are imPtiiiitrfo treittiretfteri than not.
c. I am unsure about how important VorlidhbOltilStobleutt arttAti me.
d. The school's problems are usually not too important to me.
e. The problems of this school are not important to me at all.

I 3
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6. Would you say that you feel Tdesai44hen YOU tell people that you art a
student of this school? 21..

e.: -,

a. Yes, I =very pleased,.
b. I am usually pleased.
c. I am unsure.
d. / am usually not too pleased.
e. I am not pleased at-all: ob.

7. As far as going to school is concerned,.would you say that one of the best
things that has happened to you is When you came to this school?

a. Yes, definitely.
b. Yes, for the most part. . "

C. I am unsure. .

:t - .

d. PrObably not.
e. Definitely not.

. .

7 .

8. If you were free to have any job you, wanted after you finish your schooling,

which one would you most ltkp to have?*
r.-.

9. Sometimes the job that i persOnvhei61iiite id nOttheone that he actually
gets. What kind of a job doi:you'thiiik'yliiii-real4'willgat when you finish

,.school? .?

10. Now we wouldtAike to ask you, i few gueitioni,at&t.how you feel's:bout your

school wotk.. Forget for a moment how others g*ide your work. Please tell

us about how YOU feel about the kind of work you do in class.

a. My work is excellent.
b. My work is good.
c. My work is average.
d. My work is below average.
e. My work is much below average.

I P

11. What, kind of grades do you think you are capable of getting?

a. Mostly; A's

b . Mostly B' s

c. Mostly C's
d . Mostly D s
e. Mostly Vs

.1%4!

12. How important to you ard the grades you get inschool?

a. Very. imporiant
.

b. Important
c. Not particularly imptirtant
d. Grades do.not'matter to me pt all

. ,
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13. It isn't how mudh you know but how much you are williig to put up.with that
gets you good grades.

c. This is definitely true.
b. This is prObebly more true than false..
c. I am unsure.
d. This is probably more false than true.
e. This isAefinitely false. .

14. To get good grades you have to tell the teachers what they:want to hear.

a. This is definitely true.
b. This is prObably more true than falseA
c. I am unsure.
d. This is pradbly more feaseApatAryit
es This is definitely false.

15. How important is it to you to be high in your class at.school?

a. Very important
b. Important
c. Natpartieuletar.d.pportea....?
d. It doesn't matter to me at all.

16. Bow do you feel ifyokt.don".t.Ao asyell in.pchool asyouknow you can?
. . . . 7: f:

a. I feel very 61-/

: -!;:,,
b. I feel ba4,17.

c. I don't feel particularly bony.
d. ItAoesn't botherme .81..41.

I

17. If the odds are agsieiyuin your work at school, '701*liian. Ce*ie 'Ott %Id top
by persisting and keeping at your studies. .%.

a. This is definitely true. _ _

lb. This is more true than false.
i. .

C. I =unsure.
d. This is more false than true.
e. This is definitely false.

, t.
18. You have to learn what the teaChers say you nitst. You cannot use your own

initiative or imagination in this school.

a. This is definitely true.
b. This is more true than false.
c. I am unsure.
d. This is more false than true.
e. This is definitely false.
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19. What happens to a person in the future is largely a matter or fate or ludk.

a. This is definitely true.
b. This is more true than false.
c. I am unsure about this.
d. This is more felse than true....
e. This is definite: false.

20. How important is it to you to .do better then others in your school?

a. Very important
b. Important
c. Not particularly important
d. It doesn't matter to me at all... . . .

21. /n your school work, do you try to do better thail others?

a. All of the tine
b. Most of the time
c. OccasionallY
d. Never

"

22. Row, important to you are good grades ai compared with other aspects of
school?

.. a.

a. Good grades are the most important thing in school.
b. Good grades are among the important things in school.:
c. Some other things in school are more important than-eddes.
d. Good grades don't matter to me at all. 71. '-.

-.%

23. Now we would like to ask you some questions dbout how parents feel about
what you are doing in school. In general, would your PAPISTS say you are .

doing as well in school as you are capdble of doing?

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yas, probablY
c. Not sure either way
d. Probdbly not
a.... Definitely not

...

24. How important is it to your PARENTS that you get mostly MI's or better?

a. Very important
b. Important
c. not sure either way
d. Nbt particularly important
e. W grades don't natter to my parents at all.
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25.. liibar :do.;3Ciu hiyo PARENS'S eXpe'et i7ou t do in 'school?
. ...

a. They expect me to quit as soon as I can.
b. They expect me to continue in high school for a while.
c. They expect me to graduate from high school.
d. They expect me to go to secretarial or trade 'school:-
4!), They expect me to go to college for a while.
f. They expect me to graduate from college.

.They..expect me to 49 4raduste.work beyond coll..e4e.

26. Rol/well informed are your PARENTS dbout what you do In school?' Choose the
. .

statement which comes closest to describing your parents.

a. They are extremely well informed. They pay very eloseattention,
to what I am doing in nor school work. RegularlyV:I'br-othera
keep them informed. No matter how well'OrlioWlieor;y I aft doing,
they will find out. Je% *: : - .

b. are im,.,.reL1L.._m.,,aod. They.k.npw.,vite a bit about what and
how well I aim doing. They generaiekhatildiat end haw well r.
am doing, but not allows.

c. They are fairlT irtfoTed.' Afiby ask me and Once
in a while I ot soMeone else' *01).4 %Si abing." 'Seldom
do I or does anyone aelee;:tel'ik4440.7'

d. Th know nothi labtait ifh dbi'in school

;

work. .64 4.6 .11

.v. nrek . Pv(*..e- 4 i .

-4 . .. r.., r , ., ...... . .. .

27. The following questions are abdizt.'Whieeltitif'belit. Iiiidi thini about the
.:. 19",:3tpit, 4,4. In school.. ,.4. saner*, .wou.ld ypUr closest PRIM stqf you are

doiig as min in iihcia as' yOu are ciPablis of &life ..
..

..

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, probdbly
c. Not sure either way
d. Prdbably not
e. Definitely not

tr:, .

.
...s .t *t . '

.; fa:'

28. Row .importao..I.C.It.to zouT closest TRIM that you get mostly B's or
better?

a's' i* th

29.

a. Very important
b. Important
e . Not sure either way

f . a

d. Not particularly important
. ' . . t %

e. )ry grades don't matter ton* friind 'Weill:

Hpw far. sig you .thin4 your. best num expects you to-go in *.se(oo.;:1? 1:

a. He (she) eXpeets me tO q'Ult iss iben ail-can.' : 2

b. Re (she) expects me to continue in high school fox; a while.'
a. Re (she) expects me to graduate from high school.
d. He (she) expects me to go to secretarial or trade schdol.
e. Re (she) expects me to go to college foi 'a while: '-
f. Be (she) expects me to graduate from college.
g. Re (she) expects me to do gradUite irark.lieyend c011ege.. .
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30. In general, would you say that your FRIERDS are dqiqg es well in school as
they are capable of doing?

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, prObably
c. Not sure eithoL- way
d. PrObably not
e. Definitely not

,.

-
. .

" d

31.. Now important is it to your closest FRIENDS that they get mostly B's or
better? ..

a. Very important
b. ,ImpOrtant . ..-,,...

..

c. Not sure either way..
d. Not particularly impokaa
e. Grade's &net matter to theta' at all. . ,

.._

32. How !ar do you think your best PRIFSD vill go-io.,166.1iool?
. . .%,..

a. 'He (she).will quit as,sOotif he egt e ... , .

b. 11Is (she) will continue in' high: school for..a.!hile.
c..:40-...(she) will graduate trom high. iohool. .c, '_ . :
d. He (she) will gO tO leâietaiialvVbrade.;schoor.
e. ye (she) will go to college for a whiii:-.-
f. He (she)will graduate .from college.
g.. He .(stie )' will .49. graduate. 'trit:beyond cplXegs.. ... 2 i.. .. 4 .

. .. . ..s.
33. In general, would you say thst you get a1ongye4.,fith other students in

your classes? .. .:. .1.-.!,...i,

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, for the most pert
c. Not sure either way
d. Probably not, for the most part
e. Definitely not

34. In this school, is it easy t* be accepted into different friendship groups
to which you would like to belong?

a. Yes, definite4
b. Yes, fOr the most part
c. Not sure either way
d. PrObacly not, for the most part
e. Definitely not

35. Thenext few questions deal with how you feel about your teachers. In

general, would you say that you get along well with the iAgadh:rs that you

have in your classes?

a. Yes, definitely .

b. Yes, for the most part
c. Not eure.either way
d. Probably not, for the lost pert
e. Definitely not
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36. If you had a problem with one of your daily assignments for a class at school,

who is the first person that you would go to see about it?

a. A close friend
b. A classmate who is good in that class'
0. My parents '"d. The teacher -who has that Clams
e. My favorite teacher
f. A counselor

E "
No ',One 14%.: , .

. V.

h. Someone else Wherlt 'is
- .37. If you had a class in which ALL of the work Beetled very ard foryou, .who

is the first person that you would go to fgsr .

a. A close friend
b. A classmate who is good in that cless
a. My pareats
d. The teacher who has that class

favOrite teaChtir e if. A counselor
g. No one
h. Someone else (please tell wiao it is )

38. In general, would you say that the teachers that'You have; ape.intereated in
. .how well you do in school?

39.

a. Yes, definitely
"ik. Yee fAtbesur" :

a . *SA: mare' either liey
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not

. 40.4. %,
IL:

;

r

Woula you way that the teachers in your school !liaise "You .fee3, that they are
interested in you?

a. Yes, definitely
b. " Yes, .for'the boat-pert
c. Not sure either way
d. No, not for the most part
e. Definitely not

- .0. .
40. Would you say that your teachers have always beef) fair w.lth yo4 in this

school?

a. Yes, defietely
b. Yes, for the most part
c. Not sure either way
d. No, not for the most pert
e. Definitely not
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41. When is the .last.. time that you talked to:oaf...-of.your,teachers about your
school work?

a. Today
b. From two to five days ago -
c. From five to ten days ago
d. More than ten days ago ,

e. I hamen't talked to a teacher about my work this..year.
f. I don't remember.

42. In general, how often wr:vld you say. that.you have talked to yOuT.teachers
about the work you him done in school tilts. semester?

a. More than once a day .
b. About once a day
c. Two or three times a week
d. About once a week t. ..
e. About two or three times a month.
f. Less than once a month

43. In general, would you say that you have been able to talk to. your teachers
as often as you needed to about the work you do in school?

a. Yeti , definitely
probably

c. Not sure either way
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not

44. If there were more opportunities for you to talk to your teachers wotild
you talk to them about your school work more often than you ao now?

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes,. probably .

c. Not sure either way
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not

. . :

45. Would you say that a lot of teachers in this school used grades as a way
of getting back at students?

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, prObably.
c. Not sure either way
d. Probably not
e. Definitely not
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46. Would you say that the teadhers discourage you from using your own opinions
when answering questions in _class anct in tests?.... et

a. Yee, Aefinitilky...t.. .. .1 ...,-,. .1:v-i.,-c! ! .

b. Yes, for the most. ilart.:!%, ,...t -. ..

c. Not sure either way.. .... y -, .

d. No, not for the Root pact y.-.0. .
e. Definitely not ......;..,: ,..,r..),, u.3..: :....

47. Would you say that your teachers- surprise you by getting: you interested in
subjects you had nelter really thought much about before?

. . f P. 44I. .

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, for the most part
c. Not sure either way
d. No, not for the most part

48. As compared to yoor elMeattrienda..at school, how.often do you talk to
your teachers about your school work?

.

' *- I

a. Mudh more often than they
b. Somevtat more ;Oen than they do___.....

c. Abo#.the Same aa they.da
d. Somewliat less often than they do
e. Mudh less often than theyalo:'-':'-%

d

49. Is there any one particular teacher in your school that you doneider-to be
your f-Norite teacher?

a. Yes, there is one teacher that is my favorite..
, .

b. Yes, but there are several wham are wy faiOrite-teseeti.'
0. NO. There is no one in particular, for I like them all about

same.
d. NO. I do not particularly care for any of them.

the

50. In general., would your favorite teacher say you are doing as veil in ichool
as you are capable of doing?

a. Yes, definitely
b. Yes, prObably
c. Not sure either way
d. PrObably not
e. Definitely not

51. How important is it to yew favorite teacher that you get mostly B's or
better?

a. Very important
b. Important
c. Not sure either way
d. Not particularly important
e. Other things are more important.to my favorite teadher.
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52: .11.0W 'far do..ifiNi think your favorite teaCher expects you to .go in school?

a. He (she)
b. He (she)
c. He (she)
d. He (she)
e. He (she)
f. He (she)
g. ge (E410)

expects
expects
expects
expects
expects
expects
expects

, .

me to quit as soon as / can.
me to cortinue in high school fore..while.
me to graduate from high .schoo.1,...
me to go to secretarial or trada.school.
me to go to college fora while. .

me to graduate from college.
AO to do graduate inak beyond college.

.1 ., .

53. What is ytur favorite imbject in school?':

54. Is your fwvorite sUbject taught by your favorite teadher?

a. Yes
b. No

55. What does your father (or whomever supports your family) do for a living?

56. Describe what your father (or whomever supports your family) does on the job.

57. How old were you on your last birthdy?

58. What is your race?

a. Black
b. White.
c. 'Other (please.tell what it is

59. Are you

a. 'Male
b. Female

. .
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Dear Parent:- -'9;

I.

APPENDIX C

PARENT LtiTER AND titIESIONNAIRE

":t."f

. "(
'April 15, 19.70

Irr the near kuture,oil'meniber'of our resOirCh Stiff Will be comiig to your :
residence to get sdeetriliformation.Wo*rihir Oi4idoils stout our scilool

-system."' In order fiiii"Taue eãhóbii telietter active the needs' of Tour
childien , it is estential Vitt idiur 'tikirpoints attitudes and
suggestions for introveinent-. A. :'

Before the research interviewer calls on ,mu, you will be contaced by
telephone in order tO detHup n itianateat. Wheh the.' intiryieier calls -
It.? will present proper :idefltif bè%iontón fan:. requeit - he will' ask you

a short series of questions about your feell.ngs toward the School' system in
general. The answers that you and all other,parents give will ,be treated
as confidential.. filiesinsWiii tO anirone else besides
the research stitraVihe''Centeiiiir'rdtièatliitial Studies: 'The.reSearch
staff will submit a report to the Grand Rapids Boaid'br'Education 'about how
you and other parents feel about your child's school, your child's future
educational and occupational goals, and what you think about education in
general.

Since we are able to ask only a few persons to express their opinions,
your own personal opinion is worth that much more. Therefore% the help
that you can give us in.this attempt will be ..most sincerely.appregiated.,. . .

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Clifford E. Bryan
Research Associate

CEB:hc

. ? .

.:. : w.
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PARENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

"* MSC% 69 .

Introduction:

In order for your schools to better serve the needs of your children, it is
essential that we have your view and opinions. Ve would like to have your help
in finding the answers to certain questions that we have about how the school
is working; and we would Mg to have any other suggestions that you would like
to mike. I will read a list of questions and answers to you; all you have to do
is to tell ne which answer best describes how you feel about eadh different
question. The answers that you give will be,treated as coafidential. These

answers will:not be shown to anyone elsebes,idesthe research starf.at the
Evaluation Office. :The research staff..villssubnit a report to..the grand Rapids

Board of Education about howyou androther varents,feel abo4 :Our
school, your child's future educational and occupational gq4s4 and what you

. .
think about education and life in general.

Since ve are able to ask .only.a.few
personal opinion is worth that such
ing the following questions?. t

,

personfl.,to.exp0.-09:thefi* 'Opinions, yddr

npre. heip us by ian_wer.

." :
*-

1. ...ghat suggesti-ons. do you halm to*. iqpronAglpur child's.
school'? -Briefly ,Ilst !thefts. azggeatI,o Op`Cribe ther

if it 'is necessary..,...
,

! .
.

2. Do you think that the school your child iii'going to now
is helping him to get ready for high school?..

a.

b.
C.

Yes
No
Not sure either weiy

3. Do you think that the school your child is going to now
is helping him to make sense of his own experiences?

a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

Yes, definitely
Yes, probably
Not sure either way
Probably not
Definitely not
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Name of Student:
Name of Father:
Address:

?ARM. QT,TESTIONNA/RE

4

1. Sex of chi3.d:-;:49):Pmale .(i).male . ! e

2. Race of child: (0) white (1) black..-(g).other
. '

3. Major occupation of head of household (specify job)
. .... , ..

4. Sample identification (1) West Middle (0) Burton

5. When your child gets tip in the morning, does he usually look
forward to (1) going to school or would he (0) rather do something
else?

6. In a short time, your child will be going on to high. school.
Does he seem as if he really wants to go (1) or would rather
not go, (0) on to high school?

7. Now often does your child talk about the work he is doing in
school? Would you say he talks about it a lot (3), sometimes
(s), seldom (1), or never (0)?

8. Row does your child feel about the work he does at school? Does
he think it is hard work (2), or too easy (0) for him? (about
right 1,-.1)x-, ;:.;:: . -it. .. t .* -14

9. Do you feel that the work he does in school is too easy (0)
or too hardn(2).:fppli.jm? (about :right ail),

- 0. t;

10. Do you feelihat.parents should..be forced to 'send: theirtthildren
to school? (1) yes . ; (0)- no

U. Do you think..that parents should be.,forced to send their .children.'
all the way through high school? (1) yes ..(0) no '.

12. Do you think your child .has:tetter 0- 0 chance' (1) or
less than a 50-50 chance of. finishing high schair T6Y71

4

13. Do you think that your child has better than (1) or less then
..(0)'s. 50-50 chaace.of:going to college? .

14. How far do you expect your dhild to go in school?

1. To quit as soon as he can.
2. To continue in high school for awhile.
3. To graduate from high school.. .

4. To go to secretarial, trade or business school.
5. To go to college for a while.
6. To graduate from college.
T. To do gra4uate work beyondcollege.
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15. How far in school do You eiPect:rouradiestest friend to go
in school?

1. To quit as soon as he can.
2. To coatinue in high school.for a while.
3. To graduate fram high school. .

4. To go to secretarial, triai or business-school.
5. To go to college for awhile..
6. To graduate'from calege. 1

7. To do gradunte work beyond college.

16. Do you ftnd it helpful to compare.your childmith other students
on the following items?

A. Grades
1. Yes
'2:- Not.sUre
3. No

B. Dress
1. Yes
2. Not sure
3. No

C. Habits
1. Yes
2. Not sure
3. No -

t .
.

":

; .

$ . $

5..

s.

17. How important is it to you that your dhild get gooderidéis ta
compared with other aspects of school?

. !'

1. Good grades nre the mostAmportant ihing in school.
2. Good grades are among the important things in school.

/ 3'. Some other things in ichool are more iimportant.
4. Good grades don't matter to me at all.

18.'. Whitt' 'Of the following types of tests would you prefer td be
given to your child?

1. Objective (true-false, multiple' choice)
2. SUbjective (essay; open-ended) :.

3. I have no opinion on the matter.

19. How important is it to you for your child to get moitly B's or

better?

1. Very important
2. Important
3. Not particularly important
4. Grades don't matter at all
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20. forget for...a !lament .how others exp4p your child's work. Please
tell us about how. ES.reat. etiOut",`*e :kind of work he &el in school.

.

1. His work is excellent.
2. His work is good.
3. His work is average.
4. His work is below average.
5. His work is much below average.

21. In .general, would..you .say Vagt your child .does as well in school
as Ile is capable .of doipe

1. Yes, definitelY
2. Yes, probablY
3. Not sure either way
4. Probably not
5. Definitely not

. .

22. -Do you feel that..thee sebool.,proginun, allows your child enough
opportunity to pursue his...0n144erests,

1. Yes, definite2y
2 . Yes , for the :spot.; pat*. Ir.....
3.. Not .e.twe. either we,,y. I

4. No, not for the motif
5 . Nrinitely not.... ,. :.:..r , 4.

23.. Nag Toe.wou.10:1 lilts ;to. find Catt how yell most parents feel that they
"are informed". with What' their..Aildren..do *in Behan.: Would you
please choose the staterient thit *best deseribes yoti

1. I (We) are extremely well informed. No.Riattei. itoor37
child is doing in school, I (we) will find out. Ai:child or
other people keep me informed on a' regular.basib.In I ash able
to pay very close attention to what my child doerC in his
school work.

' I
qiatkelarlbataallimed.; Mktknow quite. B..bit about what so
hair Mal., t ie.. Ore. generall kncw whg.t'and' how

. I J.
well he is doing, but not always

3. / (We) are fairly well informed. Occasionally., my.. Ahl.34 or
someone else tells me what be ps.. doing in.hiAlschoO. wb,1:k.

4. I (We ) are only slightly informed. Only "se; goth dp!'s my. child
or anyone else tell me what .he is' doing, in.hie *schoOl work.

5. / We k ow almost nothin 'about what o h* child is
doing in his school work.

24. In genfirall.would you say that your...child sets along
the teachers he has in his classes at schOol? '

. : t1. Us, definitely ,

2. Yes, for the most part
3. Not sure tither way .. 4

4. Probably not, for the most part

5. Definitely not 4: a
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25. /n general, vou.14 Ylva say:that the---iseachets...thaeYour *child his

are interested in how .well 1i doe's in sehool?

1 . Yes , definitely
2 . Yes , probably
3. Not sure either way.
4. Probably, not
5. Definitely not

26. In general, would you say. that- your- Child gets to talk to his

teachers as often as he needs to about the work be does in school?

1. Yes, definitely
2. Yes, probably
3. Not sure either way
4. Probably not
5. Definitely not

27. Does it seem as if there is any ,oheieparticUlar teacher in your
child's school that is..hi* .favorite? '

1. Yes, there is one that is his favorite..

2. Yes, but there are several who ire' his. favorite.

3. NO there is no one in particularfor* he likes them. all
about the same. !

4. No. He does not particularly care for any of

28. Do .you feel thgte,the. school your.child'is attending is Ocreasing
fiii abilitY to aSsurie direction -of his- own life?. '

:

'1... Yes, deiinitely
2 . Yes probably,

3. Not sure either way.
4. Probably not.
5. Definitely nbt

a.

29. Do you think.. that 7th and 8th grade stUdents should.ii::iseVmitted

deter:lane their. own .style of dress while in school..?.

1.. Yes ,. definitely
2. Yes, for the most part .

3.. Not sure either wiy
'4. No', not for the most part

5. Definitely not

(IF NEGATIVE RESPONSE TO 29)
If no, at what grade level should they be permitted?

30. Do you think that r, rents should be responsible for determining

Tth and 8th graders' style of dress for school?

1 . Yes , definitely ..!

2. Yes, for the most part

3. Not sure either way
4. No, not for the most par't

5. Definitely not
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31. Do you think the schOO1 administrailon shodd be responeible for
determiniag the students' style of iress for School? '

1 . Yes , definitely
2. Yes, fOr the most part
3. NOtlittre-dither-way ---------..---
4. No, not for the most part
3. Definitay not -.-----

32. At school, outside of the .61issioom; ihoUia "Oudents be allowed .

to express their feelings on social issues, mil as be wearing
aftbands, wearing buttous, handlaig out leaflets, etc.?

1. Yes, definitelY
2.- Yes',1Or the most part
3. Not sure either way
4. No.; ilipt-fOlo the most part

5. Definitely not

(IF NEGATIVE RESPONSE TO 32)
At what grade level should they be permitted, if et all?

33. In general, do you think that students should have a voice in
setting up school policy for dealing with misbehavior in school?

1. Yes, definitely
2. Yes, probabli
3. Not sure either way
4. PrObably not
5. Definitely not

34. At what age/grade level sbould they have a major voice in setting
up this kind of school policy?

35. Do you think a student should be forced to "tell" on a "friend"
who he knows is breaking school rules?

1. Yes, definitelY
2. Yes, probably
3. Not sure either way
4. Probably not
5. Definitely not

36. Should the school forbid students from smoking at school?

1. Yes, definitely
2. Yes, probably
3. Not sure either way
4. Probably not
5. Definitely not

37. Is there any particular age/grade level when the school 3hou3.d
permit smoking if the students desie*?

;
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38. What do you. think ere some important problems, of students in

the schools today?

wwwo;i4:0arrimiremmilm.ow

39. Whit do you feel.is.the mdst.important,thing fOr the school to

do fOr your child?

.c

:


